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Abstract

Data-intensive systems are a critical building block for today’s large-scale Internet services. These systems have enabled high throughput and capacity, reaching billions of requests per second for trillions of items in a single storage cluster. However, many systems are surprisingly inefficient; for instance, memcached, a widely-used in-memory key-value store system, handles 1–2 million requests per second on a modern server node, whereas an optimized software system could achieve over 70 million requests per second using the same hardware. Reducing such inefficiencies can improve the cost effectiveness of the systems significantly.

This dissertation shows that by leveraging modern hardware and exploiting workload characteristics, data-intensive storage systems that process a large amount of fine-grained data can achieve an order of magnitude higher performance and capacity than prior systems that are built for generic hardware and workloads. As examples, we present SILT and MICA, which are resource-efficient key-value stores for flash and memory. SILT provides flash-speed query processing and 5.7X higher capacity than the previous state-of-the-art system. It employs new memory-efficient indexing schemes including ECT that requires only 2.5 bits per item in memory, and a system cost model built upon new accurate and fast analytic primitives to find workload-specific system configurations. MICA offers 4X higher throughput over the network than previous in-memory key-value store systems by performing efficient parallel request processing on multi-core processors and low-overhead request direction with modern network interface cards, and by using new key-value data structures designed for specific workload types.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

As a core component of today’s large-scale Internet services, *data-intensive* systems process and store a large amount of data on many cluster nodes in a distributed manner. At the same time, many of them waste a comparably large amount of system resources that could have been converted into useful work. In many previous systems, the individual node performance is less than 25% of what can be achieved by highly optimized software designs running on the same hardware. This dissertation aims to answer why such inefficiencies occur and how to avoid them.

Data-intensive systems often consist of thousands of nodes [108]. Building a cluster would require a multi-million dollar investment for the equipment alone. Their tremendous capabilities—being able to handle petabytes of data [31] and process billions of requests per second for trillions of items [108]—have enabled Facebook to serve almost a billion users every day by 2015 [57].

Yet, prior data-intensive systems fail to achieve high efficiency. The efficiency of a system for a task is the ratio of the system capability for the task to the amount of the low-level system resources that are the most significant bottlenecks in fulfilling the task. memcached [99], a widely-used networked in-memory storage system, handles up to 1–2 million operations per second on a single node. This system is inefficient for query processing because the underlying hardware can achieve about 78 million I/Os per second where I/O is one of the most critical bottlenecks for key-value query processing. On the contrary, a highly efficient system would achieve higher performance that approaches this packet I/O speed (performance that is achievable, as demonstrated in this thesis).\(^1\)

A key factor in the inefficiencies of prior data-intensive systems is that their design is mostly agnostic of the hardware and workloads. They typically use unified software designs that run on diverse hardware and for different workloads without major modifications. Ensuring uniformity has attractive benefits such as easy and cheap software development, deployment, and maintenance. However, such a design has important consequences in the context of data-intensive systems: The huge scale of data-intensive systems using many nodes will significantly amplify even the slightest overhead, compromising their cost effectiveness.

\(^1\)It is important to note the difference between efficiency and (raw) performance. memcached would have been said to have good efficiency if the underlying system could perform only a few million packet I/Os per second. Similar observations should be made for systems using different storage devices—e.g., DRAM, flash, and hard disk drives.
To reduce inefficiencies, we argue that it is necessary to (1) *leverage modern hardware* and (2) *exploit workload characteristics*. Modern hardware offers new opportunities including multicore processors, specialized CPU instructions, new storage devices, and advanced NIC (network interface card) features. Taking advantage of these opportunities requires extensive effort and great care because they are often exposed via unconventional interfaces; using them naively could degrade performance. Applying optimizations can become effective under specific workloads with certain properties; workload skew is typically considered harmful because it can create hot spots and load imbalance, but it can also improve system performance when exploited properly.

This dissertation shows that storage systems that store and process large-scale, fine-grained data can provide an order of magnitude higher performance and capacity than conventional systems that are built for generic hardware and workloads. Such improvements can be achieved by using new algorithms, data structures, and software architectures that leverage modern hardware and exploit workload characteristics.

We devise and evaluate new techniques to do so, ranging from efficient indexing algorithms to full key-value (hash table-like) store designs and implementations:

- **SILT** improves the capacity of unordered on-flash key-value storage, realizing 5.7X higher memory efficiency than the state-of-the-art system at that time while preserving high query performance. Key design components of SILT include the combination of multiple stores with different I/O and indexing characteristics, and compact data structures that realize memory-efficient indexing.

- **ECT** provides SILT with a memory-efficient indexing scheme. It requires only 2.5 bits per key in memory to index hashed keys, which is 36% smaller than the best external perfect hashing scheme at that time. ECT possesses a desirable property of using a fully sorted array that simplifies the incremental merge of large arrays.

- **Accurate and fast analytic primitives** provide tools to build models of SILT and SILT-like systems. The system model allows estimating performance metrics on the scale of seconds. The accuracy and speed of the estimation facilitates exploiting the skew of workloads by finding appropriate system parameters, which takes only up to a few minutes for a large workload containing hundreds of millions of data items.

- **MICA** increases the throughput of networked, unordered in-memory key-value storage, achieving 4X higher speed than the state-of-the-art system at that time. MICA avoids expensive concurrent writes across multiple cores and uses advanced NIC features for the hardware to deliver client requests directly to appropriate server cores for key-value processing. MICA uses different key-value data structures that are designed for different key-value workloads.

The rest of this chapter introduces the background of data-intensive systems, examines modern hardware trends, discuss opportunities and challenges the trends impose, and outlines how this dissertation tackles problems that arise therein.
1.1 Data-Intensive Systems

The rapid growth of Internet services in the 2000s has required computer systems to handle an explosively increasing amount of data for acquiring, storing, and processing. Today, production-level services exist that handle petabytes of data [31] and process billions of requests per second for trillions of items [108]. Services such as Facebook have evolved to serve almost a billion users every day in 2015 [57].

A core component of large-scale Internet services is data-intensive systems that process and store a large number of fine-grained data items, such as web pages and web analytics [31], product catalogs and sales rank, user preferences, shopping carts and sessions [44], and database query results [108]. These tasks handle a vast amount of data items in comparison to the small amount of computation applied to each item. In this context, efficient data storage and I/O for fine-grained items is extremely important. Furthermore, most data items are independent of each other, enabling data parallelism that makes it easy for systems to process individual data items in a distributed manner. Data-intensive systems employ a large-scale clustered architecture that builds a cluster of many nodes to achieve high aggregate throughput and capacity.

Data-intensive systems are not new in the types of requests they can handle, but are distinguished by how efficiently they can handle the requests. Traditional DBMS (database management systems) could process the same types of requests data-intensive systems do. Large-scale Internet services do not make more complex requests than relational database queries; the Internet services rather make simpler requests—they are often as simple as hash table operations in essence. In this simpler but higher volume setting, the sheer amount of data and data parallelism make data-intensive systems more favorable for achieving the required scale in a cost-effective manner.

In addition to meeting high performance and capacity goals, data-intensive systems have two important goals: cost effectiveness and scalability.

The scale of data-intensive systems makes them expensive to provision and operate. A single cluster consisting of thousands of nodes would cost tens of millions of dollars for the equipment, and running the large cluster will incur high electricity and cooling costs plus many other management costs. Thus, the system architects should keep the total cost, including the equipment, operation, and risk management cost, as low as possible while satisfying other important goals. Any small increase in the cost of a single node can be amplified to threaten the cost effectiveness of the entire cluster; on the other hand, a few percent of improvement in performance and capacity can significantly reduce the total cost of data-intensive systems.

Data-intensive systems are expected to scale well. Demands for processing and storage of data vary over time, and additional applications may begin to use existing data-intensive systems. The system should be able to offer higher performance and capacity by scaling horizontally (“scale-out”) as the demands increase.

System designers, however, should be careful about avoiding side effects that arise in a large cluster, to ensure load balance, fault tolerance and high availability, and low tail latency.

Load balance affects how evenly data-intensive systems distribute the work to cluster nodes. In an ideal scenario, every node uses the same amount of local system resources, such as processing power and storage space. This equal load allows achieving high utilization of each node’s power and reducing wasted resources. Many practical workloads, however, contain workload skew (nonuniform demands for different data items) and flash crowds (traffic spikes; sudden increases
in load) [8], which makes it difficult to distribute the load evenly across nodes. Load balance is increasingly difficult with many slow nodes in the cluster because each node can easily become a “hotspot” that experiences excessive load that the node cannot handle.

Data-intensive systems are built upon many nodes that can fail individually. As a cluster uses more nodes, it experiences more frequent node failures every hour or day. The whole cluster may suffer downtime and even lose the data permanently if the failure propagates to other nodes or is not resolved quickly, which can cost the system operator a huge amount of money and time. Ideally, the system as a whole should be always available to the user regardless of how distributed the load is across multiple nodes, while this goal is very challenging for large clusters with many nodes.

Many applications demand low tail latency (the high-percentile response time) while it is difficult to achieve it in a large cluster. Even a half a second increase in the response time of interactive services can cause traffic and revenue to drop by 20% [70]. Applications therefore attempt to make the maximum response time no higher than a certain threshold (e.g., 100 ms) [82]. The tail latency becomes worse as a cluster uses more nodes [41]. This phenomenon occurs because there exists variance in the response time of multiple nodes, and an application must often wait until the last response arrives before proceeding; using more nodes increases the variance and thus increases the chance of experiencing high response time with one of the nodes.

In this dissertation, we aim to preserve the strengths of data-intensive systems while reducing their side effects. In particular, we explore how we can improve individual systems to offer higher performance and capacity.

By boosting the capability of individual nodes, we hope to obtain several desirable direct and indirect benefits. The most direct consequence is that the system is more robust to workload skew and flash crowds; each node can handle more load, and this spare capability can reduce the chance of creating a hotspot. With individually powerful nodes, the system can use a fewer number of nodes to provide the same aggregate performance and capacity as before; with the smaller cluster size, the system can expect (1) lower equipment and operational cost, (2) easier failure recovery and higher availability, and (3) low tail latency.

Improving the performance or efficiency of individual nodes is a time-tested goal in computer science. Faster processors and larger storage space have for decades allowed processing more requests and storing more data on a single system. However, modern hardware and workload trends necessitate a new approach to improving node capabilities, as we explain in the next two sections.

1.2 Challenges and Opportunities with Modern Hardware

Moore’s law described—and, indeed, prescribed, as industry scrambles to fulfill it—a promising vision of hardware evolution: The number of transistors per integrated circuit doubles about every two years [104]. Along with this growth, Dennard scaling predicts that the power density of transistors remain similar as they shrink [45]. An implication from two laws is that processors required roughly the same power on the same area while providing exponentially increasing computational power. Chip designers capitalized on this to boost clock rates while preserving the
TDP (thermal design power; the amount of heat generated by a processor) by reducing the chip size.

Unfortunately, Dennard scaling has slowed considerably. As transistors become smaller, they experience more current leakage caused by tunneling current [24]. Chips began to generate too much heat to be cooled efficiently. This physical limitation of high-density chips is referred to as the “power wall” [129]. The breakdown of Dennard scaling made it no longer viable to increase the clock rate to obtain fast processors. “The free lunch is over” [132]—software can no longer enjoy the clock rate increase that previously brought automatic performance improvements.

Two efforts have been made to mitigate the effect of the power wall. Multi-core architectures introduce multiple sets of processing logic in a single chip package. Multi-core processor designs improve the total processing power of a single chip for parallel processing without increasing the clock rate. Processors are also increasingly equipped with advanced processing features such as an extended instruction set for vectorized operations and specialized computation such as data encryption and CRC32 checksumming [78, 80]. A corollary of these efforts is “dark silicon,” which activates only a portion of the chip to limit the overall power density [51]. Unfortunately, it is difficult to take advantages of these new changes because programming with multi-core processors requires great caution to avoid contention at shared resources, and different CPU implementations can exhibit different performance characteristics for concurrency controls [40].

As the processors become more powerful, the discrepancy grows between the processor speed and the memory access latency. Upon a cache miss (an attempt to access data that does not currently reside in the CPU cache), the processor can experience a “stall” while waiting for the memory controller to fetch the data from the main memory to the CPU cache. Each stall wastes a significant number of CPU cycles because of an increasing gap between the CPU and memory speed—the process speed has improved by about 75% per year while the memory speed has improved by only about 7% per year [97]. To mitigate this “memory wall” [146], today’s processors are equipped with a large cache whose size is huge compared to previous generations’ (tens of MBs vs. a couple of MBs). More cache unfortunately does not solve the memory access problem for applications whose working set does not fit in the cache, which is common in data-intensive systems. For example, main-memory storage systems often have a huge working set size of GBs, which is far beyond the cache size, as certain workloads require them to actively access the entire stored data. Therefore, the intelligent use of prefetch instructions, which give the processor a hint before the data is accessed [30], has become more critical to the performance of such applications than ever. Nevertheless, it is difficult to make effective use of prefetching because the system designer needs in-depth knowledge about how data is accessed and processed in the system; prefetching must be requested before the data access with an appropriate time gap (about the memory access latency) to make prefetching effective and avoid cache pollution that increases cache misses for other frequently accessed data.

New storage technologies have blossomed, raising questions for system balance. SSD (solid-state drives) based on flash first became practical in the 2000s and began to replace HDDs (hard disk drives) [6]. They are persistent, have very low random access time of tens of microseconds as secondary storage (c.f., a few milliseconds for HDDs), and have good sequential transfer speed of hundreds of MBs per second. Their downsides include costing about ten times more per unit storage space than HDDs; a wear-out property that makes the drive unusable after excessive writes; and relatively slow random write speed because SSDs lack support for block-granularity
data overwrite and require coarse-grained erasure operations. The storage space offered by an SSD has increased rapidly, exceeding the increase rate of the DRAM capacity; this leads to burden systems that accelerate query processing by spending the memory proportional to the total data size on flash.

Fast network devices have evolved as well. High-speed commodity NICs (network interface cards) offer up to 56 Gbps speed in the mid-2010s [98]. It has become critical to use multiple cores to perform I/O because a single core does not provide enough processing power to perform I/O at such a high speed [46]. Therefore, modern NICs implement *multiple receive and transmit queues*. Each queue can be accessed by a core to allow parallel network I/O across cores. NICs with multiple queues commonly include advanced features such RSS (receive-side scaling) to automatically distribute incoming packets across multiple receive queues [46], and more programmable features such as “flow steering” allow the software to supply packet classification rules for the packet distribution [116]. These features are often underutilized in the context of data-intensive systems because they are designed for other contexts (e.g., flow-oriented communication). To use new NIC features, a data-intensive system must close the gap between the hardware feature and the application context.

We speculate that these hardware trends will continue, and become more significant in the near future. The introduction of new hardware will expose previous system designs to different challenges while offering new opportunities to further improve their performance and capacity.

### 1.3 Diversity in Workloads of Data-Intensive Systems

Many data-intensive systems commonly expose a simple and generic interface to a variety of target applications. Bigtable provides the same API to many applications including web document crawlers, web analytics, and Google Earth [31]. Similarly, Dynamo [44] has a simple interface of storing and retrieving a key-value pair; this interface is used in various areas, as we revisit it in the next section. With the shared infrastructure, system operators can facilitate the provisioning, maintenance, and development of the infrastructure.

While multiple applications share the same interface, they can impose different workload characteristics to the storage system. Prior study on Facebook’s production memcached deployment [8] reveals that there exists a huge difference in the length of keys and values as well as their access patterns in different usages of the key-value storage. A pool storing the user-account status information has tiny key-value items (16 B or 21 B keys and 2 B values) is highly read-intensive (99.8% of operations are reads). On the other hand, a pool storing the browser information handles more varied key-value item sizes and serves 3X more writes than reads.

Using similar interfaces for different workloads does not necessarily result in the same storage and processing efficiency under the workloads. The workloads have different performance requirements and different types of data and requests. For example, applications using a storage system as an in-memory cache storing DBMS query results would expect high throughput and low latency that are comparable to the memory speed (e.g., millions of operations per second, hundreds of microseconds of response time), whereas applications using a storage system to keep persistent data may be more interested in storing a high number of items (e.g., billions of items) on the same physical storage space. A storage system optimized for read-intensive workloads may
perform poorly under write-heavy workloads. Workloads may also have different skew properties; some workloads require uniform access to stored items, while others access a small set of items more frequently, creating skewed access patterns. Ignoring the skew may lose an opportunity to adjust the behavior of the storage system and benefit from side effects of the skew (e.g., being able to deduplicate redundant items that occur frequently under high skew).

Considering such differences in workloads can make more balanced use of available system resources and improve system capabilities without requiring more powerful hardware. The system can introduce techniques that exhibit a high efficiency under certain characteristics implied by the target workload. Using carefully tuned system parameters for the specific workload can improve performance even when the system implementation remains unchanged. Similar to exploiting modern hardware, these techniques require effort to understand workload characteristics and apply them to the system design.

1.4 Key-Value Stores

We use key-value stores as examples to demonstrate how we can achieve high performance and capacity by leveraging modern hardware and workload characteristics.

Key-value stores are high-performance, highly available, and scalable storage services with a simple abstraction allowing data-parallel system designs with a cluster design [44]. Key-value stores expose a hash table-like interface, such as \texttt{SET(key, value)} (store a key-value pair in the system) and \texttt{GET(key)} (retrieve the value associated with the key), to clients either locally and remotely. Key-value stores have become important in diverse areas, from their initial applications to web object caching [8, 44, 108] to more recent applications such as state storage for machine learning [1, 8].

Despite their importance as a building block for large services, conventional key-value store designs struggle in achieving high efficiency. Prior key-value stores are designed to run on generic hardware, missing opportunities to make efficient use of modern hardware and adapt to new hardware balance; for instance, prior key-value stores require a large amount of memory and stick to the standard socket I/O that fails to take advantage of fast packet processing assisted by modern NICs. Prior work is mostly agnostic to workload characteristics; for example, previous key-value systems use a uniform system design and parameter set regardless of the target workload. As a consequence, prior systems suffer from inefficiencies, achieving no more than about 25\% of the performance and capacity achievable by new, efficient key-value store designs that we present in this dissertation.

1.5 Contribution Summary

This dissertation presents two systems, SILT and MICA, for different underlying storage devices. SILT (Small Index Large Table) is a persistent flash-based key-value store for workloads with unordered retrievals. It provides high throughput for a large number of stored items, converting up to 99\% SSD’s random read speed into query performance while requiring only 0.7 bytes of memory per item; thus, SILT allows serving 5.7 times as many fine-grained items for the same
amount of the main memory as the previous state-of-the-part system without sacrificing query performance. SILT guarantees long lifetime of SSDs by combining three different key-value data structures with a different emphasis on memory efficiency and write-friendliness and balancing the use of these three components.

One important of SILT’s key design components is **ECT** (Entropy-Coded Tries), a memory-efficient indexing scheme. By exploiting unordered retrievals, ECT provides a compact mapping between hashed keys and their item indices in a sorted array, using 2.5 bits of memory per item, which can be further reduced when a single storage block contains multiple small items. ECT trades computation for space by using compression; its lookup is slower than typical hash functions and binary search trees, but ECT’s compression ratio can be adjusted to match the random read speed of SSDs. ECT lookups can be performed in parallel on multiple CPU cores to support fast SSDs.

We devise **accurate and fast analytic primitives** that help estimating performance metrics of SILT and SILT-like key-value stores that combine multiple stores. Models built using these primitives consider the skew in the workloads; therefore, for specific workloads, a system designer can improve the system design to better exploit the skew of the workloads and automatically tune system parameters within minutes even for large workloads with hundreds of millions of items. SILT can offer 26% better memory efficiency for a skewed workload by choosing workload-specific system parameters based on the analysis result.

**MICA** (Memory-store with Intelligent Concurrent Access) is a non-persistent in-memory key-value store for unordered access. MICA can serve fine-grained key-value items over the network at up to 76.9 million operations per second using a single machine, which is 99% of the packet I/O speed the machine can achieve without performing key-value processing. This throughput is 4 times as high as previous in-memory stores provide. It uses an efficient parallel architecture that avoids expensive inter-communication between CPU cores. MICA takes advantage of fast modern NIC’s features and client-side assists to deliver remote client requests directly to appropriate server cores on the hardware level. For fast local key-value processing, MICA employs new data structures that are specific to the required interface semantics (cache mode and store mode).

The following gives an outline of the rest of this work:

- Chapter 2 presents SILT’s multi-store design, individual store designs, describes an analytic method that determines SILT’s system parameters, and examines the performance and memory efficiency of the SILT implementation.
- Chapter 3 extends the description of ECT and compares it with the state-of-the-art external hashing algorithm by building stores with them.
- Chapter 4 proposes fast and accurate analysis primitives quickly build models of SILT and SILT-like systems. Using the models, a system designer can quickly estimate system performance metrics under different workloads and optimize system parameters for specific workloads.
- Chapter 5 describes MICA’s system design and new data structures, and evaluates MICA and previous in-memory key-value stores.
- Chapter 6 concludes.
Chapter 2

SILT (Small Index Large Table)

Key-value storage systems have become a critical building block for today’s large-scale, high-performance data-intensive applications. High-performance key-value stores have therefore received substantial attention in a variety of domains, both commercial and academic: e-commerce platforms [44], data deduplication [5, 42, 43], picture stores [13], web object caching [9, 99], and more.

To achieve low latency and high performance, and make best use of limited I/O resources, key-value storage systems require efficient indexes to locate data. As one example, Facebook engineers recently created a new key-value storage system that makes aggressive use of DRAM-based indexes to avoid the bottleneck caused by multiple disk operations when reading data [13]. Unfortunately, DRAM is up to 8X more expensive and uses 25X more power per bit than flash, and, as Table 2.1 shows, is growing more slowly than the capacity of the disk or flash that it indexes. As key-value stores scale in both size and importance, index memory efficiency is increasingly becoming one of the most important factors for the system’s scalability [13] and overall cost effectiveness.

Recent proposals have started examining how to reduce per-key in-memory index overhead [5, 6, 9, 42, 43, 107, 147], but these solutions either require more than a few bytes per key-value entry in memory [5, 6, 9, 42], or compromise performance by keeping all or part of the index on flash or disk and thus require many flash reads or disk seeks to handle each key-value lookup [43, 107, 147] (see Figure 2.1 for the design space). We term this latter problem *read amplification* and explicitly strive to avoid it in our design.

This chapter presents a new flash-based key-value storage system, called SILT (Small Index Large Table), that significantly reduces per-key memory consumption with predictable system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>2008 → 2011</th>
<th>Increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU transistors</td>
<td>731 → 1,170 M</td>
<td>60 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM capacity</td>
<td>0.062 → 0.153 GB/$</td>
<td>147 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flash capacity</td>
<td>0.134 → 0.428 GB/$</td>
<td>219 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk capacity</td>
<td>4.92 → 15.1 GB/$</td>
<td>207 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: From 2008 to 2011, flash and hard disk capacity increased much faster than either CPU transistor count or DRAM capacity.
Figure 2.1: The memory overhead and lookup performance of SILT and the recent key-value stores. For both axes, smaller is better.

performance and lifetime. SILT requires approximately 0.7 bytes of DRAM per key-value entry and uses on average only 1.01 flash reads to handle lookups. Consequently, SILT can saturate the random read I/O on our experimental system, performing 46,000 lookups per second for 1024-byte key-value entries, and it can potentially scale to billions of key-value items on a single host. SILT offers several knobs to trade memory efficiency and performance to match available hardware.

This chapter makes three main contributions:

- The design and implementation of three basic key-value stores (LogStore, HashStore, and SortedStore) that use new fast and compact indexing data structures (partial-key cuckoo hashing and Entropy-Coded Tries), each of which places different emphasis on memory-efficiency and write-friendliness.
- Synthesis of these basic stores to build SILT.
- An analytic model that enables an explicit and careful balance between memory, storage, and computation to provide an accurate prediction of system performance, flash lifetime, and memory efficiency.

### 2.1 SILT Key-Value Storage System

Like other key-value systems, SILT implements a simple exact-match hash table interface including PUT (map a new or existing key to a value), GET (retrieve the value by a given key), and DELETE (delete the mapping of a given key).

For simplicity, we assume that keys are uniformly distributed 160-bit hash values (e.g., pre-hashed keys with SHA-1) and that data is fixed-length. This type of key-value system is widespread in several application domains such as data deduplication [5, 42, 43], and is applicable to block storage [39, 119], microblogging [53, 137], WAN acceleration [5], among others. In systems with lossy-compressible data, e.g., picture stores [13, 61], data can be adaptively compressed...
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Figure 2.2: Architecture of SILT.

to fit in a fixed-sized slot. A key-value system may also let applications choose one of multiple key-value stores, each of which is optimized for a certain range of value sizes [44]. We discuss the relaxation of these assumptions in Section 2.3.

**Design Goals and Rationale** The design of SILT follows from five main goals:

1. **Low read amplification**: Issue $1 + \varepsilon$ flash reads in expectation for a single GET, where $\varepsilon$ is configurable and small (e.g., 0.01).
   *Rationale:* Random reads remain the read throughput bottleneck when using flash memory. Read amplification therefore directly reduces throughput.

2. **Controllable write amplification and favoring sequential writes**: It should be possible to adjust how many times a key-value entry is rewritten to flash over its lifetime. The system should issue flash-friendly, large writes.
   *Rationale:* Flash memory can undergo only a limited number of erase cycles before it fails. Random writes smaller than the SSD log-structured page size (typically 4 KiB$^1$) cause extra flash traffic.
   Optimizations for memory efficiency and garbage collection often require data layout changes on flash. The system designer should be able to select an appropriate balance of flash lifetime, performance, and memory overhead.

3. **Memory-efficient indexing**: SILT should use as little memory as possible (e.g., less than one byte per key stored).
   *Rationale:* DRAM is both more costly and power-hungry per gigabyte than Flash, and its capacity is growing more slowly.

4. **Computation-efficient indexing**: SILT’s indexes should be fast enough to let the system saturate the flash I/O.
   *Rationale:* System balance and overall performance.

5. **Effective use of flash space**: Some data layout options use the flash space more sparsely to improve lookup or insertion speed, but the total space overhead of any such choice should remain small – less than 20% or so.
   *Rationale:* SSDs remain relatively expensive.

$^1$For clarity, binary prefixes (powers of 2) will include “i”, while SI prefixes (powers of 10) will appear without any “i”. 
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In the rest of this section, we first explore SILT’s high-level architecture, which we term a “multi-store approach”, contrasting it with a simpler but less efficient single-store approach. We then briefly outline the capabilities of the individual store types that we compose to form SILT, and show how SILT handles key-value operations using these stores.

**Conventional Single-Store Approach** A common approach to building high-performance key-value stores on flash uses three components:

1. *an in-memory filter* to efficiently test whether a given key is stored in this store before accessing flash;
2. *an in-memory index* to locate the data on flash for a given key; and
3. *an on-flash data layout* to store all key-value pairs persistently.

Unfortunately, to our knowledge, no existing index data structure and on-flash layout achieve all of our goals simultaneously. For example, HashCache-Set [9] organizes on-flash keys as a hash table, eliminating the in-memory index, but incurring random writes that impair insertion speed. To avoid expensive random writes, systems such as FAWN-DS [6], FlashStore [42], and SkimpyStash [43] append new values sequentially to a log. These systems then require either an in-memory hash table to map a key to its offset in the log (often requiring 4 bytes of DRAM or more per entry) [6, 43]; or keep part of the index on flash using multiple random reads for each lookup [43].

**Multi-Store Approach** BigTable [31], Anvil [95], and BufferHash [5] chain multiple stores, each with different properties such as high write performance or inexpensive indexing.

Multi-store systems impose two challenges. First, they require effective designs and implementations of the individual stores: they must be efficient, compose well, and it must be efficient to transform data between the store types. Second, it must be efficient to query multiple stores when performing lookups. The design must keep read amplification low by not issuing flash reads to each store. A common solution uses a compact in-memory filter to test whether a given key can be found in a particular store, but this filter can be memory-intensive—e.g., BufferHash uses 4–6 bytes for each entry.

**SILT’s multi-store design** uses a series of basic key-value stores, each optimized for a different purpose.
1. Keys are inserted into a write-optimized store, and over their lifetime flow into increasingly more memory-efficient stores.

2. Most key-value pairs are stored in the most memory-efficient basic store. Although data outside this store uses less memory-efficient indexes (e.g., to optimize writing performance), the average index cost per key remains low.

3. SILT is tuned for high performance for hard cases—a lookup found in the last and largest store. As a result, SILT can avoid using an in-memory filter on this last store, allowing all lookups (successful or not) to take $1 + \epsilon$ flash reads.

SILT’s architecture and basic stores (the LogStore, HashStore, and SortedStore) are depicted in Figure 2.2. Table 2.2 summarizes these stores’ characteristics.

**LogStore** is a write-friendly key-value store that handles individual PUTs and DELETEs. To achieve high performance, writes are appended to the end of a log file on flash. Because these items are ordered by their insertion time, the LogStore uses an in-memory hash table to map each key to its offset in the log file. The table doubles as an in-memory filter. SILT uses a memory-efficient, high-performance hash table based upon cuckoo hashing [114]. As described in Section 2.2.1, our partial-key cuckoo hashing achieves 93% occupancy with very low computation and memory overhead, a substantial improvement over earlier systems such as FAWN-DS and BufferHash that achieved only 50% hash table occupancy. Compared to the next two read-only store types, however, this index is still relatively memory-intensive, because it must store one 4-byte pointer for every key. SILT therefore uses only one instance of the LogStore (except during conversion to HashStore as described below), with fixed capacity to bound its memory consumption.

Once full, the LogStore is converted to an immutable **HashStore** in the background. The HashStore’s data is stored as an on-flash hash table that does not require an in-memory index to locate entries. SILT uses multiple HashStores at a time before merging them into the next store type. Each HashStore therefore uses an efficient in-memory filter to reject queries for nonexistent keys.

**SortedStore** maintains key-value data in sorted key order on flash, which enables an extremely compact index representation (e.g., 0.4 bytes per key) using a novel design and implementation of Entropy-Coded Tries. Because of the expense of inserting a single item into sorted data, SILT periodically merges in bulk several HashStores along with an older version of a SortedStore and forms a new SortedStore, garbage collecting deleted or overwritten keys in the process.

**Key-Value Operations** Each PUT operation inserts a (key, value) pair into the LogStore, even if the key already exists. DELETE operations likewise append a “delete” entry into the LogStore. The space occupied by deleted or stale data is reclaimed when SILT merges HashStores into the SortedStore. These lazy deletes trade flash space for sequential write performance.

To handle GET, SILT searches for the key in the LogStore, HashStores, and SortedStore in sequence, returning the value found in the youngest store. If the “deleted” entry is found, SILT will stop searching and return “not found.”

**Partitioning** Finally, we note that each physical node runs multiple SILT instances, responsible for disjoint key ranges, each with its own LogStore, SortedStore, and HashStore(s). This parti-
2.2 Basic Store Design

2.2.1 LogStore

The LogStore writes PUTs and DELETEs sequentially to flash to achieve high write throughput. Its in-memory partial-key cuckoo hash index efficiently maps keys to their location in the flash log, as shown in Figure 2.3.

Partial-Key Cuckoo Hashing The LogStore uses a new hash table based on cuckoo hashing [114]. As with standard cuckoo hashing, it uses two hash functions $h_1$ and $h_2$ to map each key to two candidate buckets. On insertion of a new key, if one of the candidate buckets is empty, the key is inserted in this empty slot; if neither bucket is available, the new key “kicks out” the key that already resides in one of the two buckets, and the displaced key is then inserted to its own alternative bucket (and may kick out other keys). The insertion algorithm repeats this process until a vacant position is found, or it reaches a maximum number of displacements (e.g., 128 times in our implementation). If no vacant slot found, it indicates the hash table is almost full, so SILT freezes the LogStore and initializes a new one without expensive rehashing.

To make it compact, the hash table does not store the entire key (e.g., 160 bits in SILT), but only a “tag” of the actual key. A lookup proceeds to flash only when the given key matches the tag, which can prevent most unnecessary flash reads for non-existing keys. If the tag matches, the full key and its value are retrieved from the log on flash to verify if the key it read was indeed the correct key.
Although storing only the tags in the hash table saves memory, it presents a challenge for cuckoo hashing: moving a key to its alternative bucket requires knowing its other hash value. Here, however, the full key is stored only on flash, but reading it from flash is too expensive. Even worse, moving this key to its alternative bucket may in turn displace another key; ultimately, each displacement required by cuckoo hashing would result in additional flash reads, just to insert a single key.

To solve this costly displacement problem, our partial-key cuckoo hashing algorithm stores the index of the alternative bucket as the tag; in other words, partial-key cuckoo hashing uses the tag to reduce flash reads for non-existent key lookups as well as to indicate an alternative bucket index to perform cuckoo displacement without any flash reads. For example, if a key $x$ is assigned to bucket $h_1(x)$, the other hash value $h_2(x)$ will become its tag stored in bucket $h_1(x)$, and vice versa (see Figure 2.3). Therefore, when a key is displaced from the bucket $a$, SILT reads the tag (value: $b$) at this bucket, and moves the key to the bucket $b$ without needing to read from flash. Then it sets the tag at the bucket $b$ to value $a$.

To find key $x$ in the table, SILT checks if $h_1(x)$ matches the tag stored in bucket $h_2(x)$, or if $h_2(x)$ matches the tag in bucket $h_1(x)$. If the tag matches, the $(key, value)$ pair is retrieved from the flash location indicated in the hash entry.

**Associativity** Standard cuckoo hashing allows 50% of the table entries to be occupied before unresolvable collisions occur. SILT improves the occupancy by increasing the associativity of the cuckoo hashing table. Each bucket of the table is of capacity four (i.e., it contains up to 4 entries). Our experiments show that using a 4-way set associative hash table improves space utilization of the table to about 93%,$^2$ which matches the known experimental result for various variants of cuckoo hashing $^3$; moreover, 4 entries/bucket still allows each bucket to fit in a single cache line.

**Hash Functions** Keys in SILT are 160-bit hash values, so the LogStore finds $h_1(x)$ and $h_2(x)$ by taking two non-overlapping slices of the low-order bits of the key $x$.

By default, SILT uses a 15-bit key fragment as the tag. Each hash table entry is 6 bytes, consisting of a 15-bit tag, a single valid bit, and a 4-byte offset pointer. The probability of a false positive retrieval is 0.024% (see Section 2.4 for derivation), i.e., on average 1 in 4,096 flash retrievals is unnecessary. The maximum number of hash buckets (not entries) is limited by the key fragment length. Given 15-bit key fragments, the hash table has at most $2^{15}$ buckets, or $4 \times 2^{15} = 128$ Ki entries. To store more keys in LogStore, one can increase the size of the key fragment to have more buckets, increase the associativity to pack more entries into one bucket, and/or partition the key-space to smaller regions and assign each region to one SILT instance with a LogStore. The tradeoffs associated with these decisions are presented in Section 2.4.

---

$^2$Space utilization here is defined as the fraction of used entries (not used buckets) in the table, which more precisely reflects actual memory utilization.

$^3$Note that, another way to increase the utilization of a cuckoo hash table is to use more hash functions (i.e., each key has more possible locations in the table). For example, FlashStore $^4$ applies 16 hash functions to achieve 90% occupancy. However, having more hash functions increases the number of cache lines read upon lookup and, in our case, requires more than one tag stored in each entry, increasing overhead.
Figure 2.4: Convert a LogStore to a HashStore. Four keys $K_1$, $K_2$, $K_3$, and $K_4$ are inserted to the LogStore, so the layout of the log file is the insert order; the in-memory index keeps the offset of each key on flash. In HashStore, the on-flash data forms a hash table where keys are in the same order as the in-memory filter.

Note that the latest version of SILT uses improved partial-key cuckoo hashing [58]. In this version, the alternative bucket index of an item is obtained by applying XOR to the current bucket index and the hash of the tag. The tag is unchanged when moving the item between its two alternative locations. This effectively removes the size limit of the hash table imposed by the tag size, allowing more flexible system configurations.

### 2.2.2 HashStore

Once a LogStore fills up (e.g., the insertion algorithm terminates without finding any vacant slot after a maximum number of displacements in the hash table), SILT freezes the LogStore and converts it into a more memory-efficient data structure. Directly sorting the relatively small LogStore and merging it into the much larger SortedStore requires rewriting large amounts of data, resulting in high write amplification. On the other hand, keeping a large number of LogStores around before merging could amortize the cost of rewriting, but unnecessarily incurs high memory overhead from the LogStore’s index. To bridge this gap, SILT first converts the LogStore to an immutable HashStore with higher memory efficiency; once SILT accumulates a configurable number of HashStores, it performs a bulk merge to incorporate them into the SortedStore. During the LogStore to HashStore conversion, the old LogStore continues to serve lookups, and a new LogStore receives inserts.

HashStore saves memory over LogStore by eliminating the index and reordering the on-flash (key, value) pairs from insertion order to hash order (see Figure 2.4). HashStore is thus an on-flash cuckoo hash table, and has the same occupancy (93%) as the in-memory version found in LogStore. HashStores also have one in-memory component, a filter to probabilistically test whether a key is present in the store without performing a flash lookup.
Memory-Efficient Hash Filter  Although prior approaches \[5\] used Bloom filters \[22\] for the probabilistic membership test, SILT uses a hash filter based on partial-key cuckoo hashing. Hash filters are more memory-efficient than Bloom filters at low false positive rates. Given a 15-bit tag in a 4-way set associative cuckoo hash table, the false positive rate is \( f = 2^{-12} = 0.024\% \) as calculated in Section 2.2.1. With 93\% table occupancy, the effective number of bits per key using a hash filter is \( 15/0.93 = 16.12 \). In contrast, a standard Bloom filter that sets its number of hash functions to optimize space consumption requires at least \( 1.44 \log_2(1/f) = 17.28 \) bits of memory to achieve the same false positive rate.

HashStore’s hash filter is also efficient to create: SILT simply copies the tags from the LogStore’s hash table, in order, discarding the offset pointers; on the contrary, Bloom filters would have been built from scratch, hashing every item in the LogStore again.

2.2.3 SortedStore

SortedStore is a static key-value store with very low memory footprint. It stores \((key, value)\) entries sorted by key on flash, indexed by a new Entropy-Coded Trie data structure that is fast to construct, uses 0.4 bytes of index memory per key on average, and keeps read amplification low (exactly 1) by directly pointing to the correct location on flash.

We dedicate Chapter 3 to describe the design of Entropy-Coded Tries further and compare it with the current state-of-the-art hash function.

Using Sorted Data on Flash  Because of these desirable properties, SILT keeps most of the key-value entries in a single SortedStore. The Entropy-Coded Trie, however, does not allow for insertions or deletions; thus, to merge HashStore entries into the SortedStore, SILT must generate a new SortedStore. The construction speed of the SortedStore is therefore a large factor in SILT’s overall performance.

Sorting provides a natural way to achieve fast construction:

1. Sorting allows efficient bulk-insertion of new data. The new data can be sorted and sequentially merged into the existing sorted data.

2. Sorting is well-studied. SILT can use highly optimized and tested sorting systems such as Nsort \[109\].

Indexing Sorted Data with a Trie  A trie, or a prefix tree, is a tree data structure that stores an array of keys where each leaf node represents one key in the array, and each internal node represents the longest common prefix of the keys represented by its descendants.

When fixed-length key-value entries are sorted by key on flash, a trie for the shortest unique prefixes of the keys serves as an index for these sorted data. The shortest unique prefix of a key is the shortest prefix of a key that enables distinguishing the key from the other keys. In such a trie, some prefix of a lookup key leads us to a leaf node with a direct index for the looked up key in sorted data on flash.

Figure 2.5 shows an example of using a trie to index sorted data. Key prefixes with no shading are the shortest unique prefixes which are used for indexing. The shaded parts are ignored for indexing because any value for the suffix part would not change the key location. A lookup
of a key, for example, 10010, follows down to the leaf node that represents 100. As there are 3 preceding leaf nodes, the index of the key is 3. With fixed-length key-value pairs on flash, the exact offset of the data is the obtained index times the key-value pair size (see Section 2.3 for extensions for variable-length key-value pairs). Note that a lookup of similar keys with the same prefix of 100 (e.g., 10000, 10011) would return the same index even though they are not in the array; the trie guarantees a correct index lookup for stored keys, but says nothing about the presence of a lookup key.

**Representing a Trie** A typical tree data structure is unsuitable for SILT because each node would require expensive memory pointers, each 2 to 8 bytes long. Common trie representations such as level-compressed tries [7] are also inadequate if they use pointers.
# @param T array of sorted keys
# @return trie representation
def construct(T):
    if len(T) == 0 or len(T) == 1:
        return [-1]
    else:
        # Partition keys according to their MSB
        L = [key[1:] for key in T if key[0] == 0]
        R = [key[1:] for key in T if key[0] == 1]
        # Recursively construct the representation
        return [len(L)] + construct(L) + construct(R)

Algorithm 1: Trie representation generation in Python-like syntax. key[0] and key[1:] denote
the most significant bit and the remaining bits of key, respectively.

SortedStore uses a compact recursive representation to eliminate pointers. The representation
for a trie T having L and R as its left and right subtries is defined as follows:

\[ \text{Repr}(T) := |L| \text{Repr}(L) \text{Repr}(R) \]

where \(|L|\) is the number of leaf nodes in the left subtrie. When T is empty or a leaf node, the
representation for T is an empty string. (We use a special mark (-1) instead of the empty string
for brevity in the simplified algorithm description, but the full algorithm does not require the use
of the special mark.)

Figure 2.6 (a,b) illustrates the uncompressed recursive representation for the trie in Figure 2.5.
As there are 3 keys starting with 0, \(|L| = 3\). In its left subtrie, \(|L| = 2\) because it has 2 keys that
have 0 in their second bit position, so the next number in the representation is 2. It again recurses
into its left subtrie, yielding 1. Here there are no more non-leaf nodes, so it returns to the root
node and then generates the representation for the right subtrie of the root, 3 1 1 1.

Algorithm 1 shows a simplified algorithm that builds a (non-entropy-coded) trie representation
from sorted keys. It resembles quicksort in that it finds the partition of keys and recurses into both
subsets. Index generation is fast (≥ 7 M keys/sec on a modern Intel desktop CPU, Section 2.5).

**Looking up Keys** Key-lookup works by incrementally reading the trie representation (Algorithm 2).
The function is supplied the lookup key and a trie representation string. By decoding the
encoded next number, thead, SortedStore knows if the current node is an internal node where it
can recurse into its subtrie. If the lookup key goes to the left subtrie, SortedStore recurses into the
left subtrie, whose representation immediately follows in the given trie representation; otherwise,
SortedStore recursively decodes and discards the entire left subtrie and then recurses into the right.
SortedStore sums thead at every node where it recurses into a right subtrie; the sum of the thead
values is the offset at which the lookup key is stored, if it exists.

For example, to look up 10010, SortedStore first obtains 3 from the representation. Then, as
the first bit of the key is 1, it skips the next numbers (2 1) which are for the representation of
the left subtrie, and it proceeds to the right subtrie. In the right subtrie, SortedStore reads the next
number (3; not a leaf node), checks the second bit of the key, and keeps recursing into its left
subtrie. After reading the next number for the current subtrie (1), SortedStore arrives at a leaf
# @param key lookup key
# @param trepr trie representation
# @return index of the key
# in the original array

def lookup(key, trepr):
    (thead, ttail) = (trepr[0], trepr[1:])
    if thead == -1:
        return 0
    else:
        if key[0] == 0:
            # Recurse into the left subtrie
            return lookup(key[1:], ttail)
        else:
            # Skip the left subtrie
            ttail = discard_subtrie(ttail)
            # Recurse into the right subtrie
            return thead + lookup(key[1:], ttail)

# @param trepr trie representation
# @return remaining trie representation
# with the next subtrie consumed

def discard_subtrie(trepr):
    (thead, ttail) = (trepr[0], trepr[1:])
    if thead == -1:
        return ttail
    else:
        # Skip both subtries
        ttail = discard_subtrie(ttail)
        ttail = discard_subtrie(ttail)
        return ttail

Algorithm 2: Key lookup on a trie representation.

node by taking the left subtrie. Until it reaches the leaf node, it takes a right subtrie only at the root node; from \( n = 3 \) at the root node, SortedStore knows that the offset of the data for 10010 is \((3 \times \text{key-value-size})\) on flash.

Compression Although the above uncompressed representation uses up to 3 integers per key on average, for hashed keys, SortedStore can easily reduce the average representation size to 0.4 bytes/key by compressing each \(|L|\) value using entropy coding (Figure 2.6 (c)). The value of \(|L|\) tends to be close to half of \(|T|\) (the number of leaf nodes in \(T\)) because fixed-length hashed keys are uniformly distributed over the key space, so both subtries have the same probability of storing a key. More formally, \(|L| \sim \text{Binomial}(|T|, \frac{1}{2})\). When \(|L|\) is small enough (e.g., \(\leq 16\)), SortedStore uses static, globally shared Huffman tables based on the binomial distributions. If \(|L|\) is large, SortedStore encodes the difference between \(|L|\) and its expected value (i.e., \(\frac{|T|}{2}\)) using Elias gamma coding [48] to avoid filling the CPU cache with large Huffman tables. With this entropy coding optimized for hashed keys, our Entropy-Coded Trie representation is about twice as compact as the previous best recursive tree encoding [35].
When handling compressed tries, Algorithm 1 and 2 are extended to keep track of the number of leaf nodes at each recursion step. This does not require any additional information in the representation because the number of leaf nodes can be calculated recursively using $|T| = |L| + |R|$. Based on $|T|$, these algorithms choose an entropy coder for encoding $\text{len}(L)$ and decoding $\text{thead}$. It is noteworthy that the special mark (-1) takes no space with entropy coding, as its entropy is zero.

**Ensuring Constant Time Index Lookups**  As described, a lookup may have to decompress the entire trie, so that the cost of lookups would grow (large) as the number of entries in the key-value store grows.

To bound the lookup time, items are partitioned into $2^k$ buckets based on the first $k$ bits of their key. Each bucket has its own trie index. Using, e.g., $k = 10$ for a key-value store holding $2^{16}$ items, each bucket would hold in expectation $2^{16-10} = 2^6$ items. With high probability, no bucket holds more than $2^8$ items, so the time to decompress the trie for bucket is both bounded by a constant value, and small.

This bucketing requires additional information to be stored in memory: (1) the pointers to the trie representations of each bucket and (2) the number of entries in each bucket. SILT keeps the amount of this bucketing information small (less than 1 bit/key) by using a simpler version of a compact select data structure, semi-direct-16 [21]. With bucketing, our trie-based indexing belongs to the class of data structures called monotone minimal perfect hashing [16, 26] (Section 2.6).

**Further Space Optimizations for Small Key-Value Sizes**  For small key-value entries, Sorted-Store can reduce the trie size by applying sparse indexing [47]. Sparse indexing locates the block that contains an entry, rather than the exact offset of the entry. This technique requires scanning or binary search within the block, but it reduces the amount of indexing information. It is particularly useful when the storage media has a minimum useful block size to read; many flash devices, for instance, provide increasing I/Os per second as the block size drops, but not past a certain limit (e.g., 512 or 4096 bytes) [106, 117]. SILT uses sparse indexing when configured for key-value sizes of 64 bytes or smaller.

SortedStore obtains a sparse-indexing version of the trie by pruning some subtries in it. When a trie has subtries that have entries all in the same block, the trie can omit the representation of these subtries because the omitted data only gives in-block offset information between entries. Pruning can reduce the trie size to 1 bit per key or less if each block contains 16 key-value entries or more.

**Merging HashStores into SortedStore**  SortedStore is an immutable store and cannot be changed. Accordingly, the merge process generates a new SortedStore based on the given HashStores and the existing SortedStore. Similar to the conversion from LogStore to HashStore, HashStores and the old SortedStore can serve lookups during merging.

The merge process consists of two steps: (1) sorting HashStores and (2) sequentially merging sorted HashStores data and SortedStore. First, SILT sorts all data in HashStores to be merged. This task is done by enumerating every entry in the HashStores and sorting these entries. Then,
Comparison “Deleted”? Action on $K_{SS}$ Action on $K_{HS}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Action on $K_{SS}$</th>
<th>Action on $K_{HS}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$K_{SS} &lt; K_{HS}$</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>copy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{SS} &gt; K_{HS}$</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{SS} &gt; K_{HS}$</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{SS} = K_{HS}$</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>drop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{SS} = K_{HS}$</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>drop</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3: Merge rule for SortedStore. $K_{SS}$ is the current key from SortedStore, and $K_{HS}$ is the current key from the sorted data of HashStores. “Deleted” means the current entry in $K_{HS}$ is a special entry indicating a key of SortedStore has been deleted.

this sorted data from HashStores is sequentially merged with already sorted data in the SortedStore. The sequential merge chooses newest valid entries, as summarized in Table 2.3; either copy or drop action on a key consumes the key (i.e., by advancing the “merge pointer” in the corresponding store), while the current key remains available for the next comparison again if no action is applied to the key. After both steps have been completed, the old SortedStore is atomically replaced by the new SortedStore. During the merge process, both the old SortedStore and the new SortedStore exist on flash; however, the flash space overhead from temporarily having two SortedStores is kept small by performing the merge process on a single SILT instance at the same time.

In Section 2.4, we discuss how frequently HashStores should be merged into SortedStore.

**Application of False Positive Filters** Since SILT maintains only one SortedStore per SILT instance, SortedStore does not have to use a false positive filter to reduce unnecessary I/O. However, an extension to the SILT architecture might have multiple SortedStores. In this case, the trie index can easily accommodate the false positive filter; the filter is generated by extracting the key fragments from the sorted keys. Key fragments can be stored in an in-memory array so that they have the same order as the sorted data on flash. The extended SortedStore can consult the key fragments before reading data from flash.

### 2.3 Extending SILT Functionality

SILT can support an even wider range of applications and workloads than the basic design we have described. In this section, we present potential techniques to extend SILT’s capabilities.

**Crash Tolerance** SILT ensures that all its in-memory data structures are backed-up to flash and/or easily re-created after failures. All updates to LogStore are appended to the on-flash log chronologically; to recover from a fail-stop crash, SILT simply replays the log file to construct the in-memory index and filter. For HashStore and SortedStore, which are static, SILT keeps a copy of their in-memory data structures on flash, which can be re-read during recovery.

SILT’s current design, however, does not provide crash tolerance for new updates to the data store. These writes are handled asynchronously, so a key insertion/update request to SILT may complete before its data is written durably to flash. For applications that need this additional
level of crash tolerance, SILT would need to support an additional synchronous write mode. For example, SILT could delay returning from write calls until it confirms that the requested write is fully flushed to the on-flash log.

Variable-Length Key-Values For simplicity, the design we presented so far focuses on fixed-length key-value data. In fact, SILT can easily support variable-length key-value data by using indirection with inlining. This scheme follows the existing SILT design with fixed-sized slots, but stores (offset, first part of (key, value)) pairs instead of the actual (key, value) in HashStores and SortedStores (LogStores can handle variable-length data natively). These offsets point to the remaining part of the key-value data stored elsewhere (e.g., a second flash device). If a whole item is small enough to fit in a fixed-length slot, indirection can be avoided; consequently, large data requires an extra flash read (or write), but small data incurs no additional I/O cost. Figure 2.7 plots an analytic result on the tradeoff of this scheme with different slot sizes. It uses key-value pairs whose sizes range between 4 B and 1 MiB and follow a Zipf distribution, assuming a 4-byte header (for key-value lengths), a 4-byte offset pointer, and a uniform access pattern.

For specific applications, SILT can alternatively use segregated stores for further efficiency. Similar to the idea of simple segregated storage [143], the system could instantiate several SILT instances for different fixed key-value size combinations. The application may choose an instance with the most appropriate key-value size as done in Dynamo [44], or SILT can choose the best instance for a new key and return an opaque key containing the instance ID to the application. Since each instance can optimize flash space overheads and additional flash reads for its own dataset, using segregated stores can reduce the cost of supporting variable-length key-values close to the level of fixed-length key-values.

In the subsequent sections, we will discuss SILT with fixed-length key-value pairs only.
Fail-Graceful Indexing Under high memory pressure, SILT may temporarily operate in a degraded indexing mode by allowing higher read amplification (e.g., more than 2 flash reads per lookup) to avoid halting or crashing because of insufficient memory.

(1) Dropping in-memory indexes and filters. HashStore’s filters and SortedStore’s indexes are stored on flash for crash tolerance, allowing SILT to drop them from memory. This option saves memory at the cost of one additional flash read for the SortedStore, or two for the HashStore.

(2) Binary search on SortedStore. The SortedStore can be searched without an index, so the in-memory trie can be dropped even without storing a copy on flash, at the cost of log(n) additional reads from flash.

These techniques also help speed SILT’s startup. By memory-mapping on-flash index files or performing binary search, SILT can begin serving requests before it has loaded its indexes into memory in the background.

2.4 Analysis

Compared to single key-value store approaches, the multi-store design of SILT has more system parameters, such as the size of a single LogStore and HashStore, the total number of HashStores, the frequency to merge data into SortedStore, and so on. Having a much larger design space, it is preferable to have a systematic way to do parameter selection.

This section provides a simple model of the tradeoffs between write amplification (WA), read amplification (RA), and memory overhead (MO) in SILT, with an eye towards being able to set the system parameters properly to achieve the design goals from Section 2.1.

\[
\begin{align*}
WA &= \frac{\text{data written to flash}}{\text{data written by application}}, \\
RA &= \frac{\text{data read from flash}}{\text{data read by application}}, \\
MO &= \frac{\text{total memory consumed}}{\text{number of items}}.
\end{align*}
\]

Model A SILT system has a flash drive of size $F$ bytes with a lifetime of $E$ erase cycles. The system runs $P$ SILT instances locally, each of which handles one disjoint range of keys using one LogStore, one SortedStore, and multiple HashStores. Once an instance has $d$ keys in total in its HashStores, it merges these keys into its SortedStore.

We focus here on a workload where the total amount of data stored in the system remains constant (e.g., only applying updates to existing keys). We omit for space the similar results when the data volume is growing (e.g., new keys are inserted to the system) and additional nodes are being added to provide capacity over time. Table 2.4 presents the notation used in the analysis.

Write Amplification An update first writes one record to the LogStore. Subsequently converting that LogStore to a HashStore incurs $1/0.93 = 1.075$ writes per key, because the space occupancy of the hash table is 93%. Finally, $d$ total entries (across multiple HashStores of one SILT instance)
are merged into the existing SortedStore, creating a new SortedStore with \( N/P \) entries. The total write amplification is therefore

\[
WA = 2.075 + \frac{N}{d \cdot P}.
\]  

**(Read Amplification)**  The false positive rate of flash reads from a 4-way set associative hash table using \( k \)-bit tags is \( f = 8/2^k \) because there are eight possible locations for a given key—two possible buckets and four items per bucket.

This 4-way set associative cuckoo hash table with \( k \)-bit tags can store \( 2^k + 2 \) entries, so at 93% occupancy, each LogStore and HashStore holds \( 0.93 \cdot 2^k + 2 \) keys. In one SILT instance, the number of items stored in HashStores ranges from 0 (after merging) to \( d \), with an average size of \( d/2 \), so the average number of HashStores is

\[
H = \frac{d/2}{0.93 \cdot 2^{k+2}} = 0.134 \cdot \frac{d}{2^k}.
\]  

In the worst-case of a lookup, the system reads once from flash at the SortedStore, after \( 1 + H \) failed retrievals at the LogStore and \( H \) HashStores. Note that each LogStore or HashStore rejects all but an \( f \) fraction of false positive retrievals; therefore, the expected total number of reads per lookup (read amplification) is:

\[
RA = (1 + H)f + 1 = \frac{8}{2^k} + 1.07 \frac{d}{4^k} + 1.
\]  

By picking \( d \) and \( k \) to ensure \( 1.07d/4^k + 8/2^k < \varepsilon \), SILT can achieve the design goal of read amplification \( 1 + \varepsilon \).
Memory Overhead

Each entry in LogStore uses \((k + 1)/8 + 4\) bytes (k bits for the tag, one valid bit, and 4 bytes for the pointer). Each HashStore filter entry uses \(k/8\) bytes for the tag. Each SortedStore entry consumes only 0.4 bytes. Using one LogStore, one SortedStore, and \(H\) HashStores, SILT’s memory overhead is:

\[
MO = \frac{\left(\left(\frac{k+1}{8} + 4\right) \cdot 2^{k+2} + \frac{k}{8} \cdot 2^{k+2} \cdot H + 0.4 \cdot \frac{N}{P}\right) \cdot P}{N}
\]

\[
= \left((16.5 + 0.5k)2^k + 0.067 kd\right) \frac{P}{N} + 0.4.
\] (2.7)

Tradeoffs

Improving either write amplification, read amplification, or memory amplification comes at the cost of one of the other two metrics. For example, using larger tags (i.e., increasing \(k\)) reduces read amplification by reducing both \(f\) the false positive rate per store and \(H\) the number of HashStores. However, the HashStores then consume more DRAM due to the larger tags, increasing memory overhead. Similarly, by increasing \(d\), SILT can merge HashStores into the SortedStore less frequently to reduce the write amplification, but doing so increases the amount of DRAM consumed by the HashStore filters. Figure 2.8 illustrates how write and read amplification change as a function of memory overhead when the maximum number of HashStore entries, \(d\), is varied.

Update Rate vs. Flash Life Time

The designer of a SILT instance handling \(U\) updates per second wishes to ensure that the flash lasts for at least \(T\) seconds. Assuming the flash device has perfect wear-leveling when being sent a series of large sequential writes [32], the total number of writes, multiplied by the write amplification \(WA\), must not exceed the flash device size times its erase cycle budget. This creates a relationship between the lifetime, device size, update rate, and memory overhead:

\[
U \cdot c \cdot WA \cdot T \leq F \cdot E.
\] (2.8)
Example Assume a SILT system is built with a 256 GB MLC flash drive supporting 10,000 erase cycles \([10] (E = 10000, F = 256 \times 2^{30})\). It is serving \(N = 100\) million items with \(P = 4\) SILT instances, and \(d = 7.5\) million. Its workload is 1 KiB entries, 5,000 updates per second \((U = 5000)\).

By Eq. (2.4) the write amplification, WA, is 5.4. That is, each key-value update incurs 5.4 writes/entry. On average the number of HashStores is 31 according to Eq. (2.5). The read amplification, however, is very close to 1. Eq. (2.6) shows that when choosing 15 bits for the key fragment size, a GET incurs on average 1.008 of flash reads even when all stores must be consulted. Finally, we can see how the SILT design achieves its design goal of memory efficiency: indexing a total of 102.4 GB of data, where each key-value pair takes 1 KiB, requires only 73 MB in total or 0.73 bytes per entry (Eq. (2.7)). With the write amplification of 5.4 from above, this device will last 3 years.

Considering Workload Characteristics SILT performs better with specific workloads where the workload skew is high, i.e., where a few keys are popular while the other keys appear less frequently. Popular keys are typically deduplicated in LogStore, which delays the conversion from LogStore to HashStore.

Analyzing the effect of workload characteristics on the system behaviors requires an additional set of analysis primitives. We explore the new primitives in Chapter 4 and evaluate SILT for skewed workloads.

2.5 Evaluation

Using macro- and micro-benchmarks, we evaluate SILT’s overall performance and explore how its system design and algorithms contribute to meeting its goals. We specifically examine (1) an end-to-end evaluation of SILT’s throughput, memory overhead, and latency; (2) the performance of SILT’s in-memory indexing data structures in isolation; and (3) the individual performance of each data store type, including flash I/O.

Implementation SILT is implemented in 15 k lines of C++ using a modular architecture similar to Anvil [95]. Each component of the system exports the same, basic key-value interface. For example, the classes which implement each of the three stores (LogStore, HashStore, and SortedStore) export this interface but themselves call into classes which implement the in-memory and on-disk data structures using that same interface. The SILT system, in turn, unifies the three stores and provides this key-value API to applications. (SILT also has components for background conversion and merging.)

Evaluation System We evaluate SILT on Linux using a desktop equipped with:

- **CPU** Intel Core i7 860 @ 2.80 GHz (4 cores)
- **DRAM** DDR SDRAM / 8 GiB
- **SSD-L** Crucial RealSSD C300 / 256 GB
- **SSD-S** Intel X25-E / 32 GB
The 256 GB SSD-L stores the key-value data, and the SSD-S is used as scratch space for sorting HashStores using Nsort [109]. The drives connect using SATA and are formatted with the ext4 filesystem using the discard mount option (TRIM support) to enable the flash device to free blocks from deleted files. The baseline performance of the data SSD is:

- Random Reads (1024 B) 48 k reads/sec
- Sequential Reads 256 MB/sec
- Sequential Writes 233 MB/sec

2.5.1 Full System Benchmark

Workload Generation  We use YCSB [38] to generate a key-value workload. By default, we use a 10% PUT / 90% GET workload for 20-byte keys and 1000-byte values, and we also use a 50% PUT / 50% GET workload for 64-byte key-value pairs in throughput and memory overhead benchmarks. To avoid the high cost of the Java-based workload generator, we use a lightweight SILT client to replay a captured trace file of queries made by YCSB. The experiments use four SILT instances ($P = 4$), with 16 client threads concurrently issuing requests. When applicable, we limit the rate at which SILT converts entries from LogStores to HashStores to 10 k entries/second, and from HashStores to the SortedStore to 20 k entries/second in order to prevent these background operations from exhausting I/O resources.

Throughput: SILT can sustain an average insert rate of 3,000 1 KiB key-value pairs per second, while simultaneously supporting 33,000 queries/second, or 69% of the SSD’s random read capacity. With no inserts, SILT supports 46 k queries per second (96% of the drive’s raw
Figure 2.10: Index size changes for four different store combinations while inserting 50 M new entries.

capacity), and with no queries, can sustain an insert rate of approximately 23 k inserts per second. On a deduplication-like workload with 50% writes and 50% reads of 64 byte records, SILT handles 72,000 requests/second.

SILT’s performance under insert workloads is limited by the time needed to convert and merge data into HashStores and SortedStores. These background operations compete for flash I/O resources, resulting in a tradeoff between query latency and throughput. Figure 2.9 shows the sustainable query rate under both high query load (approx. 33 k queries/second) and low query load (22.2 k queries/second) for 1 KiB key-value pairs. SILT is capable of providing predictable low latency, or can be tuned for higher overall throughput. The middle line shows when SILT converts LogStores into HashStores (periodically, in small bursts). The top line shows that at nearly all times, SILT is busy merging HashStores into the SortedStore in order to optimize its index size. In Section 2.5.3, we evaluate in more detail the speed of the individual stores and conversion processes.

Memory overhead: SILT meets its goal of providing high throughput with low memory overhead. We measured the time and memory required to insert 50 million new 1 KiB entries into a table with 50 million existing entries, while simultaneously handling a high query rate. SILT used at most 69 MB of DRAM, or 0.69 bytes per entry. (This workload is worst-case because it is never allowed time for SILT to compact all of its HashStores into the SortedStore.) For the 50%...
PUT / 50% GET workload with 64-byte key-value pairs, SILT required at most 60 MB of DRAM for 100 million entries, or 0.60 bytes per entry.

The drastic improvement in memory overhead from SILT’s three-store architecture is shown in Figure 2.10. The figure shows the memory consumption during the insertion run over time, using four different configurations of basic store types and 1 KiB key-value entries. The bottom right graph shows the memory consumed using the full SILT system. The bottom left configuration omits the intermediate HashStore, thus requiring twice as much memory as the full SILT configuration. The upper right configuration instead omits the SortedStore, and consumes four times as much memory. Finally, the upper left configuration uses only the basic LogStore, which requires nearly 10X as much memory as SILT. To make this comparison fair, the test generates unique new items so that garbage collection of old entries cannot help the SortedStore run faster.

The figures also help understand the modest cost of SILT’s memory efficiency. The LogStore-only system processes the 50 million inserts (500 million total operations) in under 170 minutes, whereas the full SILT system takes 40% longer—about 238 minutes—to incorporate the records, but achieves an order of magnitude better memory efficiency.

**Latency:** SILT is fast, processing queries in 367 µs on average, as shown in Figure 2.11 for 100% GET queries for 1 KiB key-value entries. GET responses are fastest when served by the LogStore (309 µs), and slightly slower when they must be served by the SortedStore. The relatively small latency increase when querying the later stores shows the effectiveness (reducing the number of extra flash reads to $\varepsilon < 0.01$) and speed of SILT’s in-memory filters used in the Log and HashStores.

In the remaining sections, we evaluate the performance of SILT’s individual in-memory indexing techniques, and the performance of the individual stores (in-memory indexes plus on-flash data structures).
### 2.5.2 Index Microbenchmark

The high random read speed of flash drives means that the CPU budget available for each index operation is relatively limited. This microbenchmark demonstrates that SILT’s indexes meet their design goal of computation-efficient indexing.

**Experiment Design**

This experiment measures insertion and lookup speed of SILT’s in-memory partial-key cuckoo hash and Entropy-Coded Trie indexes. The benchmark inserts 126 million total entries and looks up a subset of 10 million random 20-byte keys.

This microbenchmark involves memory only, no flash I/O. Although the SILT system uses multiple CPU cores to access multiple indexes concurrently, access to individual indexes in this benchmark is single-threaded. Note that inserting into the cuckoo hash table (LogStore) proceeds key-by-key, whereas the trie (SortedStore) is constructed en mass using bulk insertion. Table 2.5 summarizes the measurement results.

**Individual Insertion Speed (Cuckoo Hashing)**

SILT’s cuckoo hash index implementation can handle $10^{18.2}$ M 20-byte key insertions ($\text{PUT}$s or $\text{DELETE}$s) per second. Even at a relatively small, higher overhead key-value entry size of 32-byte (i.e., 12-byte data), the index would support 326 MB/s of incoming key-value data on one CPU core. This rate exceeds the typical sequential write speed of a single flash drive: inserting keys into our cuckoo hashing is unlikely to become a bottleneck in SILT given current trends.

**Bulk Insertion Speed (Trie)**

Building the trie index over 126 million pre-sorted keys required approximately 17 seconds, or 7.6 M keys/second.

**Key Lookup Speed**

Each SILT $\text{GET}$ operation requires a lookup in the LogStore and potentially in one or more HashStores and the SortedStore. A single CPU core can perform 1.84 million cuckoo hash lookups per second. If a SILT instance has 1 LogStore and 31 HashStores, each of which needs to be consulted, then one core can handle about 57.5 k $\text{GET}$s/sec. Trie lookups are approximately 8.8 times slower than cuckoo hashing lookups, but a GET triggers a lookup in the trie only after SILT cannot find the key in the LogStore and HashStores. When combined, the SILT indexes can handle about $1/(1/57.5 \text{ k } + 1/208 \text{ k}) \approx 45$ k $\text{GET}$s/sec with one CPU core.

Insertions are faster than lookups in cuckoo hashing because insertions happen to only a few tables at the same time and thus benefit from the CPU’s L2 cache; lookups, however, can occur to any table in memory, making CPU cache less effective.

---

Table 2.5: In-memory performance of index data structures in SILT on a single CPU core.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Cuckoo hashing (K keys/s)</th>
<th>Trie (K keys/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual insertion</td>
<td>10182</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk insertion</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>7603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lookup</td>
<td>1840</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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### Table 2.6: Construction performance for basic stores. The construction method is shown in the parentheses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Speed (K keys/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LogStore (by PUT)</td>
<td>204.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HashStore (by CONVERT)</td>
<td>67.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SortedStore (by MERGE)</td>
<td>26.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2.7: Query performance for basic stores that include in-memory and on-flash data structures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>SortedStore (K ops/s)</th>
<th>HashStore (K ops/s)</th>
<th>LogStore (K ops/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GET (hit)</td>
<td>46.57</td>
<td>44.93</td>
<td>46.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GET (miss)</td>
<td>46.61</td>
<td>7264</td>
<td>7086</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Operation on Multiple Cores** Using four cores, SILT indexes handle 180 k GETs/sec in memory. At this speed, the indexes are unlikely to become a bottleneck: their overhead is on-par or lower than the operating system overhead for actually performing that many 1024-byte reads per second from flash. As we see in the next section, SILT’s overall performance is limited by sorting, but its index CPU use is high enough that adding many more flash drives would require more CPU cores. Fortunately, SILT offers many opportunities for parallel execution: Each SILT node runs multiple, completely independent instances of SILT to handle partitioning, and each of these instances can query many stores.

### 2.5.3 Individual Store Microbenchmark

Here we measure the performance of each SILT store type in its entirety (in-memory indexing plus on-flash I/O). The first experiment builds multiple instances of each basic store type with 100 M key-value pairs (20-byte key, 1000-byte value). The second experiment queries each store for 10 M random keys.

Table 2.6 shows the construction performance for all three stores; the construction method is shown in parentheses. LogStore construction, built through entry-by-entry insertion using PUT, can use 90% of sequential write bandwidth of the flash drive. Thus, SILT is well-suited to handle bursty inserts. The conversion from LogStores to HashStores is about three times slower than LogStore construction because it involves bulk data reads and writes from/to the same flash drive. SortedStore construction is slowest, as it involves an external sort for the entire group of 31 HashStores to make one SortedStore (assuming no previous SortedStore). If constructing the SortedStore involved merging the new data with an existing SortedStore, the performance would be worse. The large time required to create a SortedStore was one of the motivations for introducing HashStores rather than keeping un-merged data in LogStores.

Table 2.7 shows that the minimum GET performance across all three stores is 44.93 k ops/s. Note that LogStores and HashStores are particularly fast at GET for non-existent keys (more than 7 M ops/s). This extremely low miss penalty explains why there was only a small variance in the
average GET latency in Figure 2.11 where bad cases looked up 32 Log and HashStores and failed to find a matching item in any of them.

2.6 Related Work

Hashing  Cuckoo hashing [114] is an open-addressing scheme to resolve hash collisions efficiently with high space occupancy. Our partial-key cuckoo hashing—storing only a small part of the key in memory without fetching the entire keys from slow storage on collisions—makes cuckoo hashing more memory-efficient while ensuring high performance.

Minimal perfect hashing is a family of collision-free hash functions that map \( n \) distinct keys to \( n \) consecutive integers \( 0 \ldots n - 1 \), and is widely used for memory-efficient indexing. In theory, any minimal perfect hash scheme requires at least 1.44 bits/key [62]; in practice, the state-of-the-art schemes can index any static data set with 2.07 bits/key [16]. Our Entropy-Coded Trie achieves 3.1 bits/key, but it also preserves the lexicographical order of the keys to facilitate data merging. Thus, it belongs to the family of monotone minimal perfect hashing (MMPH). Compared to other proposals for MMPH [14, 15], our trie-based index is simple, lightweight to generate, and has very small CPU/memory overhead.

External-Memory Index on Flash  Recent work such as MicroHash [147] and FlashDB [107] minimizes memory consumption by having indexes on flash. MicroHash uses a hash table chained by pointers on flash. FlashDB proposes a self-tuning B\(^+\)-tree index that dynamically adapts the node representation according to the workload. Both systems are optimized for memory and energy consumption of sensor devices, but not for latency as lookups in both systems require reading multiple flash pages. In contrast, SILT achieves very low memory footprint while still supporting high throughput.

Key-Value Stores  HashCache [9] proposes several policies to combine hash table-based in-memory indexes and on-disk data layout for caching web objects. FAWN-DS [6] consists of an on-flash data log and in-memory hash table index built using relatively slow CPUs with a limited amount of memory. SILT dramatically reduces DRAM consumption compared to these systems by combining more memory-efficient data stores with minimal performance impact. FlashStore [42] also uses a single hash table to index all keys on flash similar to FAWN-DS. The flash storage, however, is used as a cache of a hard disk-backed database. Thus, the cache hierarchy and eviction algorithm is orthogonal to SILT. To achieve low memory footprint (about 1 byte/key), SkimpyStash [43] moves its indexing hash table to flash with linear chaining. However, it requires on average 5 flash reads per lookup, while SILT only needs \( 1 + \varepsilon \) per lookup.

More closely related to our design is BufferHash [5], which keeps keys in multiple equal-sized hash tables—one in memory and the others on flash. The on-flash tables are guarded by in-memory Bloom filters to reduce unnecessary flash reads. In contrast, SILT data stores have different sizes and types. The largest store (SortedStore), for example, does not have a filter and is accessed at most once per lookup, which saves memory while keeping the read amplification low. In addition, writes in SILT are appended to a log stored on flash for crash recovery, whereas inserted keys in BufferHash do not persist until flushed to flash in batch.
Several key-value storage libraries rely on caching to compensate for their high read amplifications [12, 65], making query performance depend greatly on whether the working set fits in the in-memory cache. In contrast, SILT provides uniform and predictably high performance regardless of the working set size and query patterns.

Distributed Key-Value Systems  Distributed key-value storage clusters such as BigTable [31], Dynamo [44], and FAWN-KV [6] all try to achieve high scalability and availability using a cluster of key-value store nodes. SILT focuses on how to use flash memory-efficiently with novel data structures, and is complementary to the techniques used in these other systems aimed at managing failover and consistency.

Modular Storage Systems  BigTable [31] and Anvil [95] both provide a modular architecture for chaining specialized stores to benefit from combining different optimizations. SILT borrows its design philosophy from these systems; we believe and hope that the techniques we developed for SILT could also be used within these frameworks.

2.7 Summary

SILT combines new algorithmic and systems techniques to balance the use of memory, storage, and computation to craft a memory-efficient, high-performance flash-based key value store. It uses two new in-memory index structures—partial-key cuckoo hashing and Entropy-Coded Tries—to reduce drastically the amount of memory needed compared to prior systems. SILT chains the right combination of basic key-value stores together to create a system that provides high write speed, high read throughput, and uses little memory, attributes that no single store can achieve alone. SILT uses in total only 0.7 bytes of memory per entry it stores, and makes only 1.01 flash reads to service a lookup, doing so in under 400 microseconds. Our hope is that SILT, and the techniques described herein, can form an efficient building block for a new generation of fast data-intensive services.
Chapter 3

ECT (Entropy-Coded Tries)

As the amount of data stored in large-scale storage systems continues to grow, so does the importance of algorithms and data structures to provide resource-efficient access to that data. In this thesis, we address the question of external hashing: using a small amount of RAM to efficiently locate data stored on a (large) external disk or flash drive. Our solution, Entropy-Coded Tries, provides three properties that are important in practice: It is memory and disk efficient; it provides fast access; and, by using sorting as its fundamental organizing method, is easy to engineer for high performance and reliability.

Traditional external hashing schemes put emphasis on the construction and evaluation speed of the hash function or the asymptotic size of the generated hash function [14, 15, 25]. However, in modern data-intensive systems, external hashing faces three challenges driven by technology and application trends:

- **Flash drives**: Flash provides fast random access speed—typically 20,000 to 1,300,000 I/Os per second (IOPS) [63, 79], compared to only a few hundred IOPS for hard drives. Flash also has fast sequential I/O, often exceeding 250 MB/s. Prior studies of external hashing only considered its use on slow hard disks; these systems, therefore, were not designed to take full advantage of high flash performance.

- **Growing cost of memory**: DRAM has become increasingly expensive and power-hungry relative to both disk and flash storage. As a result, the need for memory-efficient external hashing has grown—not only in asymptotic space use, but also in actual space use when storing millions to billions of keys.

- **Mission-critical storage systems**: Services ranging from Google and Facebook to end-user software such as web browsers use external hashing to build a highly memory-efficient external dictionary, which stores a large number of key-value pairs on disk or flash and provides fast retrieval of the data items. Ensuring the correctness and high performance of this dictionary is both critical and difficult; using a well-studied software component—sorting—as the main building block of external hashing can help achieve these goals.

The contributions of this chapter are three-fold:

1. **Entropy-Coded Tries (ECT)**: ECT is a minimal perfect hashing (MPH) scheme that uses an array of highly-compressed tries on a sorted dataset in external storage. Given $n$ distinct input keys, we assign unique values in the range $[0, n - 1]$ to the input keys,
whose order (or index) is determined by the hash values of the keys; we represent the
mapping from the keys to their indices as tries, each of which is compressed using a new
trie compression technique—a combination of Huffman coding and Elias-gamma coding
that exploits the underlying statistical properties of tries created from hashed keys. ECT
requires only 2.5 bits per key on average for an in-memory index (close to minimal perfect
hashing’s information-theoretic lower bound of approximately 1.44 bits per key [27]) and 7
microseconds to lookup a key. This CPU requirement can be reduced for very fast SSDs by
trading some space efficiency.

2. **Sort as a basic building block of efficient external hashing**: We demonstrate that the
use of a well-engineered sort implementation can provide high-performance indexing in
ECT and even speed up other external hashing schemes that are not originally based on
sorting. In particular, we develop a modified version of EPH [25] that uses sorting instead
of partitioning, and show substantial performance improvements over its original partition-
based scheme. ECT, which natively uses sorting, in turn outperforms both partitioning
and sorting versions of EPH. In addition, sort provides two engineering benefits: (1) The
system design becomes easy to understand and implement; and (2) the system can drop
the index and fall back to binary search whenever desired. Further, a simple assessment of
the system’s correctness is possible by using a sort implementation that has been widely
adopted in data processing systems.

3. **Incremental updates for dynamic datasets**: In workloads dealing with dynamic datasets,
it is crucial to incorporate a series of updates into the existing dataset quickly. We show the
benefits of supporting incremental updates in ECT as well as in our version of EPH. To
handle batched updates, we do not perform the entire index construction on the pre-existent
data; we partition/sort new changes only, and then sequentially merge the new changes into
the previously indexed items while generating new in-memory structures during the merge.
This incremental process incurs less I/O than the full construction of the dataset, which
reduces update time.

### 3.1 Design

This section presents the design of Entropy-Coded Tries (ECT). It first presents a high-level
overview of ECT and then describes major components of the ECT scheme in detail.

#### 3.1.1 Overview

ECT supports $O(1)$ retrieval of data items stored in external storage using approximately 2.5 bits
of DRAM per key on average. It does so by keeping the data sorted in hash order (the order of the
keys after applying a hash function to them), grouping adjacent keys into virtual buckets (each of
which contains keys that share the same hash prefix of a certain length), and creating an efficient
trie-based index for each virtual bucket to quickly locate the index of a particular pre-hashed key
within that virtual bucket.
Figure 3.1 depicts the ECT construction process. Each box represents an item, and the height of the gray bar indicates the relative order of the item’s hashed key. Our scheme sorts the dataset on flash and builds a trie for each disjoint group of adjacent keys (virtual bucket) in memory. During construction, the only data manipulation is sort, as virtual bucketing and trie construction do not move data on flash.

Figure 3.2 shows the data structures generated by the ECT scheme. A two-level index stores internal indexing information: the in-memory location of the compressed trie representation and the on-flash location of the first item of each virtual bucket. This internal index has an additional benefit in that it allows dense storage of other ECT data structures: (1) Compressed tries, one of which is generated for each virtual bucket, are stored contiguously in memory to achieve a small memory footprint; and (2) sorted hashkeys (and associated values) are kept on flash without wasting storage space.

In the following subsections, we detail the algorithms and data structures used by ECT.
3.1.2 Sorting in Hash Order

ECT uses external sort as its sole data manipulation mechanism. Unlike many other indexing schemes, ECT does not require a specific procedure to construct a structured data layout (e.g., B-tree) or a custom data layout (e.g., EPH [25]). ECT directly applies external sort to the input dataset to obtain the final data layout for which ECT constructs an index. As sort is a well-established building block for many algorithms and systems, ECT can take advantage of readily-available sort implementations to achieve high performance and reliability [109, 133]. These sort implementations are carefully tuned for a wide range of systems (e.g., low I/O and computational demands), which greatly reduces the engineering effort needed to deliver high performance with ECT.

The unique feature of ECT with respect to sort is that it does not use the original key as the sort key. Instead, it hashes each key and uses this hashed result as the sort key. The choice of the hashing function is flexible as long as it provides a reasonably uniform distribution of hash values with very low or zero probability of collisions. Ideally, universal hashing [3] yields the best result for the subsequent steps, while using a conventional cryptographic hash function (e.g., SHA-1) also produces acceptable results for the workloads in our experiments.

We will refer to the hash value of each original key as a hashkey or simply as a key. Using hashed keys enables two important design aspects of ECT, as we explain further.

3.1.3 Virtual Bucketing

After sorting the hashkeys, ECT groups sets of adjacent keys into virtual buckets, partitioned by their \( k \) most significant bits (MSBs), as illustrated in Figure 3.1. As shown in Figure 3.2, the process of looking up a key involves first examining its MSBs to determine which virtual bucket it falls into. ECT consults a two-level index to find, for each virtual bucket, the location of the compressed trie index in memory, and the starting location on flash where keys for this bucket are stored.

The virtual bucketing process does not move data on storage: It merely represents a grouping for the trie indexing. Each virtual bucket’s trie is compressed and decompressed independently. Compressing and reading a trie takes time roughly linear in the size of the trie, but larger tries compress more efficiently than small tries. As a result, the virtual bucket size \( g \), which determines how many bits \( k \) should be used in bucketing, provides a way to trade space savings and lookup time. We show in Section 3.1.7 that the size of the largest bucket, which relates to the maximum amount of computation required for each lookup, is proportional to the average size of the buckets.

Virtual bucketing adds marginal memory overhead to index the buckets. Since both the in-memory and on-flash locations of the buckets are monotonically increasing, ECT can efficiently encode these offsets by using a two-level index. ECT records the absolute offset of every 64th bucket (when each bucket contains 256 keys on average; i.e., \( g = 256, k = \log_2 (n/256) \)), and for each group of 64 buckets, it maintains the offset of individual buckets relative to the first bucket in the same bucket group. The upper level offsets use wide integers (64-bit integers in our implementation), and the lower level offsets use smaller 16-bit integers to save memory. Because

\[1\] In our implementation, this step occurs while sort is emitting the sorted keys; the process need not be complete for virtual bucketing to begin, which eliminates the need for re-reading sorted hashkeys from flash.
of the narrow data type of the lower level, larger buckets (i.e., more than 256 keys per bucket on average) would require more upper level offsets (e.g., every 32nd bucket or more frequent) to avoid an overflow in the lower level. When the average bucket size is 256 keys, the two-level index for in-memory and on-flash locations adds insignificant space overhead of approximately 0.133 bits per key for a practical number (\(< 2^{64}\)) of keys.

### 3.1.4 Compressed Tries

Hashkeys in each bucket are indexed by a binary trie. Similar to conventional tries, this trie represents a key with the path from the root node to a leaf node corresponding to that key, where each edge represents one bit of the key. As a result, the trie has a one-to-one correspondence between its leaf nodes and hashkeys; the \(i\)-th leaf node among all leaf nodes in the trie corresponds to the \(i\)-th smallest hashkey. A key lookup on the trie is essentially finding a leaf node corresponding to the key and counting the other leaf nodes to the left of this leaf node.

However, unlike in the tries used for text search, ECT uses *unique prefixes* of the hashkeys to remove unused information. If a leaf node does not have a sibling node, the leaf node is always removed from the trie, and its parent node becomes a new leaf node. This process significantly decreases the number of nodes in the trie while preserving the relationship between leaf nodes and hashkeys. Further, any internal node that becomes a new leaf node is an ancestor to exactly one leaf node in the original trie of full-length hashkeys. Accordingly, ECT can obtain the correct index of a lookup key by using a prefix of the key when traversing the trie: ECT can stop descending as soon as it arrives at a leaf node.

ECT reduces the amount of memory used to store the trie by applying compression. The compressed trie is represented recursively as follows:

\[
Rep(T) = \begin{cases} 
EC(0, |T|) & \text{if } |T| = 0 \text{ or } 1, \\
EC(|Left(T)|, |T|) \ Rep(Left(T)) \ Rep(Right(T)) & \text{otherwise},
\end{cases}
\]

where

\[
|T| = \text{Number of keys indexed by } T \\
(i.e., \text{leaf nodes in } T), \\
Left(T) = \text{Left subtrie of } T, \\
Right(T) = \text{Right subtrie of } T, \\
EC(S, C) = \text{Entropy code for symbol } S \text{ in context of } C.
\]

This representation has a pre-order traversal structure similar to the recursive encoding for binary trees [35], but ours differs from the previous technique in the way it describes the left subtrie. When measuring the size of a trie, we use the number of *keys* (i.e., leaf nodes), excluding internal nodes, of the left subtrie, and this enables an efficient entropy coding. Since the trie uses hashkeys, the keys are uniformly distributed over the entire key space; in other words, each bit of every key has the same probability of being 0 and 1. \(|Left(T)|\) therefore follows the binomial
distribution of $N = |T|$ and $P = 1/2$. Based on this known statistical distribution, we can encode the key counts using entropy coding. Entropy coding ($EC(S, C)$) uses the contextual information $C = |T|$ to find a suitable code for $S = |\text{Left}(T)|$ because the distribution of $|\text{Left}(T)|$ depends on $|T|$. Note that for the trivial tries of $|T| \leq 1$, the entropy codes are simply an empty string, as the trivial tries have only one form (i.e., no child nodes).

When decompressing the trie representation for a lookup, $C$ is initially set to the total number of keys in the trie. $|\text{Left}(T)|$ can be decoded from the head of the representation, and $|\text{Right}(T)|$ can be calculated by $C - |\text{Left}(T)|$, since $|\text{Left}(T)| + |\text{Right}(T)| = |T| = C$. Once $|\text{Left}(T)|$ and $|\text{Right}(T)|$ are restored, ECT recurses into the subtries by setting $C$ to each subtrie size and using the rest of the trie representation.

The implementation of $EC(S, C)$ varies by the subtrie size ($C = |T|$). In order to use the CPU cache efficiently, we use Huffman coding only for small tries. If Huffman coding is applied to large tries, the Huffman tree or table size required for compressing and decompressing counts grows superlinearly, and this burdens the CPU cache space. Thus, we avoid using Huffman coding for a trie whose size is larger than a certain threshold. We term this threshold $h_{\text{max}}$; when a trie contains no more than $h_{\text{max}}$ leaf nodes (i.e., $C \leq h_{\text{max}}$), we use static Huffman tables based on the binomial distributions; for larger tries, we apply Elias-gamma coding [48]. The combination of these two entropy coding techniques reduces cache misses by ensuring Huffman tables can comfortably fit in the CPU cache; we investigate the effect of this combination in Section 3.3.5.

To shrink the trie representation size further, we use the same code for two special cases in each trie size: $|\text{Left}(T)| = 0$ and $|\text{Left}(T)| = |T|$. That is, if a trie has all keys on either left side or right side, ECT treats them as the same. This does not affect the correctness of the lookup result: It is equivalent to changing the lookup at that location to a “wildcard bit” that can match on either 0 or 1. Such a change preserves correctness because the correct index result will still be found for any key that has been indexed. The change does prevent the trie from being able to reject, in rare cases, keys that are not indexed, but as this is not a design goal of the trie, nor frequent, we judge a worthwhile optimization. This optimization reduces the compressed trie size by 0.4 bits/key.

We do not have to focus on the asymptotic space consumption of the compressed trie representations because the number of keys in a trie is practically small (e.g., around 256 keys), even when ECT indexes a large number of keys (e.g., billions of keys) across many virtual buckets. Therefore, we focus on the expected space consumption for tries in this range. Figure 3.3 plots the expected number of bits required to store a trie as a function of the number of keys stored in it. In this analysis, $h_{\text{max}}$ is fixed to 64, and the result does not include the space to store the total number of keys in the trie (i.e., $|T|$ for the top-level). As the number of keys increases, the representation size approaches 2.5 bits/key. Compared to the underlying entropy of the trie, the combination of Huffman and Elias-gamma coding used in ECT achieves good coding efficiency.

### 3.1.5 Incremental Updates

By employing sort as the data manipulation method, ECT can perform incremental updates efficiently, reusing the previously built sorted dataset on flash. Figure 3.4 illustrates the workflow of incremental updates. Only new items (not the entire dataset) are sorted and are then sequentially merged with the existing sorted items. As this sequential merge does not reorder data globally, it better uses the buffer memory for sort and thus reduces the total amount of I/O. These savings
Figure 3.3: Expected size of the compressed representation of a single trie containing a varying number of keys.

Figure 3.4: Incremental updates of new items to the existing dataset in ECT.
become significant as the size of the existing dataset grows larger than the size of the new dataset, as demonstrated in our evaluation (Section 3.3.4).

3.1.6 Sparse Indexing

As an optimization for small items, ECT can generate more compact indexes by applying the idea of sparse indexes: addressing items in the disk block level, rather than the byte level. Since disk and flash drives are block-access oriented devices, they have a certain minimum I/O size (e.g., a block of 512 bytes) defined by their interface. Overheads from I/O operation processing and the physical movement of mechanical parts (e.g., disk heads) further increase the efficient minimum I/O size. Therefore, byte addresses returned by an index save no I/O compared to block addresses; by locating items in the block level, a sparse index can yield the same performance while making it more compact than byte-level dense indexes.

ECT realizes sparse indexing by pruning any subtrie that belongs to the same block. When generating the representation of a subtrie, ECT keeps track of the start and end locations of the items indexed by that subtrie. If the subtrie contains items of the same block (i.e., the start and end locations share the same block), ECT simply omits further generation of the subtrie representation. When handling a lookup, ECT repeats the same process of location tracking; when it finds a subtrie whose items fit in a single block, ECT stops decoding subtries and reads the block from the device so that it can search the queried item within the block.

Figure 3.5: Comparison to the workflow of the index construction in External Perfect Hashing (EPH) [25]. Within each bucket, items are not ordered by global hash order, but permuted by a local PHF or MPHF specific to each bucket.
Figure 3.6 shows expected compressed trie sizes by using sparse indexing. The trie contains 256 keys, and $h_{max}$ is 64. With 8 or more items per block, a trie requires fewer than 1 bit per key in expectation.

The sparse indexing in ECT is stricter than $k$-perfect hashing [16], which allows up to $k$ hash collisions. ECT generates an index with exactly $k$ hash collisions (with an exception of the last block that may contain fewer than $k$ items), and this leads to more efficient use of storage space. Further, as this sparse indexing uses the same data layout on flash, ECT can generate a new dense or sparse index on already indexed items without repeating construction process, allowing it to adapt to memory and performance requirements quickly.

3.1.7 Maximum Size of Virtual Buckets

The size of the largest virtual buckets is $\Theta(n/m)$, where $n$ is the total number of keys indexed by ECT, and $m$ is the number of virtual buckets ($m = 2^k$ when using the $k$ MSBs to determine the virtual bucket of a key). We can formulate the problem using a conventional balls-into-bins model by treating each key as a ball (total $n$ balls) and each virtual bucket as a bin (total $m$ bins). It is known that when $n \geq m\log_2 m$, the maximum number of balls in each bin is $\Theta(n/m)$ [3, 120].

In our setting, let $m = n/w$ (each bin contains $w$ balls on average), where $w$ is the width of a machine word (e.g., 64)—this will require using $\log_2 (n/w)$ MSBs for determining to which virtual bucket each key belongs. Since $n/w = 2^{\log_2 n - \log_2 w}$, $m = (n/w)\log_2 (n/w) = 2^{\log_2 n - \log_2 w} \cdot (\log_2 n - \log_2 w) = 2^{\log_2 n - \log_2 w + \log_2 (\log_2 n - \log_2 w)}$. Observe $n \leq 2^w$ (due to addressing items by a machine word), $2^{\log_2 n - \log_2 w + \log_2 (\log_2 n - \log_2 w)} \leq 2^{\log_2 n - \log_2 w + \log_2 (w - \log_2 w)} < 2^{\log_2 n} = n$. Thus, $n \geq (n/w)\log_2 (n/w)$, and we get the maximum load of each virtual bucket of $\Theta(n/(n/w)) = \Theta(w)$. In other words, as long as the average bucket size ($g = n/m$) is no smaller than the number of bits in a machine word, the size of the largest bucket will remain proportional to the average size of all buckets.

3.2 Comparison to Other Schemes

In this section, we discuss similarities and differences between ECT and other fast external hashing schemes, summarized in Table 3.1.

3.2.1 External Perfect Hashing

External Perfect Hashing (EPH) [25] is a scalable external hashing scheme that requires $O(1)$ I/O operations for item retrieval and uses a small amount of memory for the index. As shown in Figure 3.5, EPH first partitions items into buckets using the hash values of their keys. For each bucket, EPH constructs a perfect hash function (PHF) or a minimal perfect hash function (MPHF), depending on the memory and storage space requirement. Since PHFs and MPHFs result in a specific offset for each key, the keys in the buckets are permuted (reordered) in their PHF/MPHF order and stored on disk. EPH achieves 3.8 bits/key of memory use, which is 27% higher than 2.5 bits/key used by ECT.

$^2$The CPU requirement of MMPH is from the original MMPH paper [14].
3.2.2 Monotone Minimal Perfect Hashing

Monotone Minimal Perfect Hashing (MMPH) [14, 15, 69], like ECT, uses sorting as its data manipulation method, and builds its index on a sorted table. While ECT uses hash order for sorting and trie construction, MMPH uses original keys, and thus, requires a variable amount of computation and memory space depending on the key distribution and characteristics. Among various low-level indexing methods for MMPH, “hollow tries” provides the smallest hash function size—4.4 bits/key—for random keys [14], which is the best workload for minimizing the index size.

Although MMPH shares several characteristics with ECT in that both use sort, we focus our evaluation on comparisons between ECT and EPH because both yield smaller index sizes than MMPH.
3.3 Evaluation

This section presents the performance evaluation of an external dictionary using ECT as its index. As a comparison, we modified the original EPH implementation, which only supported a hash function interface, to provide the full functionality of an external dictionary. Our modified version of EPH can operate using its custom partitioning as well as using external sort similarly to ECT, as sort results are compatible with partition results. In addition, we implemented optional incremental construction in ECT and extended EPH to support the same incremental construction functionality, because the original EPH implementation only supported index construction from scratch.

Throughout the evaluation, we explicitly indicate binary prefixes (powers of 2) using “i” (e.g., MiB, GiB) to avoid confusion with SI prefixes (powers of 10) (e.g., MB, GB).

3.3.1 Experiment Setup

Table 3.2 shows the hardware configuration for the experiments. All input, output, and temporary data are stored on a RAID-0 array consisting of three SATA SSDs, each of which provides up to 265 MB/s sequential read and 200 MB/s sequential write throughput.

We use the WEBSPAM-UK2007 URL list [142] as input keys (on average 111 bytes per URL) and associated values of 1000 bytes with each key. Due to the large size of the key-value pairs, we use up to 24 million unique URLs at the beginning of the URL list; as we use hashkeys, using

3Note that using a 1000-byte value for each key significantly increases both data size and construction cost compared to prior studies [14, 25], which stored no key (and value) data in external storage; our study stores both key and value data on flash to provide a dictionary interface (retrieval of a value associated with a key).
the first part of the URL list does not introduce skew in the input data. Unless specified, this input is the standard workload in this section.

In addition, to examine the performance with a large number of items, we use 1 billion small key-value pairs, which consist of 64-byte keys and 4-byte values. Each key is hashed into 12 bytes at the beginning of the index construction, constituting a 16-byte key-value pair on flash during and after construction to support later key-value retrieval. While we could use the sparse indexing technique (Section 3.1.6), we avoid using it for ECT to make a fair comparison with EPH, which does not have an implementation for the technique. This workload is denoted as \textit{small-item}, and its experiment result is shown in Section 3.3.6.

All experiments were performed on Ubuntu 11.04 (64-bit), and we used Nsort [109] as an external sort implementation. Each configuration of the experiments involving time measurements had three runs, and the range of the results is indicated with an error bar.
3.3.2 Construction

Initial construction of the external hashing involves a large amount of I/O for input data, temporary files, and output data. I/O is a major bottleneck for the overall construction process. Both Nsort and EPH provide a settable parameter that controls the size of in-memory buffer space to use I/O efficiently for sorting and partitioning; thus, determining the appropriate buffer size is important. An excessively large buffer may decrease overall performance because the OS page cache, which competes for the same main memory space, is also important for reading the input data and writing the final output.

Figure 3.7 shows the construction performance when using different buffer sizes for the partition and sort stage. This experiment used 16 million key-value pairs, whose size (about 16 GB) far exceeds the total memory size (4 GiB). For both ECT and EPH, the sort versions that use only 1 core (dotted lines) achieve the best performance using 512 MiB for buffering, while the partition-based EPH (EPH Part) performs best with a smaller buffer size of 192 MiB (Table 3.3). This difference is because Nsort internally uses direct I/O that bypasses the OS page cache, and thus its performance is less susceptible to the reduced amount of the OS page cache when the in-memory sort buffer size is large. With 4 cores (solid lines), ECT works best with 1024 MiB buffer size. From this result, we can observe major performance boosts when using multiple cores due to Nsort’s internal optimization, but not with EPH’s custom partitioning, because EPH’s custom data partitioning code uses 1 core and does not directly benefit from multiple cores. This demonstrates the performance and engineering advantages of using a well-understood and well-optimized primitive such as sorting for the main data manipulation.

In the subsequent experiments, we used the best buffer memory size for each configuration. Figure 3.8 plots the construction performance with varying dataset size; we set the buffer size based on the large dataset of 16 M items, which shows that smaller dataset sizes have an insignificant effect on the construction speed.
Table 3.3: Best construction performance of each scheme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>Throughput @ Buffer size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ECT Sort 4 cores</td>
<td>151 k items/s @ 1024 MiB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECT Sort 1 core</td>
<td>138 k items/s @ 512 MiB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPH Sort 4 cores</td>
<td>141 k items/s @ 512 MiB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPH Sort 1 core</td>
<td>122 k items/s @ 512 MiB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPH Part 4 cores</td>
<td>119 k items/s @ 192 MiB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPH Part 1 core</td>
<td>114 k items/s @ 192 MiB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4: Random lookup performance with random queries using 16 threads.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>Throughput</th>
<th>Total CPU time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EPH</td>
<td>69.16 k queries/s</td>
<td>139.76 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECT</td>
<td>64.02 k queries/s</td>
<td>217.75 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(difference)</td>
<td>-7.4%</td>
<td>+55.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.3 Index Size

Despite its faster construction speed, ECT generates a smaller index than EPH. To index 16 million items of the given dataset, ECT used 5.02 MB (2.51 bits/key); EPH required 7.83 MB (3.92 bits/key) excluding a fixed-size lookup table of 3 MiB, or 10.98 MB including the lookup table (5.49 bits/key in total). ECT’s space consumption is at least 36% lower than EPH’s and is close to the analytical result shown in Figure 3.3. These differences can determine whether an index fits in the CPU cache, and they grow proportionally to the number of items in larger datasets.

3.3.4 Incremental Updates

For datasets that are not fully static, incremental updates improve the reconstruction speed of the external hashing substantially. Figure 3.9 plots performance boosts with incremental updates. The workload constructs an index using 4 M items. Then, it adds another 4 M items on each batch to update the existing dataset. It repeats this update up to 5 times until the final dataset size reaches 24 M items. As clearly shown, using incremental updates outperforms versions that must rebuild the sorted/partitioned dataset from scratch rather than reusing the previously organized data. The performance gap increases as the number of updates increases—more than 20% with 5 updates. Therefore, allowing incremental updates is important to improving the performance of storage systems with dynamic data.

3.3.5 Space vs. Lookup Speed Tradeoff

Table 3.4 shows the full-system lookup performance difference between ECT and EPH, using 8 M random queries on 16 M items. Each lookup includes data item retrieval from flash, thus incurring I/O. The experiment used 16 threads to take advantage of the I/O parallelism of flash drives [91]. While both algorithms exhibit lookup speed exceeding 64 k queries/s, ECT is 7.4%
Figure 3.10: The tradeoff between size and in-memory lookup performance on a single core when varying average bucket size \((g)\) with \(h_{\text{max}} = 64\).

Figure 3.11: The tradeoff between size and in-memory lookup performance on a single core when varying maximum trie size for Huffman coding \((h_{\text{max}})\) with \(g = 256\).

slower than EPH. This difference mostly comes from the higher cost of ECT’s lookup process, as shown in the total CPU time, which also includes the CPU overhead of I/O processing in the kernel. However, the difference in the actual lookup speed is much smaller than the difference in the total CPU time, since the system’s CPU is largely underutilized (i.e., external lookup is an I/O-bound task). Therefore, for a small extra end-to-end lookup cost, ECT brings considerable savings in the index size (36% smaller index size than EPH). The amount of I/O performed was the same in both schemes, as they incur a single random I/O per lookup.

When a bigger and faster array of flash drives is used, slow hash function evaluation may cause the underutilization of the storage array. ECT provides two knobs—the virtual bucket size \((g)\) and the maximum trie size at which to apply Huffman coding \((h_{\text{max}})\)—to allow the system to obtain a balance between the in-memory data structure size and per-lookup computation. To highlight the effect of adjusting knobs, we measure in-memory (no I/O) lookup performance using a single core only.
Figure 3.12: Construction performance with varying buffer size for partition/sort for small items.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>Throughput @ Buffer size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ECT Sort 4 cores</td>
<td>591 k items/s @ 1024 MiB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECT Sort 1 core</td>
<td>455 k items/s @ 512 MiB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPH Sort 4 cores</td>
<td>385 k items/s @ 1024 MiB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPH Sort 1 core</td>
<td>322 k items/s @ 384 MiB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPH Part 4 cores</td>
<td>371 k items/s @ 2048 MiB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPH Part 1 core</td>
<td>369 k items/s @ 2048 MiB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.5: Best construction performance of each scheme for small items.

Figure 3.10 shows that by setting the average virtual bucket size ($g$) to 256 keys, ECT requires as little as 2.5 bits per item and CPU consumption for an in-memory lookup of 7 µs. This lookup speed allows the system to support up to 67 k queries per second per core without considering I/O costs. With such low memory use by ECT, if a system has 4 GiB of DRAM to store the ECT index, it can index 13.7 billion items. By having a smaller number of keys in each virtual bucket, the system can trade the memory efficiency for even higher lookup speed.

Figure 3.11 shows diminishing returns of using a high value for the maximum trie size to apply Huffman coding ($h_{\text{max}}$). With a moderate $h_{\text{max}}$ value (8 to 64), the system can achieve small index size as well as low lookup time.

### 3.3.6 Small Items

With small items of 64-byte key-value pairs, the construction process is more dependent on computation than with large items. As shown in Figure 3.12 and Table 3.5, ECT using 4 cores exceeds any EPH scheme’s performance by far; ECT’s simple construction process handles 591 k key-value items per second (28 minutes in total), achieving 54% higher construction speed than the best EPH scheme.

ECT demonstrated its memory efficiency again with small items. ECT required 35% less memory space than EPH; ECT’s index size was 314 MB (2.51 bits/key), whereas EPH required
481 MB (3.85 bits/key) when excluding a fixed-size lookup table of 3 MiB, or 484 MB with the lookup table (3.87 bits/key in total).

### 3.4 Summary

Entropy-Coded Tries (ECT) provide a practical external hashing scheme by using a new trie-based indexing technique on hash-sorted items. Our trie compression yields a very compact hash function occupying 2.5 bits per key, with fast lookup time (around 7 µs), making ECT suitable for datasets stored on high-speed storage devices such as flash drives. Using sort as the main data manipulation method substantially saves engineering effort, and this enables ECT to use I/O and multi-core CPUs efficiently for index construction and incremental index updates.
Chapter 4

Analyzing Multi-Stage Log-Structured Designs

Log-structured store designs provide fast write and easy crash recovery for block-based storage devices that have considerably higher sequential write speed than random write speed [123]. In particular, multi-stage versions of log-structured designs, such as LSM-tree [111], COLA [17], and SAMT [128], strive to balance read speed, write speed, and storage space use by segregating fresh and old data in multiple append-only data structures. These designs have been widely adopted in modern datastores including LevelDB [65], RocksDB [54], BigTable [31], HBase [135], and Cassandra [88].

Given the variety of multi-stage log-structured (MSLS) designs, a system designer is faced with a problem of plenty, raising questions such as: Which design is best for this workload? How should the systems’ parameters be set? How sensitive is that choice to changes in workload? Our goal in this chapter is to move toward answering these questions and more through an improved—both in quality and in speed—analytical method for understanding and comparing the performance of these systems. This analytical approach can help shed light on how different design choices affect the performance of today’s systems, and it provides an opportunity to optimize (based on the analysis) parameter choices given a workload. For example, in Section 4.6, we show that a few minutes of offline analysis can find improved parameters for LevelDB that decrease the cost of inserts by up to 9.4–30.5%. As another example, in Section 4.7, we reduce the insert cost in RocksDB by up to 32.2% by changing its system design based upon what we have learned from our analytic approach.

Prior evaluations of MSLS designs largely reside at the two ends of the spectrum: (1) asymptotic analysis and (2) experimental measurement. Asymptotic analysis of an MSLS design typically gives a big-$O$ term describing the cost of an operation type (e.g., query, insert), but previous asymptotic analyses do not reflect real-world performance because they assume the worst case. Experimental measurement of an implementation produces accurate performance numbers, which are often limited to a particular implementation and workload, with lengthy experiment time to explore various system configurations.

This chapter proposes a new evaluation method for MSLS designs that provides accurate and fast evaluation without needing to run the full implementations. Our approach uses new analytic primitives that help model the dynamics of MSLS designs. We build upon this model
by combining it with a nonlinear solver to help automatically optimize system parameters to maximize performance.

This chapter makes four key contributions:

• New analytic primitives to model creating the log structure and merging logs with redundant data (Section 4.2);

• System models for LevelDB, COLA, and SAMT, representative MSLS designs, using the primitives (Section 4.3, Section 4.4);

• Optimization of system parameters with the LevelDB model, improving the real system performance (Section 4.6); and

• Application of lessons from the LevelDB model to the RocksDB system to reduce its write cost (Section 4.7).

In addition, we revisit SILT’s multi-store design in Section 4.5 to provide its accurate analysis model.

4.1 Background

This section introduces a family of multi-stage log-structured designs and their practical variants, and explains metrics commonly used to evaluate these designs.

4.1.1 Multi-Stage Log-Structured Designs

A multi-stage log-structured (MSLS) design is a storage system design that contains multiple append-only data structures, each of which is created by sequential writes; for instance, several designs use sorted arrays and tables that are often called SSTables [65, 128]. These data structures are organized as stages, either logically or physically, to segregate different classes of data—e.g., fresh data and old data, frequently modified data and static data, small items and large items, and so forth. Components in LSM-tree [111] and levels in many designs [17, 65, 128] are examples of stages.

MSLS designs exploit the fast sequential write speed of modern storage devices. On hard disk and flash drives, sequential writes are up to an order of magnitude faster than random writes. By restricting most write operations to incur only sequential I/O, MSLS can provide fast writes.

Using multiple stages reduces the I/O cost for data updates. Frequent changes are often contained within a few stages that either reside in memory and/or are cheap to rewrite—this approach shares the same insight as the generational garbage collection used for memory management [84, 90]. The downside is that the system may have to search in multiple stages to find a single item because the item can exist in any of these stages. This can potentially reduce query performance.

The system moves data between stages based upon certain criteria. Common conditions are the byte size of the data stored in a stage, the age of the stored data, etc. This data migration typically reduces the total data volume by merging multiple data structures and reducing the redundancy between them; therefore, it is referred to as “compaction” or “merge.”
MSLS designs are mainly classified by how they organize log structures and how and when they perform compaction. The data structures and compaction strategy significantly affect the cost of various operations, characterizing strengths and weaknesses of store designs.

**Log-Structured Merge-Tree**

The log-structured merge-tree (LSM-tree) [111] is a write-optimized store design with two or more components, each of which is a tree-like data structure [110]. One component (C₀) resides in memory, and the rest of the components (C₁,C₂,...) are stored on disk. Each component can hold a set of items, and multiple components can contain multiple items of the same key. A lower-numbered component always stores a newer version of the item than any higher-numbered component does.

For query processing, LSM-tree searches in potentially multiple components. It starts from C₀ and stops as soon as the desired item is found in one of the components.

Handling inserts involves updating the in-memory component and merging the data between components. A new entry is inserted into C₀ (and is also logged to disk for crash recovery), and the new item is migrated over time from C₀ to C₁, from C₁ to C₂, and so on. Note that frequent and redundant updates of the same items are coalesced in C₀ without spilling them to the disk; cold data, in contrast, remains in C₁ and later components which reside on low-cost disk.

The data merge in LSM-tree is mostly a sequential I/O operation. The data from C₁ is read and merged into C₁⁺, using a “rolling merge” that creates and updates nodes in the C₁⁺ tree incrementally in the key space.

The authors of LSM-tree suggested maintaining component sizes to follow a geometric progression. The size of a component is r times larger than the previous component size, where r is commonly referred to as a “growth factor” that typically lies between 10 and 20. With such size selection, the expected I/O cost per insert by the data migration is \( O((r + 1) \log_r N) \), where \( N \) is the size of the largest component, i.e., the total number of unique keys. The worst-case lookup incurs \( O(\log_r N) \) random I/O by accessing all components, if finding an item in a component costs \( O(1) \) random I/O.

LevelDB [65] is an important variant of the LSM-tree.

**COLA and SAMT**

The cache-oblivious lookahead array (COLA) [17] is a generalized and improved binomial list [18]. Like LSM-tree, COLA has multiple levels whose count is \( \lceil \log_r N \rceil \), where \( r \) is the growth factor. Each level contains zero or one SSTable. Unlike LSM-tree, however, COLA uses the merge count as the main compaction criterion; a level in COLA accepts \( r - 1 \) merges with the lower level before the level is merged into the next level. COLA uses fractional cascading [33] to reduce lookup costs by storing samples of later levels in earlier levels.

COLA has roughly similar asymptotic complexities to LSM-tree’s. A query in COLA may cost \( O(\log_r N) \) random I/O per lookup if looking up a level costs \( O(1) \) random I/O. COLA’s data migration costs \( O((r - 1) \log_r N) \) I/O per insert. COLA’s growth factor is usually chosen between 2 and 4.
Figure 4.1: A simplified overview of LevelDB data structures. Each rectangle is an SSTable. Note that the x-axis is the key space; the rectangles are not to scale to indicate their byte size. The memtable and logs are omitted.

Figure 4.2: Compaction between two levels in LevelDB.

The Sorted Array Merge Tree (SAMT) [128] is similar to COLA but performs compaction differently. Instead of eagerly merging data to have a single log structure per level, SAMT keeps up to $r$ SSTables before merging them and moving the merged data into the next level. Therefore, a lookup costs $O(r \log_r N)$ random I/O, whereas the per-update I/O cost decreases to $O(\log_r N)$.

A few notable systems implementing a version of COLA and SAMT are HBase [135] and Cassandra [88, 134].

**LevelDB**

LevelDB [65] is a well-known variant of LSM-tree. It uses an in-memory table called a memtable, on-disk log files, and on-disk SSTables. The memtable plays the same role as $C_0$ of LSM-tree, and write-ahead logging is used for recovery. LevelDB organizes multiple levels that correspond to the components of LSM-tree; however, as shown in Figure 4.1, LevelDB uses a set of SSTables instead of a single tree-like structure for each level, and LevelDB’s first level (level-0) is similar to SAMT’s level because it can contain duplicate items across multiple SSTables.
Handing data updates in LevelDB is mostly similar to LSM-tree with a few important differences. Newly inserted data is stored in the memtable and appended to a log file. When the log size exceeds a threshold (e.g., 4 MiB\(^1\)), the content of the memtable is converted into an SSTable and inserted to level-0. When the table count in level-0 reaches a threshold (e.g., 4), LevelDB begins to migrate the data of level-0 SSTables into level-1. For level-1 and later levels, when the aggregate byte size of SSTables in a level reaches a certain threshold, LevelDB picks an SSTable from that level and merges it into the next level. Figure 4.2 illustrates the compaction process; it takes all next-level SSTables whose key range overlaps with the SSTable being compacted, replacing the next-level SSTables with new SSTables containing merged items.

The SSTables created by compaction follow several invariants. A new SSTable has a size limit (e.g., 2 MiB), which makes the compaction process incremental. An SSTable cannot have more than a certain amount of overlapping data (e.g., 20 MiB) in the next level, which limits the future cost of compacting the SSTable.

LevelDB compacts SSTables in a circular way within the key space for each level. Fine-grained SSTables and round-robin SSTable selection have interesting implications in characterizing LevelDB’s write cost as discussed in Section 4.3.

There are several variants of LevelDB. A popular version is RocksDB [54], which claims to improve write performance with better support for multithreading. Unlike LevelDB, RocksDB picks the largest SSTable available for concurrent compaction. We discuss the impact of this strategy in Section 4.7. RocksDB also supports “universal compaction,” an alternative compaction strategy that trades read performance for faster writes by taking a compaction strategy is closer to COLA/SAMT than to LSM-tree/LevelDB.

We choose to apply our analytic primitives and modeling techniques to LevelDB in Section 4.3 because it creates interesting and nontrivial issues related to its use of SSTables and incremental compaction. We briefly discuss the model of COLA and SAMT in Section 4.4.

### 4.1.2 Common Evaluation Metrics

We briefly describe common metrics to evaluate MSLS designs. This chapter focuses on analytic metrics (e.g., per-insert cost factors) more than on experimental metrics (e.g., insert throughput represented in MB/s or kOPS).

Queries and inserts are two common operation types. A query asks for one or more data items, which can simply return “not found” as well. An insert stores new data or update existing item data. While it is hard to define a cost metric for every type of query and insert operation, prior studies have extensively used two metrics defined for the amortized I/O cost per processed item, namely read amplification and write amplification.

**Read amplification (RA)** is the expected number of random read I/O operations to serve a lookup query under an assumption that the total data size is much larger than the system memory size, which translates to the expected I/O overhead of query processing [29, 91]. RA is based on the fact that random I/O access on disk and flash is a critical resource in handling a query and imposes a high impact on the query performance.

\(^1\)Mi denotes \(2^{20}\), k, M, and G denote \(10^3\), \(10^6\), and \(10^9\), respectively.
Write amplification (WA) is the expected amount of data written to disk or flash per insert, which measures the I/O overhead of insert processing. Its concept originates from a metric to measure the efficiency of the flash translation layer (FTL), which stores blocks in a log structure-like manner; WA has been adopted later in key-value store studies to project insert throughput and estimate the life expectancy of underlying flash drives [54, 65, 91].

Write amplification and insert throughput are inversely related. Figure 4.3 shows LevelDB’s insert throughput for 1 kB items on a fast flash drive. We vary the total data volume from 1 GB to 10 GB and examine two distributions for the key popularity, uniform and Zipf. Workloads that produce higher write amplification (e.g., larger data volume and/or uniform workloads) have lower throughput.

In this chapter, our main focus is write amplification. Unlike read amplification whose effect on actual system performance can be reduced by dedicating more memory for caching, the effect of write amplification cannot be mitigated easily without changing the core system design because the written data must be eventually flushed to disk/flash to ensure durability.

### 4.2 Analytic Primitives

Our goal in later sections is to create simple but accurate models of the write amplification of different MSLS designs. To reach this goal, we first present three new analytic primitives, Unique, Unique$^{-1}$, and Merge, that form the basis for those models. In Sections 4.3 and 4.4, we show how to express the insert and growth behavior of LevelDB and COLA/SAMT using these primitives.

#### 4.2.1 Roles of Redundancy

Redundancy has an important effect on the behavior of an MSLS design. Any given table store (SSTable, etc.) contains at most one entry for a single key, no matter how many inserts were applied for that key. Similarly, when compaction merges tables, the resulting table will also

---

2 We use Intel SSDSC2BB160G4T with fsync enabled for LevelDB.
contain only a single copy of the key, no matter how many times it appeared in the tables that were merged. An accurate model must therefore consider redundancy.

Asymptotic analyses in prior studies ignore the roles of redundancy in determining operation costs. Most analyses assume that compactions observe no duplicate keys from insert requests and input tables being merged [17, 65]. One consequence of such assumptions is that asymptotic analysis gives the same answer regardless of skew in the key popularity; it ignores whether all keys are equally popular or some keys are more popular than others. It also estimates only an upper bound on the compaction cost—duplicate keys mean that less total data is written, lowering real-world write amplification.

We first clarify our assumptions and then explain how we quantify the effect of redundancy.

### 4.2.2 Notation and Assumptions

Let $K$ be the key space. Without loss of generality, $K$ is the set of all integers in $[0, N - 1]$, where $N$ is the total number of unique keys that the workload uses.

A discrete random variable $X$ maps an insert request to the key referred to by the request. $f_X$ is the probability mass function for $X$, i.e., $f_X(k)$ for $k \in K$ is the probability of having a specific key $k$ for each insert request, assuming the keys in the requests are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) and have no spatial locality in popularity. As an example, a Zipf key popularity is defined as $f_X(h(i)) = \frac{1}{i^s} \sum_{n=1}^{N} 1/n^s$, where $s$ is the skewness and $h$ maps the rank of each key to the key.\(^3\) Since there is no restriction on how $f_X$ should look, it can be built from a key popularity distribution inferred by an empirical workload characterization [8, 124, 145].

Without loss of generality, $0 < f_X(k) < 1$. We can remove any key $k$ satisfying $f_X(k) = 0$ from $K$ because $k$ will never appear in the workload. Similarly, $f_X(k) = 1$ degenerates to a workload with only a single unique key, which is trivial to analyze.

A table is a set of the items that contains no duplicate keys. Tables are constructed from a sequence of insert requests or merges of other tables.

$L$ refers to the total number of standard levels in an MSLS design. Standard levels include only the levels that follow prevailing invariants of the design; for example, the level-0 in LevelDB does not count towards $L$ because level-0 contains overlapping tables, while other levels do not, and has a different compaction trigger that is based on the table count in the level, not the aggregate size of tables in a level. $L$ has close relationship with the lookup performance, i.e., read amplification; an MSLS design may have to make $L$ random I/Os to retrieve an item that exists only in the last level (unless the design uses additional data structures such as Bloom filters [22]).

To avoid complicating the analysis, we assume that all operations are synchronous and all items have equal size (e.g., 1000 bytes). This assumption is consistent with YCSB [38], a widely-used key-value store benchmark. We discuss this limitation in Section 4.8.

\(^3\)Note that $s = 0$ leads to a uniform key popularity, i.e., $f_X(k) = 1/N$. We use $s = 0.99$ frequently to describe a “skewed” or simply “Zipf” distribution for the key popularity, which is the default skewness in YCSB [38].
4.2.3 Counting Unique Keys

A sequence of insert requests may contain duplicate keys. The requests with duplicate keys overwrite or modify the stored values. When storing the effect of the requests in a table, only the final (combined) results survive. Thus, a table can be seen as a set of distinct keys in the requests.

We first formulate Unique, a function describing the expectation of the number of unique keys that appear in \( p \) requests:

**Theorem 4.1.**

\[
\text{Unique}(p) = N - \sum_{k \in K} (1 - f_X(k))^p \quad \text{for} \quad p \geq 0.
\]

**Proof.** Key \( k \) counts towards the unique key count if \( k \) appears at least once in a sequence of \( p \) requests, whose probability is \( 1 - (1 - f_X(k))^p \). Therefore, \( \text{Unique}(p) = \sum_{k \in K} (1 - (1 - f_X(k))^p) = N - \sum_{k \in K} (1 - f_X(k))^p \).

Figure 4.4 plots the number of unique keys as a function of the number of insert requests for 100 million unique keys \( (N = 10^8) \). We use Zipf distributions with varying skewness. The unique key count increases as the request count increases, but the increase slows down as the unique key count approaches the total unique key count. The unique key count with less skewed distributions increases more rapidly than with more skewed distributions until it is close to the maximum.

In the context of MSLS designs, Unique gives a hint about how many requests (or how much time) it takes for a level to reach a certain size from an empty state. With no or low skew, a level quickly approaches its full capacity and the system initiates compaction; with high skew, however, it can take a long time to accumulate enough keys to trigger compaction.

We examine another useful function, \( \text{Unique}^{-1}(u) \), which is the inverse function of Unique. \( \text{Unique}^{-1}(u) \) estimates the expected number of requests to observe \( u \) unique keys in the requests.\(^4\)

By extending the domain of Unique to the real numbers, we can ensure the existence of \( \text{Unique}^{-1} \):

**Lemma 4.2.** \( \text{Unique}^{-1}(u) \) exists for \( 0 \leq u < N \).

\(^4\)The solution of \( \text{Unique}^{-1} \) is often similar to that of a generalized coupon collector’s problem (CCP) \([59]\); however, it is not always identical to CCP. A generalized CCP terminates as soon as a certain number of unique items has been collected, whereas \( \text{Unique}^{-1} \) is merely defined as the inverse of Unique. In numeric analysis, a solution of the generalized CCP is typically smaller than that of \( \text{Unique}^{-1} \) due to the eager termination of CCP.
Proof. Suppose $0 \leq p < q$. $(1 - f_X(k))^q < (1 - f_X(k))^p$ because $0 < 1 - f_X(k) < 1$. $\text{Unique}(q) - \text{Unique}(p) = -\sum_{k \in K} (1 - f_X(k))^q + \sum_{k \in K} (1 - f_X(k))^p > 0$. Thus, $\text{Unique}$ is a strictly monotonic function that is defined over $[0,N)$.

We further extend the domain of $\text{Unique}^{-1}$ to include $N$ by using limits. $\text{Unique}(\infty) := \lim_{p \to \infty} \text{Unique}(p) = N$; $\text{Unique}^{-1}(N) := \lim_{u \to N} \text{Unique}^{-1}(u) = \infty$.

It is straightforward to compute the value of $\text{Unique}^{-1}(u)$ either by solving $\text{Unique}(p) = u$ for $p$ numerically or by approximating $\text{Unique}$ and $\text{Unique}^{-1}$ with piecewise linear functions.

### 4.2.4 Merging Tables

Compaction in MSLS takes multiple tables and creates a new set of tables that contain no duplicate keys. Nontrivial cases involve tables with overlapping key ranges. For such cases, we can estimate the size of merged tables using a combination of $\text{Unique}$ and $\text{Unique}^{-1}$:

**Theorem 4.3.** $\text{Merge}(u, v) = \text{Unique}(\text{Unique}^{-1}(u) + \text{Unique}^{-1}(v))$ for $0 \leq u, v \leq N$.

**Proof.** Let $p$ and $q$ be the expected numbers of insert requests that would produce tables of size $u$ and $v$, respectively. The merged table is expected to contain all $k \in K$ except those missing in both request sequences. Therefore, $\text{Merge}(u, v) = N - \sum_{k \in K} (1 - f_X(k))^p (1 - f_X(k))^q = \text{Unique}(p + q)$. Because $p = \text{Unique}^{-1}(u)$ and $q = \text{Unique}^{-1}(v)$, $\text{Merge}(u, v) = \text{Unique}(\text{Unique}^{-1}(u) + \text{Unique}^{-1}(v))$.

In the worst-case analysis, merging tables of size $u$ and $v$ results in a new table of size $u + v$, which assumes that the input tables contain no duplicate keys. Such an assumption creates a larger error as $u$ and $v$ approach $N$ and as the key popularity has more skew. For example, with 100 million ($10^8$) total unique keys and Zipf skewness of 0.99, $\text{Merge}(10^7, 9 \times 10^7) \approx 9.03 \times 10^7$ keys, whereas the worst-case analysis expects $10^8$ keys.

Finally, $\text{Unique}$ is an isomorphism as shown in Figure 4.5. $\text{Unique}$ maps the length of a sequence of requests to the number of unique keys in it, and $\text{Unique}^{-1}$ forms the opposite direction. The addition of request counts corresponds to applying $\text{Merge}$ to unique key counts; the addition calculates the length of concatenated request sequences, and $\text{Merge}$ obtains the number
of unique keys in the merged table. Translating the number of requests to the number of unique keys and vice versa make it easy to build an MSLS model, as presented in the next section.

4.3 Modeling LevelDB

This section applies our analytic primitives to model a practical MSLS design, LevelDB. We explain how the dynamics of LevelDB components can be incorporated into the LevelDB model. We compare the analytic estimate with the actual performance measured with a LevelDB simulator and the original implementation.

We assume that the dictionary-based compression [37, 64, 67] is not used in logs and SSTables. Using compression can reduce the write amplification (WA) by a certain factor; its effectiveness depends significantly on how compressible the stored data is.

Algorithm 3 summarizes the WA estimation for LevelDB. `unique()`, `uniqueinv()`, and `merge()` calculate Unique, Unique$^{-1}$, and Merge as defined in Section 4.2. `dinterval()` calculates DInterval, which we define in this section.
4.3.1 Logging

The write-ahead logging (WAL) of LevelDB writes roughly the same amount as the data volume
of inserts. We do not need to take into account the key redundancy because logging does not
perform redundancy removal. As a consequence, logging contributes to 1 unit of WA (line #10).
Using an advanced WAL scheme [36] can lower the logging cost below 1 unit.

4.3.2 Constructing Level-0 SSTables

LevelDB stores the contents of the memtable as a new SSTable in level-0 whenever the current log
size reaches a threshold $wal$, which is 4 MiB in LevelDB by default.\(^5\) Because an SSTable contains
no redundant keys, we use Unique to compute the expected size of the SSTable corresponding to
the accumulated requests; for every $wal$ requests, LevelDB creates an SSTable of $\text{Unique}(wal)$,
which adds $\text{Unique}(wal)/wal$ to WA (line #13).

4.3.3 Compaction

LevelDB compacts one or more SSTables in a level into the next level when one or more of
the following conditions are satisfied: (1) when level-0 has at least $c_0$ SSTables; (2) when the
aggregate size of SSTables in a level-$l$ ($1 \leq l \leq L$) reaches $\text{Size}(l)$ bytes; or (3) after an SSTable
has observed a certain number of seeks caused by query processing. The original LevelDB defines
$c_0$ to be 4 SSTables\(^6\) and $\text{Size}(l)$ to be $10^l$ MiB. A particular level to compact is chosen based on
how high the ratio of the current SSTable count or level size to the triggering condition is, and
this can be approximated as prioritizing levels in their order from 0 to $L$ in the model. The seek
trigger depends on the distribution of queries as well as of insert requests, which is beyond the
scope of this chapter.

We examine two quantities to estimate the amortized compaction cost: (1) a certain interval
(insert requests), denoted as $\text{Interval}(l)$, and (2) the expected amount of data written to level-$(l+1)$
during that interval, which we denote as $\text{Write}(l+1)$. The contribution to WA by the compaction
from level-$l$ to level-$(l+1)$ is given by $\text{Write}(l+1)/\text{Interval}(l)$ by the definition of WA (line #18,
line #24).

Compacting Level-0 SSTables

LevelDB picks a level-0 SSTable and other level-0 SSTables that overlap with the first SSTable
picked. It chooses overlapping level-1 SSTables as the other compaction input, and it can possibly
choose more level-0 SSTables as long as the number of overlapping level-1 SSTables remains
unchanged. Because level-0 contains overlapping SSTables with a wide key range, it is common
to have multiple level-0 SSTables selected for a single compaction event; to build a concise model,

\(^5\)We use the byte size and the item count interchangeably based on the assumption of fixed item sizes, as described
in Section 4.2.2.

\(^6\)LevelDB begins compaction with 4 level-0 SSTables, and new insert requests stall if the compaction of level-0 is
not fast enough that the level-0 SSTable count reaches 12.
we assume that all level-0 SSTables are chosen for compaction whenever the compaction trigger for level-0 is met.

Let Interval(0) be the interval of creating $c0$ SSTables, where Interval(0) = $wal \cdot c0$ (line #16). Compaction performed for that duration merges the SSTables created from Interval(0) requests, which contain Unique(Interval(0)) unique keys, into level-1 with Size(1) unique keys. Therefore, Write(1) = Merge(UniQue(Interval(0)), Size(1)) (line #17).

### Compacting Non-Level-0 SSTables

While the compaction from level-$l$ to level-$(l + 1)$ (1 ≤ $l$ < $L$) follows similar rules as level-0 does, it is more complicated because of how LevelDB chooses the next SSTable to compact. LevelDB remembers LastKey($l$), the last key of the SSTable used in the last compaction for level-$l$ and picks the first SSTable whose smallest key succeeds LastKey($l$); if there exists no such SSTable, LevelDB picks the SSTable with the smallest key in the level. This compaction strategy chooses SSTables in a circular way in the key space for each level.

**Non-uniformity** arises because of this round-robin compaction strategy. Compaction removes items from a given level, but its effect is localized in the key space of that level. Compaction from a lower level into this given level, however, tends to push items across the entire key space of the receiving level because the lower level makes faster progress compacting the entire key space because of the lower level’s smaller size. Figure 4.6 depicts this process. As a result, the part of the key space that was recently compacted has a lower chance of having items (i.e., low density), whereas the other part of the key space that has not been compacted for a long period of time has a higher chance of having items (i.e., high density). Because of the constraint on the maximum SSTable size, the low density area has SSTables covering a wide key range, and the high density area has SSTables with a narrow key range.

This non-uniformity makes compaction less costly. Compaction occurs for an SSTable at the dense part of the key space. The narrow key range of the dense SSTable means a relatively small number of overlapping SSTables in the next level. Therefore, the compaction of the SSTable results in less data written to the next level.

Some LevelDB variants [75] explicitly pick an SSTable that maximizes the ratio of the size of that SSTable to the size of all overlapping SSTables in the next level, in hope of making the compaction cost smaller. In fact, due to the non-uniformity, LevelDB already *implicitly* realizes a
similar compaction strategy. Our simulation results (not shown) indicate that the explicit SSTable selection brings a marginal performance gain over LevelDB’s circular SSTable selection.

To quantify the effect of the non-uniformity to compaction, we model the density distribution of a level. Let \( D_{\text{Interval}}(l) \) be the expected interval between compaction of the same key in level-\( l \). This is also the interval to merge the level-\( l \) data into the entire key space of level-(\( l + 1 \)). We use \( d \) to indicate the unidirectional distance from the most recently compacted key \( \text{LastKey}(l) \) to a key in the key space, where \( 0 \leq d < N \). \( d = 0 \) represents the key just compacted, and \( d = N - 1 \) is the key that will be compacted next time. Let \( \text{Density}(l, d) \) be the probability of having an item for the key with distance \( d \) in level-\( l \). Because we assume no spatial key locality, we can formulate \( \text{Density} \) by approximating \( \text{LastKey}(l) \) to have a uniform distribution:

**Theorem 4.4.** Assuming \( P(\text{LastKey}(l) = k) = 1/N \) for \( 1 \leq l < L \), \( k \in K \), then \( \text{Density}(l, d) = \frac{\text{Unique}(D_{\text{Interval}}(l) \cdot d/N)}{N} \) for \( 1 \leq l < L \), \( 0 \leq d < N \).

**Proof.** Suppose \( \text{LastKey}(l) = k \in K \). Let \( k' \) be \((k - d + N) \mod N\). Let \( r \) be \( D_{\text{Interval}}(l) \cdot d/N \). There are \( r \) requests since the last compaction of \( k' \). Level-\( l \) has \( k' \) if any of \( r \) requests contains \( k' \), whose probability is \( 1 - (1 - f_X(k'))^r \).

By considering all possible \( k \) and thus all possible \( k' \), \( \text{Density}(l, d) = \sum_{k \in K} \left(\frac{1}{N}(1 - (1 - f_X(k'))^r)\right) = \frac{\text{Unique}(D_{\text{Interval}}(l) \cdot d/N)}{N}. \)

We also use a general property of the density:

**Lemma 4.5.** \( \sum_{d=0}^{N-1} \text{Density}(l, d) = \text{Size}(l) \) for \( 1 \leq l < L \).

**Proof.** The sum over the density equals to the expected unique key count, which is the number of keys level-\( l \) maintains, i.e., \( \text{Size}(l) \). \( \square \)

Figure 4.7 depicts the relationship between the density and level size. The workload skew affects the density distribution, while the area between the line and x-axis remains constant, i.e., \( \text{Size}(l) \). The value of \( D_{\text{Interval}}(l) \) can be obtained by solving it numerically using Theorem 4.4 and Lemma 4.5.

We see that \( D_{\text{Interval}}(l) \) is typically larger than \( \text{Unique}^{-1}(\text{Size}(l)) \) that represents the expected interval of compacting the same key without non-uniformity. For example, with \( \text{Size}(l) = 10 \text{ Mi}, \)
Figure 4.8: False overlaps that occur during the LevelDB compaction. Each rectangle indicates an SSTable; its width indicates the table’s key range, not the byte size.

\[ N = 100 \text{ M (}10^8\text{), and a uniform key popularity distribution, } D\text{Interval}(l) \text{ is at least twice as large as } \text{Unique}^{-1}(\text{Size}(l)):\ 2.26 \times 10^7 \text{ vs. } 1.11 \times 10^7. \text{ This confirms that non-uniformity does slow down the progression of LastKey}(l), improving the efficiency of compaction. \]

Interval\((l)\), the actual interval we use to calculate the amortized WA, is cumulative and increases by DInterval, i.e., Interval\((l) = \text{Interval}(l-1) + D\text{Interval}(l)\) (line #22). Because compacting lower levels is favored over compacting upper levels, an upper level may contain more data than its compaction trigger as an overflow from lower levels. We use a simple approximation to capture this behavior by adding the cumulative term Interval\((l-1)\).

False overlaps are another effect caused by the incremental compaction using SSTables in LevelDB. Unlike non-uniformity, they increase the compaction cost slightly. For an SSTable being compacted, overlapping SSTables in the next level may contain items that lie outside the key range of the SSTable being compacted, as illustrated in Figure 4.8. Even though the LevelDB implementation attempts to reduce such false overlaps by choosing more SSTables in the lower level without creating new overlapping SSTables in the next level, false overlaps may add extra data writes whose size is close to that of the SSTables being compacted, i.e., Unique\((\text{Interval}(l))\) for Interval\((l)\). Note that these extra data writes caused by false overlaps are more significant when Unique for the interval is large, i.e., under low skew, and they diminish as Unique becomes small, i.e., under high skew.

Several proposals \([4, 127]\) strive to further reduce false overlaps by reusing a portion of input SSTables, essentially trading storage space and query performance for faster inserts. Such techniques can reduce WA by up to 1 per level, and even more if they address other types of false overlaps; the final cost savings, however, largely depend on the workload skew and the degree of the reuse.

By considering all of these factors, we can calculate the expected size of the written data. During Interval\((l)\), level-\(l\) accepts Unique\((\text{Interval}(l))\) unique keys from the lower levels, which are merged into the next level containing Size\((l+1)\) unique keys. False overlaps add extra writes roughly as much as the compacted level-\(l\) data. Thus, Write\((l+1) = \text{Merge(Unique(Interval(l))), Size}(l+1)) + \text{Unique(Interval(l)))\) (line #23).

### 4.3.4 Sensitivity to the Workload Skew

To examine how our LevelDB model reacts to the workload skew, we compare our WA estimates with the asymptotic analysis results. For asymptotic analysis results, we use the worst-case scenario with zero redundancy, where merging two SSTables yields an SSTable whose size is
Figure 4.9: Effects of the workload skew on WA. Using 100 million unique keys, 1 kB item size.

exactly the same as the sum of the input SSTable sizes. In other words, compacting levels of size \(u\) and \(v\) results in \(u + v\) items in the worst case.

Figure 4.9 plots the estimated WA for different Zipf skew parameters. Because our analytic model (“LevelDB-ana”) considers the key popularity distribution of the workload in estimating WA, it clearly shows how WA decreases as LevelDB handles more skewed workloads; in contrast, the asymptotic analysis (“Worst-case analysis”) gives the same result regardless of the skew.

4.3.5 Comparisons with the Asymptotic Analysis, Simulation, and Experiment

We compare analytic estimates of WA given by our LevelDB model with the estimates given by the asymptotic analysis, and the measured cost by running experiments on a LevelDB simulator and the original implementation.

We built a LevelDB simulator that follows the LevelDB design specification [66] and uses system parameters extracted from the LevelDB source code. This simulator does not intend to capture every detail of LevelDB implementation behaviors; instead, it realizes the high-level design components as explained in the LevelDB design document. The major differences are (1) our simulator runs in memory; (2) it performs compaction synchronously without concurrent request processing; and (3) it does not implement several opportunistic optimizations: (a) reducing false overlaps by choosing more SSTables in the lower level, (b) bypassing level-0 and level-1 for a newly created SSTable from the memtable if there are no overlapping SSTables in these levels, and (c) dynamically allowing more than 4 level-0 SSTables under high load.

For the measurement with the LevelDB implementation, we instrumented the LevelDB code (version 1.18) to report the number of bytes written to disk via system calls. We use an item size that is 18 bytes smaller than we do in the analysis and simulation, to compensate for the increased data writes due to LevelDB’s own storage space overhead. For fast experiments, we disable \(\text{fsync}\) and checksumming, which showed no effects on WA in our experiments. We also avoid inserting items at an excessive rate that can overload level-0 with many SSTables and cause a high lookup cost.
Figure 4.10: Comparison of WA between the estimation from our LevelDB model, the asymptotic analysis, LevelDB simulation, and implementation results, with a varying number of total unique keys. Using 1 kB item size. Simulation and implementation results with a large number of unique keys are unavailable due to excessive runtime.

Both LevelDB simulator and implementation use a YCSB [38]-like workload generator written in C++. Each experiment initializes the system by inserting all keys once and then measures the average WA of executing random insert requests whose count is 3 times the total unique key count.

Figure 4.10 shows WA estimation and measurement with a varying number of total unique keys. Due to excessive experiment time, the graph excludes some data points for simulation (“LevelDB-sim”) and implementation (“LevelDB-impl”) with a large number of unique keys. The graph shows that our LevelDB model successfully estimates WA that agrees almost perfectly with the simulation and implementation results. The most significant difference occurs at 330 M unique keys with the uniform popularity distribution, where the estimated WA is only 3.8% higher than the measured WA. The standard asymptotic analysis, however, significantly overestimates WA by 1.8–3.6X compared to the actual cost, which highlights the accuracy of our LevelDB model.

Figure 4.11 compares results with different write buffer size (i.e., the memtable size), which determines how much data in memory LevelDB accumulates to create a level-0 SSTable (and also affects how long crash recovery may take). In our LevelDB model, wal reflects the write buffer size. We use write buffer sizes between LevelDB’s default size of 4 MiB and 10% of the last level size. The result indicates that our model estimates WA with good accuracy, but the error increases as the write buffer size increases for uniform key popularity distributions. We suspect that the error comes from the approximation in the model to take into account temporal overflows of levels beyond their maximum size; the error diminishes when level sizes are set to be at least as large as the write buffer size. In fact, avoiding too small level-1 and later levels has been suggested by RocksDB developers [55], and our optimization performed in Section 4.6 typically results in
Figure 4.11: Comparison of WA between the estimation from LevelDB simulation and implementation results, with varying write buffer sizes. Using 10 million unique keys, 1 kB item size.

moderately large sizes for lower levels under uniform distributions, which makes this type of error insignificant for practical system parameter choices.

4.4 Modeling COLA and SAMT

To illustrate the power of our primitives to model MSLS systems, we present two additional examples, COLA and SAMT, in Algorithm 4. Both models assume that the system uses write-ahead log files whose count is capped by the growth factor \( r \). In COLA, line #15 calculates the amount of writes for a level that has already accepted \( j \) merges (0 \( \leq j < r - 1 \)). Compaction of the second-to-last level is treated specially because the last level must be large enough to hold all unique keys and has no subsequent level (line #19). The SAMT model is simpler because it defers merging the data in the same level.

4.5 Modeling SILT

We revisit the multi-store design of SILT and build an accurate model of SILT. The estimated write amplification by this model for the uniform workload is essentially the same as the estimate given in Section 2.4. However, this model provides an estimate for skewed workloads instead of giving the worst-case estimate. For a workload with Zipf skewness 0.99, this model estimates WA to be 3.0, whereas the worst-case analysis always gives WA of 5.4 regardless of the skew, when using the same workload size and system parameters as we do in Section 2.4 (\( hs = 2^{17}, occ = 0.93, hc = 31 \times 2 \)).

SILT can achieve even lower memory overheads under skewed workloads. By reducing the number of HashStores (\( hc \)) from 62 to 25, SILT can maintain the same level of WA (5.4) for the skewed workload whose skewness is 0.99. This parameter selection stores more data in the memory-efficient SortedStore and lowers the memory use by 26%, which lowers the memory overhead to 0.56 bytes per item.
// @param L maximum level
// @param wal write-ahead log file size
// @param r growth factor
// @return write amplification
function estimateWA_COLA(L, wal, r) {
    local l, j, WA, interval[], write[];
    // mem -> log
    WA = 1;
    // mem -> level-1; level-l -> level-(l+1)
    interval[0] = wal;
    for (l = 0; l < L - 1; l++) {
        interval[l + 1] = interval[l] * r;
        write[l + 1] = 0;
        for (j = 0; j < r - 1; j++)
            write[l + 1] += merge(unique(interval[l]), unique(interval[l] * j));
        WA += write[l + 1] / interval[l + 1];
    }
    // level-(L-1) -> level-L
    WA += unique(∞) / interval[L - 1];
    return WA;
}

function estimateWA_SAMT(L, wal, r) {
    local l, WA, interval[], write[];
    // mem -> log
    WA = 1;
    // mem -> level-1; level-l -> level-(l+1)
    interval[0] = wal;
    for (l = 0; l < L - 1; l++) {
        interval[l + 1] = interval[l] * r;
        write[l + 1] = r * unique(interval[l]);
        WA += write[l + 1] / interval[l + 1];
    }
    // level-(L-1) -> level-L
    WA += unique(∞) / interval[L - 1];
    return WA;
}

Algorithm 4: Pseudocode of models that estimate WA of COLA and SAMT.

4.6 Optimizing System Parameters

Compared to simulators and implementations, an analytic model offers fast estimation of cost metrics for a given set of system parameters. To demonstrate fast evaluation of the analytic model, we use an example of optimizing LevelDB system parameters to reduce WA using our LevelDB model.

Note that the same optimization effort could be made with the full LevelDB implementation by substituting our LevelDB model with the implementation and a synthetic workload generator. However, it would take prohibitively long to explore the large parameter space, as examined in Section 4.6.4.
// @param hs LogStore and HashStore's table size
// @param occ table occupancy
// @param hc maximum HashStore count
// @return write amplification
function estimateWA_SILT(hs, occ, hc) {
    local WA, interval;
    // conversion interval
    interval = uniqueinv(hs * occ);
    // LogStore
    WA = 1;
    // LogStore -> HashStore
    WA += hs / interval;
    // HashStore -> SortedStore
    WA += unique(∞) / (interval * hc);
    return WA;
}

Algorithm 5: Pseudocode of models that estimate WA of SILT.

### 4.6.1 Parameter Set to Optimize

An important set of system parameters in LevelDB are the level sizes, Size(l). They determine when LevelDB should initiate compaction for standard levels and affect the overall compaction cost of the system. The original LevelDB design uses a geometric progression of Size(l) = 10^l MiB. Interesting questions are (1) what level sizes different workloads favor; and (2) whether the geometric progression of level sizes is the optimal for all workloads.

Using different level sizes does not necessarily trade query performance or memory use. The log size, level-0 SSTable count, and total level count—the main determinants of query performance—are all unaffected by this system parameter.

### 4.6.2 Optimizer

We implemented a system parameter optimizer based on our analytic model. The objective function to minimize is the estimated WA. Input variables are Size(l), excluding Size(L), which will be equal to the total unique key count. After finishing the optimization, we use the new level sizes to obtain new WA estimates and measurement results on our analytic model and simulator. We also force the LevelDB implementation to use the new level sizes and measure WA. Our optimizer is written in Julia [20] and uses Ipopt [140] for nonlinear optimization. To speed up Unique, we use a compressed key popularity distribution which groups keys with similar probabilities and stores their average probability.\(^7\)

\(^7\)For robustness, we optimize using both the primal and a dual form of the LevelDB model presented in Section 4.3. The primal optimizes over Size(l) and the dual optimizes over Unique\(^{-1}(\text{Size}(l))\). We pick the result of whichever model produces the smaller WA.
4.6.3 Optimization Results

Our level size optimization successfully reduces the insert cost of LevelDB. Figures 4.12 and 4.13 plot WA with optimized level sizes. Both graphs show that the optimization (“LevelDB-ana-opt,” “LevelDB-sim-opt,” and “LevelDB-impl-opt”) improves WA by up to 9.4%. The analytic estimates and simulation results agree with each other as before, and the LevelDB implementation exhibits lower WA across all unique key counts.

The optimization is effective because level sizes differ by the workload skew, as shown in Figure 4.14. Having larger low levels is beneficial for relatively low skew. On the other hand, high skew favors smaller low levels and level sizes that grow faster than the standard geometric progression. This result suggests that it is suboptimal to use fixed level sizes for different workloads and that using a geometric progression of level sizes is not always the best design to minimize WA.
Figure 4.14: Original and optimized level sizes with varying Zipf skewness. Using 100 million unique keys, 1 kB item size.

Table 4.1: Breakdown of WA sources on the analysis and simulation without and with the level size optimization. Using 100 million unique keys, 1 kB item size, and a uniform key popularity distribution.

Table 4.1 further examines how the optimization affects per-level insert costs, using the LevelDB model and simulation. Per-level WA tends to be more variable using the original level sizes, while the optimization makes them relatively even across levels except the last level. This result suggests that it may be worth performing a runtime optimization that dynamically adjusts level sizes to achieve the lower overall WA by reducing the variance of the per-level WA.

By lowering WA, the system can use fewer levels to achieve faster lookup speed without significant impact on insert costs. Figure 4.15 reveals how much extra room for query processing the optimization can create. This analysis changes the level count by altering the growth factor of LevelDB, i.e., using a higher growth factor for a lower level count. The result shows that the optimization is particularly effective with a fewer number of levels, and it can save almost a whole level’s worth of WA compared to using a fixed growth factor. For example, with the optimized level sizes, a system can use 3 levels instead of 4 levels without incurring excessively high insert costs.
Figure 4.15: WA using varying numbers of levels. The level count excludes level-0. Using 100 million unique keys, 1 kB item size.

Figure 4.16: Improved WA using optimized level sizes on the LevelDB implementation, with a large write buffer. Using 10 million unique keys, 1 kB item size.

A LevelDB system with large memory can further benefit from our level size optimization. Figure 4.16 shows the result of applying the optimization to the LevelDB implementation, with a large write buffer. The improvement becomes more significant as the write buffer size increases, reaching 30.5% of WA reduction at the buffer size of 1 million items.

4.6.4 Optimizer Performance

The level size optimization requires little time due to the fast evaluation of our analytic model. For 100 million unique keys with a uniform key popularity distribution, the entire optimization took 3.17 seconds, evaluating 12,254 different parameter sets (3,866 evaluations per second) on a desktop-class machine. For the same-sized workload, but with Zipf skewness of 0.99, the optimization time increased to 118 seconds, which is far more than the uniform case, but is less than 2 minutes; for this optimization, the model was evaluated 12,645 times before convergence (107 evaluations per second).
4.7 Improving RocksDB

In this section, we turn our attention to RocksDB [54], a well-known variant of LevelDB. RocksDB offers improved capabilities and multithreaded performance, and provides an extensive set of system configurations to temporarily accelerate bulk loading by sacrificing query performance or relaxing durability guarantees [52, 55]; nevertheless, there have been few studies of how RocksDB’s design affects its performance. We use RocksDB version 3.9.1 and apply the same set of instrumentation, configuration, and workload generation as we do to LevelDB.

RocksDB supports “Level Style Compaction” that is similar to LevelDB’s data layout, but differs in how it picks the next SSTable to compact. RocksDB picks the largest SSTable in a level for compaction, rather than keeping LevelDB’s round-robin SSTable selection. However, we learned in Section 4.3 that LevelDB’s compaction strategy is effective in reducing WA because it tends to pick SSTables that incur less WA.

To compare the compaction strategies used by LevelDB and RocksDB, we measure the insert cost of both systems in Figure 4.17. Unfortunately, the current RocksDB design produces higher WA (“RocksDB-impl”) than LevelDB does (“LevelDB-impl”). In theory, the RocksDB approach may help multithreaded compaction because large tables may be spread over the entire key space so that they facilitate parallel compaction; this effect, however, was not evident in our experiments using multiple threads. The high insert cost of RocksDB is entirely caused by RocksDB’s compaction strategy; implementing LevelDB’s SSTable selection in RocksDB (“RocksDB-impl-rr”) reduces RocksDB’s WA by up to 32.2%, making it comparable to LevelDB’s WA. This result confirms that LevelDB’s strategy is good at reducing WA as our analytic model predicts.
Besides the intra-level table selection, RocksDB exhibits starvation in choosing a level to compact. It always favors compacting level-0 into level-1 if the count of level-0 SSTables reaches a certain threshold. By doing so, RocksDB tries to avoid high insert latencies that can occur when it hits a hard limit of the level-0 SSTable count. However, this prioritization accumulates a large number of level-1 SSTables without performing sufficient compaction in level-1, increasing the cost of compaction from level-0 to level-1. In our experiments, this (mis)prioritization results in an overall WA of over 70 for 10 million items; a WA this high defeats the purpose of the prioritization by prolonging the contention with the inefficient compaction. We mitigated this starvation by not favoring level-0; this fixed version serves as the baseline in all of our experiments above.

We have not found a scenario where RocksDB’s current strategy excels, though some combinations of workloads and situations may favor it. LevelDB and RocksDB developers may or may have not intended any of the effects on the overall WA when they designed their systems. Either way, our analytic model provides quantitative evidence that LevelDB’s table selection will perform well under a wide range of workloads despite being the “conventional” solution.

### 4.8 Discussion

Analyzing an MSLS design with an accurate model can provide useful insights on how one should design a new MSLS to exploit opportunities provided by workloads. For example, our analytic model reveals that LevelDB’s byte size-based compaction trigger makes compaction much less costly under skew; such a design choice should be suitable for many real-world workloads with skew [8].

A design process that is supplemented with accurate analysis can help avoid false conclusions about a design’s performance. LevelDB’s per-level WA is far less (only up to 4–6) than assumed in the worst case (11–12 for the growth factor of 10), even for uniform workloads. Our analytical model justifies LevelDB’s high growth factor, which turns out not to be as harmful for insert performance as the standard asymptotic analysis implies.

Our focus in this chapter is on estimating WA because it is more difficult to mitigate the effects of WA than RA. We believe, however, that our approach is also useful to understand other performance metrics. For instance, estimating the number of unique items of a certain level in the system can help one calculate read amplification by estimating how many levels on average the system needs to access to find items.

Our analytic primitives and modeling method, however, are not without limitations. The assumptions such as no spatial locality in requested keys may not hold if there are dependent keys that share the same prefix. A similar limitation applies when handling datasets with highly varying item sizes because our primitives use item count to calculate quantities instead of the item byte size. Finally, our primitives also do not take into account time-varying workload characteristics (e.g., flash crowds) or special item types such as tombstones that represent item deletion. We leave extending our primitives to accommodate such cases as future work.
4.9 Related Work

Over the past decade, numerous studies have proposed new multi-stage log-structured (MSLS) designs and evaluated their performance. In almost every case, the authors present implementation-level performance [4, 11, 17, 54, 65, 75, 91, 125, 126, 127, 128, 138, 141, 144]. Some employ analytic metrics such as write amplification to explain the design rationale, facilitate design comparisons, and generalize experiment results [4, 11, 54, 75, 91, 125], and most of the others also use the concept of per-operation costs. However, they eventually rely on the experimental measurement because their analysis fails to offer sufficiently high accuracy to make any meaningful performance comparisons. LSM-tree [111], LHAM [105], COLA [17], bLSM [125], and B-tree variants [28, 81] provide extensive analysis on their design, but their analyses are limited to asymptotic complexities or assume the worst-case scenario.

Despite such a large number of MSLS design proposals, there is little active research to devise improved evaluation methods for these proposals to fill the gap between asymptotic analysis and experimental measurement. The sole existing effort is limited to a specific system design [100], but does not provide general-purpose primitives. We are unaware of any prior studies that successfully capture the workload skew and the dynamics of compaction to the degree that the estimates are close to simulation and implementation results, as we present in this chapter.

4.10 Summary

We present new analytic primitives for modeling multi-stage log-structured (MSLS) designs, which can quickly and accurately estimate their performance. We have presented a model for the popular LevelDB system, which estimates write amplification very close to experimentally determined actual costs; using this model, we were able to find more favorable system parameters that reduce the overall cost of writes. Based upon lessons learned from the model, we propose changes to RocksDB to lower its insert costs. We believe that our analytic primitives and modeling method are applicable to a wide range of MSLS designs and performance metrics. The insights derived from the models facilitate comparisons of MSLS designs and ultimately help develop new designs that better exploit workload characteristics to improve performance.
Chapter 5

MICA (Memory-store with Intelligent Concurrent Access)

In-memory key-value storage is a crucial building block for many systems, including popular social networking sites (e.g., Facebook) [108]. These storage systems must provide high performance when serving many small objects, whose total volume can grow to TBs and more [8].

While much prior work focuses on high performance for read-mostly workloads [58, 96, 99, 112], in-memory key-value storage today must also handle write-intensive workloads, e.g., to store frequently-changing objects [1, 8, 108]. Systems optimized only for reads often waste resources when faced with significant write traffic; their inefficiencies include lock contention [99], expensive updates to data structures [58, 96], and complex memory management [58, 99, 108].

In-memory key-value storage also requires low-overhead network communication between clients and servers. Key-value workloads often include a large number of small key-value items [8] that require key-value storage to handle short messages efficiently. Systems using standard socket I/O, optimized for bulk communication, incur high network stack overhead at both kernel- and user-level. Current systems attempt to batch requests at the client to amortize this overhead, but batching increases latency, and large batches are unrealistic in large cluster key-value stores because it is more difficult to accumulate multiple requests being sent to the same server from a single client [108].

MICA (Memory-store with Intelligent Concurrent Access) is an in-memory key-value store that achieves high throughput across a wide range of workloads. MICA can provide either store semantics (no existing items can be removed without an explicit client request) or cache semantics (existing items may be removed to reclaim space for new items). Under write-intensive workloads with a skewed key popularity, a single MICA node serves 70.4 million small key-value items per second (Mops), which is 10.8X faster than the next fastest system. For skewed, read-intensive workloads, MICA’s 65.6 Mops is at least 4X faster than other systems even after modifying them to use our kernel bypass. MICA achieves 75.5–76.9 Mops under workloads with a uniform key popularity. MICA achieves this through the following techniques:

**Fast and scalable parallel data access:** MICA’s data access is fast and scalable, using data partitioning and exploiting CPU parallelism within and between cores. Its EREW mode (Exclusive Read Exclusive Write) minimizes costly inter-core communication, and its CREW mode (Concurrent Read Exclusive Write) allows multiple cores to serve popular data. MICA’s tech-
niques achieve consistently high throughput even under skewed workloads, one weakness of prior partitioned stores.

**Network stack for efficient request processing:** MICA interfaces with NICs directly, bypassing the kernel, and uses client software and server hardware to direct remote key-value requests to appropriate cores where the requests can be processed most efficiently. The network stack achieves zero-copy packet I/O and request processing.

**New data structures for key-value storage:** New memory allocation and indexing in MICA, optimized for store and cache separately, exploit properties of key-value workloads to accelerate write performance with simplified memory management.

### 5.1 System Goals

In this section, we first clarify the non-goals and then discuss the goals of MICA.

**Non-Goals:** We do not change the cluster architecture. It can still shard data and balance load across nodes, and perform replication and failure recovery.

We do not aim to handle large items that span multiple packets. Most key-value items will fit comfortably in a single packet [8]. Clients can store a large item in a traditional key-value system and put a pointer to that system in MICA. This only marginally increases total latency; one extra round-trip time for indirection is smaller than the transfer time of a large item sending multiple packets.

We do not strive for durability: All data is stored in DRAM. If needed, log-based mechanisms such as those from RAMCloud [112] would be needed to allow data to persist across power failures or reboots.

MICA instead strives to achieve the following goals:

**High single-node throughput:** Sites such as Facebook replicate some key-value nodes purely to handle load [108]. Faster nodes may reduce cost by requiring fewer of them overall, reducing the cost and overhead of replication and invalidation. High-speed nodes are also more able to handle load spikes and popularity hot spots. Importantly, using fewer nodes can also reduce job latency by reducing the number of servers touched by client requests. A single user request can create more than 500 key-value requests [108], and when these requests go to many nodes, the time until all replies arrive increases, delaying completion of the user request [41]. Having fewer nodes reduces fan-out, and thus, can improve job completion time.

**Low end-to-end latency:** The end-to-end latency of a remote key-value request greatly affects performance when a client must send back-to-back requests (e.g., when subsequent requests are dependent). The system should minimize both local key-value processing latency and the number of round-trips between the client and server.

**Consistent performance across workloads:** Real workloads often have a Zipf-distributed key popularity [8], and it is crucial to provide fast key-value operations regardless of skew. Recent uses of in-memory key-value storage also demand fast processing for write-intensive workloads [1, 108].

**Handle small, variable-length key-value items:** Most key-value items are small [8]. Thus, it is important to process requests for them efficiently. Ideally, key-value request processing over the network should be as fast as packet processing in software routers—40 to 80 Gbps [46, 72].
Variable-length items require careful memory management to reduce fragmentation that can waste substantial space [8].

**Key-value storage interface and semantics:** The system must support standard single-key requests (e.g., GET(key), PUT(key,value), DELETE(key)) that are common in systems such as Memcached. In cache mode, the system performs automatic cache management that may evict stored items at its discretion (e.g., LRU); in store mode, the system must not remove any stored items without clients’ permission while striving to achieve good memory utilization.

**Commodity hardware:** Using general-purpose hardware reduces the cost of development, equipment, and operation. Today’s server hardware can provide high-speed I/O [46, 76], comparable to that of specialized hardware such as FPGAs and RDMA-enabled NICs.

Although recent studies tried to achieve some of these goals, none of their solutions comprehensively address them. Some systems achieve high throughput by supporting only small fixed-length keys [101]. Many rely on client-based request batching [58, 96, 101, 108] to amortize high network I/O overhead, which is less effective in a large installation of key-value stores [56]; use specialized hardware, often with multiple client-server round-trips and/or no support for item eviction (e.g., FPGAs [23, 94], RDMA-enabled NICs [103]); or do not specifically address remote request processing [136]. Many focus on uniform and/or read-intensive workloads; several systems lack evaluation for skewed workloads [23, 101, 103], and some systems have lower throughput for write-intensive workloads than read-intensive workloads [96]. Several systems attempt to handle memory fragmentation explicitly [108], but there are scenarios where the system never reclaims fragmented free memory, as we describe in the next section. The fast packet processing achieved by software routers and low-overhead network stacks [46, 72, 73, 116, 122] set a bar for how fast a key-value system might operate on general-purpose hardware, but do not teach how their techniques apply to the higher-level processing of key-value requests.

### 5.2 Key Design Choices

Achieving our goals requires rethinking how we design parallel data access, the network stack, and key-value data structures. We make an unconventional choice for each; we discuss how we overcome its potential drawbacks to achieve our goals. Figure 5.1 depicts how these components fit together.

![Figure 5.1: Components of in-memory key-value stores. MICA’s key design choices in Section 5.2 and their details in Section 5.3.](image-url)
5.2.1 Parallel Data Access

Exploiting the parallelism of modern multi-core systems is crucial for high performance. The most common access models are concurrent access and exclusive access:

Concurrent access is used by most key-value systems [58, 96, 108]. As in Figure 5.2 (a), multiple CPU cores can access the shared data. The integrity of the data structure must be maintained using mutexes [108], optimistic locking [58, 96], or lock-free data structures [102].

Unfortunately, concurrent writes scale poorly: they incur frequent cache line transfer between cores, because only one core can hold the cache line of the same memory location for writing at the same time.

Exclusive access has been explored less often for key-value storage [19, 85, 101]. Only one core can access part of the data, as in Figure 5.2 (b). By partitioning the data (“sharding”), each core exclusively accesses its own partition in parallel without inter-core communication.

Prior work observed that partitioning can have the best throughput and scalability [96, 136], but cautions that it lowers performance when the load between partitions is imbalanced, as happens under skewed key popularity [58, 96, 136]. Furthermore, because each core can access only data within its own partition, request direction is needed to forward requests to the appropriate CPU core.

MICA’s parallel data access: MICA partitions data and mainly uses exclusive access to the partitions. MICA exploits CPU caches and packet burst I/O to disproportionately speed more loaded partitions, nearly eliminating the penalty from skewed workloads. MICA can fall back to concurrent reads if the load is extremely skewed, but avoids concurrent writes, which are always slower than exclusive writes. Section 5.3.1 describes our data access models and partitioning scheme.

5.2.2 Network Stack

This section discusses how MICA avoids network stack overhead and directs packets to individual cores.
Network I/O

Network I/O is one of the most expensive processing steps for in-memory key-value storage. TCP processing alone may consume 70% of CPU time on a many-core optimized key-value store [101].

The socket I/O used by most in-memory key-value stores [58, 96, 101, 136] provides portability and ease of development. However, it underperforms in packets per second because it has high per-reader() overhead. Many systems therefore often have clients include a batch of requests in a single larger packet to amortize I/O overhead.

Direct NIC access is common in software routers to achieve line-rate packet processing [46, 72]. This raw access to NIC hardware bypasses the kernel to minimize the packet I/O overhead. It delivers packets in bursts to efficiently use CPU cycles and the PCIe bus connecting NICs and CPUs. Direct access, however, precludes useful TCP features such as retransmission, flow control, and congestion control.

MICA’s network I/O uses direct NIC access. By targeting only small key-value items, it needs fewer transport-layer features. Clients are responsible for retransmitting packets if needed. Section 5.3.2 describes such issues and our design in more detail.

Request Direction

Request direction delivers client requests to CPU cores for processing. Modern NICs can deliver packets to specific cores for load balancing or core affinity using hardware-based packet classification and multi-queue support.

![Request direction mechanisms](image)

Figure 5.3: Request direction mechanisms.

Flow-level core affinity is available using two methods: Receive-Side Scaling (RSS) [46, 72] sends packets to cores based by hashing the packet header 5-tuple to identify which RX queue to target. Flow Director (FDir) [116] can more flexibly use different parts of the packet header plus a user-supplied table to map header values to RX queues. Efficient network stacks use affinity to reduce inter-core contention for TCP control blocks [73, 116].

Flow affinity reduces only transport layer contention, not application-level contention [73], because a single transport flow can contain requests for any objects (Figure 5.3 (a)). Even for datagrams, the benefit of flow affinity is small due to a lack of locality across datagrams [108].

---

1Because we target small key-value requests, we will use requests and packets interchangeably.
**Object-level core affinity** distributes requests to cores based upon the application’s partitioning. For example, requests sharing the same key would all go to the core handling that key’s partition (Figure 5.3 (b)). Systems using exclusive access require object-level core affinity, but commodity NIC hardware cannot directly parse and understand application-level semantics. Software request redirection (e.g., message passing [101]) incurs inter-core communication, which the exclusive access model is designed to avoid.

**MICA’s request direction** uses Flow Director [77, 98]. Its clients then encode object-level affinity information in a way Flow Director can understand. Servers, in turn, inform clients about the object-to-partition mapping. Section 5.3.2 describes how this mechanism works.

### 5.2.3 Key-Value Data Structures

This section describes MICA’s choice for two main data structures: allocators that manage memory space for storing key-value items and indexes to find items quickly.

**Memory Allocator**

![Memory Allocators](image)

**A dynamic object allocator** is a common choice for storing variable-length key-value items (Figure 5.4 (a)). Systems such as Memcached typically use a slab approach: they divide object sizes into classes (e.g., 48-byte, 56-byte, ..., 1-MiB) and maintain separate (“segregated”) memory pools for these classes [58, 108]. Because the amount of space that each class uses typically varies over time, the systems use a global memory manager that allocates large memory blocks (e.g., 1 MiB) to the pools and dynamically rebalances allocations between classes.

The major challenge for dynamic allocation is the memory fragmentation caused when blocks are not fully filled. There may be no free blocks or free objects for some size classes while blocks from other classes are partly empty after deletions. Defragmentation packs objects of each object tightly to make free blocks, which involves expensive memory copy. This process is even more complex if the memory manager performs rebalancing concurrently with threads accessing the memory for other reads and writes.

**Append-only log structures** are write-friendly, placing new data items at the end of a linear data structure called a “log” (Figure 5.4 (b)). To update an item, it simply inserts a new item to the log.

---

*Binary prefixes (powers of 2) end with an “i” suffix, whereas SI prefixes (powers of 10) have no “i” suffix.*
that overrides the previous value. Inserts and updates thus access memory sequentially, incurring fewer cache and TLB misses, making logs particularly suited for bulk data writes. This approach is common in flash memory stores due to the high cost of random flash writes [5, 6, 91], but has been used in only a few in-memory key-value systems [112].

Garbage collection is crucial to space efficiency. It reclaims space occupied by overwritten and deleted objects by moving live objects to a new log and removing the old log. Unfortunately, garbage collection is costly and often reduces performance because of the large amount of data it must copy, trading memory efficiency against request processing speed.

**MICA’s memory allocator:** MICA uses separate memory allocators for cache and store semantics. Its cache mode uses a log structure with inexpensive garbage collection and in-place update support (Section 5.3.3). MICA’s allocator provides fast inserts and updates, and exploits cache semantics to eliminate log garbage collection and drastically simplify free space defragmentation. Its store mode uses segregated fits [118, 143] that share the unified memory space to avoid rebalancing size classes (Section 5.3.3).

**Indexing: Read-oriented vs. Write-friendly**

**Read-oriented index:** Common choices for indexing are hash tables [58, 101, 108] or tree-like structures [96]. However, conventional data structures are much slower for writes compared to reads; hash tables examine many slots to find a space for the new item [58], and trees may require multiple operations to maintain structural invariants [96].

**Write-friendly index:** Hash tables using chaining [101, 108] can insert new items without accessing many memory locations, but they suffer a time-space tradeoff: by having long chains (few hash buckets), an item lookup must follow a long chain of items, this requiring multiple random dependent memory accesses; when chains are short (many hash buckets), memory overhead to store chaining pointers increases. Lossy data structures are rather unusual in in-memory key-value storage and studied only in limited contexts [23], but it is the standard design in hardware indexes such as CPU caches [74].

**MICA’s index:** MICA uses new index data structures to offer both high-speed read and write. In cache mode, MICA’s lossy index also leverages the cache semantics to achieve high insertion speed; it evicts an old item in the hash table when a hash collision occurs instead of spending system resources to resolve the collision. By using the memory allocator’s eviction support, the MICA lossy index can avoid evicting recently-used items (Section 5.3.3). The MICA lossless index uses bulk chaining, which allocates cache line-aligned space to a bucket for each chain segment. This keeps the chain length short and space efficiency high (Section 5.3.3).

### 5.3 MICA Design

This section describes each component in MICA and discusses how they operate together to achieve its goals.
5.3.1 Parallel Data Access

This section explains how CPU cores access data in MICA, but assumes that cores process only the requests for which they are responsible. Later in Section 5.3.2, we discuss how MICA assigns remote requests to CPU cores.

Keyhash-Based Partitioning

MICA creates one or more partitions per CPU core and stores key-value items in a partition determined by their key. Such horizontal partitioning is often used to shard across nodes [6, 44], but some key-value storage systems also use it across cores within a node [19, 85, 101].

MICA uses a keyhash to determine each item’s partition. A keyhash is the 64-bit hash of an item’s key calculated by the client and used throughout key-value processing in MICA. MICA uses the first few high order bits of the keyhash to obtain the partition index for the item.

Keyhash partitioning uniformly maps keys to partitions, reducing the request distribution imbalance. For example, in a Zipf-distributed population of size $192 \times 2^{20}$ (192 Mi) with skewness 0.99 as used by YCSB [38], the most popular key is $9.3 \times 10^6$ times more frequently accessed than the average; after partitioning keys into 16 partitions, however, the most popular partition is only 53% more frequently requested than the average.

MICA retains high throughput under this remaining partition-level skew because it can process requests in “hot” partitions more efficiently, for two reasons. First, a partition is popular because it contains “hot” items; these hot items naturally create locality in data access. With high locality, MICA experiences fewer CPU cache misses when accessing items. Second, the skew causes packet I/O to be more efficient for popular partitions (described in Section 5.3.2). As a result, throughput for the Zipf-distributed workload is 86% of the uniformly-distributed workload, making MICA’s partitioned design practical even under skewed workloads.

Operation Modes

MICA can operate in EREW (Exclusive Read Exclusive Write) or CREW (Concurrent Read Exclusive Write). EREW assigns a single CPU core to each partition for all operations. No concurrent access to partitions eliminates synchronization and inter-core communication, making MICA scale linearly with CPU cores. CREW allows any core to read partitions, but only a single core can write. This combines the benefit of concurrent read and exclusive write; the former allows all cores to process read requests, while the latter still reduces expensive cache line transfer. CREW handles reads efficiently under highly skewed load, at the cost of managing read-write conflicts. MICA minimizes the synchronization cost with efficient optimistic locking [148] (Section 5.3.3).

Supporting cache semantics in CREW, however, raises a challenge for read (GET) requests: During a GET, the cache may need to update cache management information. For example, policies such as LRU use bookkeeping to remember recently used items, which can cause conflicts and cache-line bouncing among cores. This, in turn, defeats the purpose of using exclusive writes.

\[^{3}i\text{-th key constitutes } 1/(i^{0.99}H_{n,0.99}) \text{ of total requests, where } H_{n,0.99} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (1/i^{0.99}) \text{ and } n \text{ is the total number of keys.}\]
To address this problem, we choose an approximate approach: MICA counts reads only from the exclusive-write core. Clients round-robin CREW reads across all cores in a NUMA domain, so this is effectively a sampling-based approximation to, e.g., LRU replacement as used in MICA’s item eviction support (Section 5.3.3).

To show performance benefits of EREW and CREW, our MICA prototype also provides the CRCW (Concurrent Read Concurrent Write) mode, in which MICA allows multiple cores to read and write any partition. This effectively models concurrent access to the shared data in non-partitioned key-value systems.

## 5.3.2 Network Stack

The network stack in MICA provides network I/O to transfer packet data between NICs and the server software, and request direction to route requests to an appropriate CPU core to make subsequent key-value processing efficient.

Exploiting the small key-value items that MICA targets, request and response packets use UDP. Despite clients not benefiting from TCP’s packet loss recovery and flow/congestion control, UDP has been used widely for read requests (e.g., GET) in large-scale deployments of in-memory key-value storage systems [108] for low latency and low overhead. Our protocol includes sequence numbers in packets, and our application relies on the idempotency of GET and PUT operations for simple and stateless application-driven loss recovery, if needed: some queries may not be useful past a deadline, and in many cases, the network is provisioned well, making retransmission rare and congestion control less crucial [108].

### Direct NIC Access

MICA uses Intel’s DPDK [76] instead of standard socket I/O. This allows our user-level server software to control NICs and transfer packet data with minimal overhead. MICA differs from general network processing [46, 72, 116] that has used direct NIC access in that MICA is an application that processes high-level key-value requests.

In NUMA (non-uniform memory access) systems with multiple CPUs, NICs may have different affinities to CPUs. For example, our evaluation hardware has two CPUs, each connected to two NICs via a direct PCIe bus. MICA uses NUMA-aware memory allocation so that each CPU and NIC only accesses packet buffers stored in their respective NUMA domains.

MICA uses NIC multi-queue support to allocate a dedicated RX and TX queue to each core. Cores exclusively access their own queues without synchronization in a similar way to EREW data access. By directing a packet to an RX queue, the packet can be processed by a specific core, as we discuss in Section 5.3.2.

**Burst packet I/O:** MICA uses the DPDK’s burst packet I/O to transfer multiple packets (up to 32 in our implementation) each time it requests packets from RX queues or transmits them to TX queues. Burst I/O reduces the per-packet cost of accessing and modifying the queue, while adding only trivial delay to request processing because the burst size is small compared to the packet processing rate.

Importantly, burst I/O helps handle skewed workloads. A core processing popular partitions spends more time processing requests, and therefore performs packet I/O less frequently. The
lower I/O frequency increases the burst size, reducing the per-packet I/O cost (Section 5.4.2). Therefore, popular partitions have more CPU available for key-value processing. An unpopular partition’s core has higher per-packet I/O cost, but handles fewer requests.

**Zero-copy processing:** MICA avoids packet data copy throughout RX/TX and request processing. MICA uses MTU-sized packet buffers for RX even if incoming requests are small. Upon receiving a request, MICA avoids memory allocation and copying by reusing the request packet to construct a response: it flips the source and destination addresses and ports in the header and updates only the part of the packet payload that differs between the request and response.

### Client-Assisted Hardware Request Direction

Modern NICs help scale packet processing by directing packets to different RX queues using hardware features such as Receiver-Side Scaling (RSS) and Flow Director (FDir) [46, 72, 116] based on the packet header.

Because each MICA key-value request is an individual packet, we wish to use hardware packet direction to directly send packets to the appropriate queue based upon the key. Doing so is much more efficient than redirecting packets in software. Unfortunately, the NIC alone cannot provide key-based request direction: RSS and FDir cannot classify based on the packet payload, and cannot examine variable length fields such as request keys.

**Client assistance:** We instead take advantage of the opportunity to co-design the client and server. The client caches information from a server directory about the operation mode (EREW or CREW), number of cores, NUMA domains, and NICs, and number of partitions. The client then embeds the request direction information in the packet header: If the request uses exclusive data access (read/write on EREW and write on CREW), the client calculates the partition index from the keyhash of the request. If the request can be handled by any core (a CREW read), it picks a server core index in a round-robin way (across requests, but in the same NUMA domain (Section 5.3.2)). Finally, the client encodes the partition or core index as the UDP destination port.⁴ The server programs FDir to use the UDP destination port, without hashing, (“perfect match filter” [77]), as an index into a table mapping UDP port numbers to a destination RX queue. Key hashing only slightly burdens clients. Using fast string hash functions such as CityHash [34], a single client machine equipped with dual 6-core CPUs on our testbed can generate over 40 M requests/second with client-side key hashing. Clients include the keyhash in requests, and servers reuse the embedded keyhash when they need a keyhash during the request processing to benefit from offloaded hash computation.

Client-assisted request direction using NIC hardware allows efficient request processing. Our results in Section 5.4.5 show that an optimized software-based request direction that receives packets from any core and distributes them to appropriate cores is significantly slower than MICA’s hardware-based approach.

---

⁴To avoid confusion between partition indices and the core indices, we use different ranges of UDP ports; a partition may be mapped to a core whose index differs from the partition index.
5.3.3 Data Structure

MICA, in cache mode, uses circular logs to manage memory for key-value items and lossy concurrent hash indexes to index the stored items. Both data structures exploit cache semantics to provide fast writes and simple memory management. Each MICA partition consists of a single circular log and lossy concurrent hash index.

MICA provides a store mode with straightforward extensions using segregated fits to allocate memory for key-value items and bulk chaining to convert the lossy concurrent hash indexes into lossless ones.

Circular Log

MICA stores items in its circular log by appending them to the tail of the log (Figure 5.5). This results in a space-efficient packing. It updates items in-place as long as the new size of the key+value does not exceed the size of the item when it was first inserted. The size of the circular log is bounded and does not change, so to add a new item to a full log, MICA evicts the oldest item(s) at the head of the log to make space.

Each entry includes the key and value length, key, and value. To locate the next item in the log and support item resizing, the entry contains the initial item size, and for fast lookup, it stores the keyhash of the item. The entry has an expire time set by the client to ignore stale data.

Garbage collection and defragmentation: The circular log eliminates the expensive garbage collection and free space defragmentation that are required in conventional log structures and dynamic memory allocators. Previously deleted items in the log are automatically collected and removed when new items enter the log. Almost all free space remains contiguously between the tail and head.

Exploiting the eviction of live items: Items evicted at the head are not reinserted to the log even if they have not yet expired. In other words, the log may delete items without clients knowing it. This behavior is valid in cache workloads; a key-value store must evict items when it becomes full. For example, Memcached [99] uses LRU to remove items and reserve space for new items.

MICA uses this item eviction to implement common eviction schemes at low cost. Its “natural” eviction is FIFO. MICA can provide LRU by reinserting any requested items at the tail because only the least recently used items are evicted at the head. MICA can approximate LRU by reinserting requested items selectively—by ignoring items recently (re)inserted and close to the
tail; this approximation offers eviction similar to LRU without frequent reinserts, because recently accessed items remain close to the tail and far from the head.

A second challenge for conventional logs is that any reference to an evicted item becomes dangling. MICA does not store back pointers in the log entry to discover all references to the entry; instead, it provides detection, and removes dangling pointers incrementally (Section 5.3.3).

**Low-level memory management:** MICA uses hugepages and NUMA-aware allocation. Hugepages (2 MiB in x86-64) use fewer TLB entries for the same amount of memory, which significantly reduces TLB misses during request processing. Like the network stack, MICA allocates memory for circular logs such that cores access only local memory.

Without explicit range checking, accessing an entry near the end of the log (e.g., at \(2^{34} - 8\) in the example below) could cause an invalid read or segmentation fault by reading off the end of the range. To avoid such errors without range checking, MICA manually maps the virtual memory addresses right after the end of the log to the same physical page as the first page of the log, making the entire log appear locally contiguous:

Our MICA prototype implements this scheme in userspace by mapping a pool of hugepages to virtual addresses using the `mmap()` system call.

**Lossy Concurrent Hash Index**

MICA's hash index locates key-value items in the log using a set-associative cache similar to that used in CPU caches. As shown in Figure 5.6, a hash index consists of multiple buckets (configurable for the workload), and each bucket has a fixed number of index entries (configurable in the source code; 15 in our prototype to occupy exactly two cache lines). MICA uses a portion...
The keyhashes to determine an item’s bucket; the item can occupy any index entry of the bucket unless there is a duplicate.

Each index entry contains partial information for the item: a tag and the item offset within the log. A tag is another portion of the indexed item’s keyhash used for filtering lookup keys that do not match: it can tell whether the indexed item will never match against the lookup key by comparing the stored tag and the tag from the lookup keyhash. We avoid using a zero tag value by making it one because we use the zero value to indicate an empty index entry. Items are deleted by writing zero values to the index entry; the entry in the log will be automatically garbage collected.

Note that the parts of keyhashes used for the partition index, the bucket number, and the tag do not overlap. Our prototype uses 64-bit keyhashes to provide sufficient bits.

**Lossiness:** The hash index is lossy. When indexing a new key-value item into a full bucket of the hash index, the index evicts an index entry to accommodate the new item. The item evicted is determined by its age; if the item offset is most behind the tail of the log, the item is the oldest (or least recently used if the log is using LRU), and the associated index entry of the item is reclaimed.

This lossy property allows fast insertion. It avoids expensive resolution of hash collisions that lossless indexes of other key-value stores require [58, 101]. As a result, MICA’s insert speed is comparable to lookup speed.

**Handling dangling pointers:** When an item is evicted from the log, MICA does not delete its index entry. Although it is possible to store back pointers in the log entry, updating the hash index requires a random memory write and is complicated due to locking if the index is being accessed concurrently, so MICA does not. As a result, index pointers can “dangle,” pointing to invalid entries.

To address this problem, MICA uses large pointers for head/tail and item offsets. As depicted in Figure 5.7, MICA’s index stores log offsets that are wider than needed to address the full size of the log (e.g., 48-bit offsets vs 34 bits for a 16 GiB log). MICA detects a dangling pointer before using it by checking if the difference between the log tail and the item offset is larger than the actual log size. If the tail wraps around the 48-bit size, however, a dangling pointer may appear valid again, so MICA scans the index incrementally to remove stale pointers.

This scanning must merely complete a full cycle before the tail wraps around in its wide offset space. The speed at which it wraps is determined by the increment rate of the tail and

\[(\text{Tail} - \text{ItemOffset} + 2^{48}) \mod 2^{48} > \text{LogSize}.\]
the width of the item offset. In practice, full scanning is infrequent even if writes occur very frequently. For example, with 48-bit offsets and writes occurring at $2^{30}$ bytes/second (millions of operations/second), the tail wraps every $2^{48-30}$ seconds. If the index has $2^{24}$ buckets, MICA must scan only $2^6$ buckets per second, which adds negligible overhead.

**Supporting concurrent access:** MICA’s hash index must behave correctly if the system permits concurrent operations (e.g., CREW). For this, each bucket contains a 32-bit version number. It performs reads optimistically using this version counter to avoid generating memory writes while satisfying GET requests [58, 96, 148]. When accessing an item, MICA checks if the initial state of the version number of the bucket is even-numbered, and upon completion of data fetch from the index and log, it reads the version number again to check if the final version number is equal to the initial version number. If either check fails, it repeats the read request processing from the beginning. For writes, MICA increments the version number by one before beginning, and increments the version number by one again after finishing all writes. In CRCW mode, which allows multiple writers to access the same bucket, a writer also spins until the initial version number is even (i.e., no other writers to this bucket) using a compare-swap operation instruction.

Our MICA prototype uses different code to optimize locking. It uses conventional instructions to manipulate version numbers to exploit memory access ordering on the x86 architecture [148] in CREW mode where there is only one writer. EREW mode does not require synchronization between cores, so MICA ignores version numbers. Because of such a hard-coded optimization, the current prototype lacks support for runtime switching between the operation modes.

**Multi-stage prefetching:** To retrieve or update an item, MICA must perform request parsing, hash index lookup, and log entry retrieval. These stages cause random memory access that can significantly lower system performance if cores stall due to CPU cache and TLB misses.

MICA uses multi-stage prefetching to interleave computation and memory access. MICA applies memory prefetching for random memory access done at each processing stage in sequence. For example, when a burst of 8 RX packets arrives, MICA fetches packets 0 and 1 and *prefetches* packets 2 and 3. It decodes the requests in packets 0 and 1, and prefetched buckets of the hash index that these requests will access. MICA continues packet payload prefetching for packets 4 and 5. It then prefetches log entries that may be accessed by the requests of packets 0 and 1 while prefetching the hash index buckets for packets 2 and 3, and the payload of packet 6 and 7. MICA continues this pipeline until all requests are processed.
Store Mode

The store mode of MICA uses segregated fits [118, 143] similar to fast malloc implementations [89], instead of the circular log. Figure 5.8 depicts this approach. MICA defines multiple size classes incrementing by 8 bytes covering all supported item sizes, and maintains a freelist for each size class (a linked list of pointers referencing unoccupied memory regions that are at least as large as the size class). When a new item is inserted, MICA chooses the smallest size class that is at least as large as the item size and has any free space. It stores the item in the free space, and inserts any unused region of the free space into a freelist that matches that region’s size. When an item is deleted, MICA coalesces any adjacent free regions using boundary tags [86] to recreate a large free region.

MICA’s segregated fits differ from the simple segregated storage used in Memcached [58, 99]. MICA maintains a unified space for all size classes; on the contrary, Memcached’s SLAB allocator dynamically assigns memory blocks to size classes, which effectively partitions the memory space according to size classes. The unified space of MICA eliminates the need to rebalance size classes unlike the simple segregated storage. Using segregated fits also makes better use of memory because MICA already has partitioning done with keyhashes; a SLAB allocator introducing another partitioning would likely waste memory by allocating a whole block for only a few items, resulting in low memory occupancy.

MICA converts its lossy concurrent hash index into a lossless hash index by using bulk chaining. Bulk chaining is similar to the traditional chaining method in hash tables; it adds more memory space to the buckets that contain an excessive number of items.

Figure 5.9 shows the design of the lossless hash index. MICA uses the lossy concurrent hash index as the main buckets and allocates space for separate spare buckets that are fewer than the main buckets. When a bucket experiences an overflow, whether it is a main bucket or spare bucket, MICA adds an unused spare bucket to the full bucket to form a bucket chain. If there are no more spare buckets available, MICA rejects the new item and returns an out-of-space error to the client.

This data structure is friendly to memory access. The main buckets store most of the items (about 95%), keeping the number of random memory read for an index lookup close to 1; as a
comparison, cuckoo hashing [114] used in improved Memcached systems [58] would require 1.5 random memory accesses per index lookup in expectation. MICA also allows good memory efficiency; because the spare buckets only store overflow items, making the number of spare buckets 10% of the main buckets allows the system to store the entire dataset of 192 Mi items in our experiments (Section 5.4).

5.4 Evaluation

We answer four questions about MICA in this section:

• Does it perform well under diverse workloads?
• Does it provide good latency?
• How does it scale with more cores and NIC ports?
• How does each component affect performance?

Our results show that MICA has consistently high throughput and low latency under a variety of workloads. It scales nearly linearly, using CPU cores and NIC ports efficiently. Each component of MICA is needed. MICA achieves 65.6–76.9 million operations/second (Mops), which is over 4–13.5X faster than the next fastest system; the gap widens as the fraction of write requests increases.

MICA is written in 12 k lines of C and runs on x86-64 GNU/Linux. Packet I/O uses the Intel DPDK 1.4.1 [76].

Compared systems: We use custom versions of open-source Memcached [99], MemC3 [58], Masstree [96], and RAMCloud [112]. The revisions of the original code we used are: Memcached: 87e2f36; MemC3: an internal version; Masstree: 4ff946; RAMCloud: a0f6889.

Note that the compared systems often offer additional capabilities compared to others. For example, Masstree can handle range queries, and RAMCloud offers low latency processing on InfiniBand; on the other hand, these key-value stores do not support automatic item eviction as Memcached systems do. Our evaluation focuses on the performance of the standard features (e.g., single key queries) common to all the compared systems, rather than highlighting the potential performance impact from these semantic differences.

Modifications to compared systems: We modify the compared systems to use our lightweight network stack to avoid using expensive socket I/O or special hardware (e.g., InfiniBand). When measuring Memcached’s baseline latency, we use its original network stack using the kernel to obtain the latency distribution that typical Memcached deployments would experience. Our experiments do not use any client-side request batching. We also modified these systems to invoke memory allocation functions though our framework if they use hugepages, because the DPDK requests all hugepages from the OS at initialization and would make the unmodified systems inoperable if they request hugepages from the OS; we kept other memory allocations using no hugepages as-is. Finally, while running experiments, we found that statistics collection in RAMCloud caused lock contention, so we disabled it for better multi-core performance.
5.4.1 Evaluation Setup

**Server/client configuration:** MICA server runs on a machine equipped with dual 8-core CPUs (Intel Xeon E5-2680 @2.70 GHz), 64 GiB of total system memory, and eight 10-Gb Ethernet ports (four Intel X520-T2’s). Each CPU has 20 MiB of L3 cache. We disabled logical processor support (“Hyper-Threading”). Each CPU accesses the 32 GiB of the system memory that resides in its local NUMA domain over a quad-channel DDR3-1600 bus. Each CPU socket is directly connected to two NICs using PCIe gen2. Access to hardware resources in the remote NUMA domain uses an interconnect between two CPUs (Intel QuickPath).

We reserved the half of the memory (16 GiB in each NUMA domain) for hugepages regardless of how MICA and the compared systems use hugepages.

MICA allocates 16 partitions in the server, and these partitions are assigned to different cores. We configured the cache version of MICA to use approximate LRU to evict items; MICA reinserts any recently accessed item at the tail if the item is closer to the head than to the tail of the circular log.

Two client machines with dual 6-core CPUs (Intel Xeon L5640 @2.27 GHz) and two Intel X520-T2’s generate workloads. The server and clients are directly connected without a switch. Each client is connected to the NICs from both NUMA domains of the server, allowing a client to send a request to any server CPU.

**Workloads:** We explore different aspects of the systems by varying the item size, skew, and read-write ratio.

We use three datasets as shown in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Key Size (B)</th>
<th>Value Size (B)</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tiny</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>192 Mi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>128 Mi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>8 Mi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We use two workload types: *uniform* and *skewed*. Uniform workloads use the same key popularity for all requests; skewed workloads use a non-uniform key popularity that follows a Zipf distribution of skewness 0.99, which is the same as YCSB’s [38].

Workloads have a varied ratio between GET and PUT. 50% GET (50% PUT) workloads are write-intensive, and 95% GET (5% PUT) workloads are read-intensive. They correspond to YCSB’s A and B workloads, respectively.

**Workload generation:** We use our custom key-value request generator that uses similar techniques to our lightweight network stack to send more than 40 Mops of key-value requests per machine to saturate the link. It uses approximation techniques of Zipf distribution generation [68, 113] for fast skewed workload generation.

To find the maximum meaningful throughput of a system, we adjust the workload generation rate to allow only marginal packet losses (< 1% at any NIC port). We could generate requests at the highest rate to cause best-effort request processing (which can boost measured throughput more than 10%), as is commonly done in throughput measurement of software routers [46, 72], but we avoid this method because we expect that real deployments of in-memory key-value stores

---

6MICA clients are still allowed to use standard socket I/O in cases where the socket overhead on the client machines is acceptable because the MICA server and clients use the plain UDP protocol.
would not tolerate excessive packet losses, and such flooding can distort the intended skew in the workload by causing biased packet losses at different cores.

The workload generator does not receive every response from the server. On our client machines, receiving packets whose size is not a multiple of 64 bytes is substantially slower due to an issue in the PCIe bus [71].

The workload generator works around this slow RX by sampling responses to perform fewer packet RX from NIC to CPU. It uses its real source MAC addresses for only a fraction of requests, causing its NIC to drop the responses to the other requests. By looking at the sampled responses, the workload generator can validate that the server has correctly processed the requests. Our server is unaffected from this issue and performs full packet RX.

5.4.2 System Throughput

We first compare the full-system throughput. MICA uses EREW with all 16 cores. However, we use a different number of cores for the other systems to obtain their best throughput because some of them (Memcached, MemC3, and RAMCloud) achieve higher throughput with fewer cores (Section 5.4.4). The throughput numbers are calculated from the actual number of responses sent to the clients after processing the requests at the server. We denote the cache version of MICA by MICA-c and the store version of MICA by MICA-s.

Figure 5.10 (top) plots the experiment result using tiny key-value items. MICA performs best, regardless of the skew or the GET ratio. MICA’s throughput reaches 75.5–76.9 Mops for uniform workloads and 65.6–70.5 Mops for skewed ones; its parallel data access does not incur more than a 14% penalty for skewed workloads. MICA uses 54.9–66.4 Gbps of network bandwidth at this processing speed—this speed is very close to 66.6 Gbps that our network stack can handle when doing packet I/O only. The next best system is Masstree at 16.5 Mops, while others are below 6.1 Mops. All systems except MICA suffer noticeably under write-intensive 50% GET.

Small key-value items show similar results in Figure 5.10 (middle). However, the gap between MICA and the other systems shrinks because MICA becomes network bottlenecked while the other systems never saturate the network bandwidth in our experiments.

Large key-value items, shown in Figure 5.10 (bottom), exacerbates the network bandwidth bottleneck, further limiting MICA’s throughput. MICA achieves 12.6–14.6 Mops for 50% GET and 8.6–9.4 Mops for 95% GET; note that MICA shows high throughput with lower GET ratios, which require less network bandwidth as the server can omit the key and value from the responses. Unlike MICA, however, all other systems achieve higher throughput under 95% GET than under 50% GET because these systems are bottlenecked locally, not by the network bandwidth.

In those measurements, MICA’s cache and store modes show only minor differences in the performance. We will refer to the cache version of MICA (MICA-c) simply as MICA in the rest of the evaluation for simplicity.

Skew resistance: Figure 5.11 compares the per-core throughput under uniform and skewed workloads of 50% GET with tiny items. MICA uses EREW. Several cores process more requests under the skewed workload than under the uniform workload because they process requests more efficiently. The skew in the workload increases the RX burst size of the most loaded core from 10.2 packets per I/O to 17.3 packets per I/O, reducing its per-packet I/O cost, and the higher data locality caused by the workload skew improves the average cache hit ratio of all cores from
Figure 5.10: End-to-end throughput of in-memory key-value systems. All systems use our lightweight network stack that does not require request batching. The bottom graph (large key-value items) uses a different Y scale from the first two graphs’.
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Figure 5.11: Per-core breakdown of end-to-end throughput.

Figure 5.12: Local throughput of key-value data structures.

67.8% to 77.8%. A local benchmark in Figure 5.12 (without network processing) also shows that skewed workloads grant good throughput for local key-value processing due to the data locality. These results further justify the partitioned design of MICA and explains why MICA retains high throughput under skewed workloads.

Summary: MICA’s throughput reaches 76.9 Mops, at least 4X faster than the next best system. MICA delivers consistent performance across different skewness, write-intensiveness, and key-value sizes.

5.4.3 Latency

To show that MICA achieves comparably low latency while providing high throughput, we compare MICA’s latency with that of the original Memcached implementation that uses the kernel network stack. To measure the end-to-end latency, clients tag each request packet with the current timestamp. When receiving responses, clients compare the current timestamp and the previous timestamp echoed back in the responses. We use uniform 50% GET workloads on tiny items. MICA uses EREW. The client varies the request rate to observe the relationship between throughput and latency.
Figure 5.13 plots the end-to-end latency as a function of throughput; the error bars indicate 5th- and 95th-percentile latency. The original Memcached exhibits almost flat latency up to certain throughput, whereas MICA shows varied latency depending on the throughput it serves. MICA’s latency lies between 24–52 µs. At the similar latency level of 40 µs, MICA shows 69 Mops—more than two orders of magnitude faster than Memcached.

Because MICA uses a single round-trip per request unlike RDMA-based systems [103], we believe that MICA provides best-in-class low-latency key-value operations.

**Summary:** MICA achieves both high throughput and latency near the network minimum.

### 5.4.4 Scalability

**CPU scalability:** We vary now the number of CPU cores and compare the end-to-end throughput. We allocate cores evenly to both NUMA domains so that cores can efficiently access NICs connected to their CPU socket. We use skewed workloads on tiny items because it is generally more difficult for partitioned stores to handle skewed workloads. MICA uses EREW.

Figure 5.14 (upper) compares core scalability of systems with 50% GET. Only MICA and Masstree perform better with more cores. Memcached, MemC3, and RAMCloud scale poorly, achieving their best throughput at 2 cores.

The trend continues for 95% GET requests in Figure 5.14 (lower); MICA and Masstree scale well as before. The rest also achieve higher throughput, but still do not scale. Note that some systems scale differently from their original papers. For example, MemC3 achieves 5.7 Mops at 4 cores, while the original paper shows 4.4 Mops at 16 cores [58]. This is because using our network stack instead of their network stack reduces I/O cost, which may expose a different bottleneck (e.g., key-value data structures) that can change the optimal number of cores for the best throughput.

**Network scalability:** We also change the available network bandwidth by varying the number of NIC ports we use for request processing. Figure 5.15 shows that MICA again scales well with high network bandwidth, because MICA can use almost all available network bandwidth for request processing. The GET ratio does not affect the result for MICA significantly. This result suggests that MICA can possibly scale further with higher network bandwidth (e.g., multiple
Figure 5.14: End-to-end throughput of in-memory key-value systems using a varying number of cores. All systems use our lightweight network stack.

40 Gbps NICs). MICA and Masstree achieve similar performance under the 95% GET workload when using 2 ports, but Masstree and other systems do not scale well with more ports.

**Summary:** MICA scales well with more CPU cores and more network bandwidth, even under write-intensive workloads where other systems tend to scale worse.

### 5.4.5 Benefits of the Holistic Approach

In this section, we demonstrate how each component of MICA contributes to its performance. Because MICA is a coherent system that exploits the synergy between its components, we compare different approaches for one component while keeping the other components the same.

**Parallel data access:** We use end-to-end experiments to measure how different data access modes affect the system performance. We use tiny items only. Figure 5.16 shows the end-to-end results. EREW shows consistently good performance. CREW achieves slightly higher throughput with high GET ratios on skewed workloads compared to EREW (white bars at 95% GET) because despite the overheads from bucket version management, CREW can use multiple cores to read popular items without incurring excessive inter-core communication. While CRCW performs
better than any other compared systems (Section 5.4.2), CRCW offers no benefit over EREW and CREW; this suggests that we should avoid CRCW.

**Network stack:** As shown in Section 5.4.2, switching Masstree to our network stack resulted in much higher throughput (16.5 Mops without request batching) than the throughput from the original paper (8.9 Mops with request batching [96]); this indicates that our network stack provides efficient I/O for key-value processing.

The next question is how important it is to use hardware to direct requests for exclusive access in MICA. To compare with MICA’s client-assisted hardware request direction, we implemented software-only request direction: clients send requests to any server core in a round-robin way, and the server cores direct the received requests to the appropriate cores for EREW data access. We use Intel DPDK’s queue to implement message queues between cores. We use 50\% GET on tiny items.

Table 5.1 shows that software request direction achieves only 40.0–44.1\% of MICA’s throughput. This is due to the inter-core communication overhead of software request direction. Thus, MICA’s request direction is crucial for realizing the benefit of exclusive access.

**Key-value data structures:** MICA’s circular logs, lossy concurrent hash indexes, and bulk chaining permit high-speed read and write operations with simple memory management. Even
Table 5.1: End-to-end throughput of different request direction methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Throughput</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Software-only</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>33.9 Mops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Skewed</td>
<td>28.1 Mops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client-assisted</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>76.9 Mops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hardware-based</td>
<td>Skewed</td>
<td>70.4 Mops</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CRCW, the slowest data access mode of MICA, outperforms the second best system, Masstree (Section 5.4.2).

We also demonstrate that partitioning existing data structures does not simply grant MICA’s high performance. For this, we compare MICA with “partitioned” Masstree, which uses one Masstree instance per core, with its support for concurrent access disabled in the source code. This is similar to MICA’s EREW. We also use the same partitioning and request direction scheme.

Table 5.2 shows the result with skewed workloads on tiny items. Partitioned Masstree achieves only 8.2–27.3% of MICA’s performance, with the throughput for 50% GET even lower than non-partitioned Masstree (Section 5.4.2). This indicates that to make best use of MICA’s parallel data access and network stack, it is important to use key-value data structures that perform high-speed writes and to provide high efficiency with data partitioning.

In conclusion, the holistic approach is beneficial in achieving high performance; any missing component significantly degrades performance.

5.5 Related Work

Most DRAM stores are not partitioned: Memcached [99], RAMCloud [112], MemC3 [58], Masstree [96], and Silo [136] all have a single partition for each server node. Masstree and Silo show that partitioning can be efficient under some workloads but is slow under workloads with a skewed key popularity and many cross-partition transactions. MICA exploits burst I/O and
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Throughput</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Partitioned</td>
<td>50% GET</td>
<td>5.8 Mops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masstree</td>
<td>95% GET</td>
<td>17.9 Mops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICA</td>
<td>50% GET</td>
<td>70.4 Mops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>95% GET</td>
<td>65.6 Mops</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: End-to-end throughput comparison between partitioned Masstree and MICA using skewed workloads.

Locality so that even in its exclusive EREW mode, loaded partitions run faster. It can do so because the simple key-value requests that it targets do not cross partitions.

Partitioned systems are fast with well-partitioned data. Memcached on Tilera [19], CPHash [101], and Chronos [85] are partitioned in-memory key-value systems that exclusively access partitioned hash tables to minimize lock contention and cache movement, similar to MICA’s EREW partitions. These systems lack support for other partitioning such as MICA’s CREW that can provide higher throughput under read-intensive skewed workloads.

H-Store [131] and VoltDB [139] use single-threaded execution engines that access their own partition exclusively, avoiding expensive concurrency control. Because workload skew can reduce system throughput, they require careful data partitioning, even using machine learning methods [115], and dynamic load balancing [85]. MICA achieves similar throughput under both uniform and skewed workloads without extensive partitioning and load balancing effort because MICA’s keyhash-based partitioning mitigates the skew using and its request processing for popular partitions exploits burst packet I/O and cache-friendly memory access.

Several in-memory key-value systems focus on low latency request processing. RAMCloud achieves 4.9–15.3 μs end-to-end latency for small objects [121], and Chronos exhibits average latency of 10 μs and a 99th-percentile latency of 30 μs, on low latency networks such as InfiniBand. Pilaf [103] serves read requests using one-sided RDMA reads on a low-latency network. Our MICA prototype currently runs on 10-Gb Ethernet NIC whose base latency is much higher [60]; we plan to evaluate MICA on a low-latency network.

Prior work studies providing a high performance reliable transport service using low-level unreliable datagram services. The Memcached UDP protocol relies on application-level packet loss recovery [108]. Low-overhead user-level implementations for TCP such as mTCP [83] can offer reliable communication to Memcached applications without incurring high performance penalties. Low-latency networks such as InfiniBand often implement hardware-level reliable datagrams [103].

Affinity-Accept [116] uses Flow Director on the commodity NIC hardware to load balance TCP connections across multiple CPU cores. Chronos [85] directs remote requests to server cores using client-supplied information, similar to MICA; however, Chronos uses software-based packet classification whose throughput for small key-value requests is significantly lower than MICA’s hardware-based classification.

Strict or complex item eviction schemes in key-value stores can be so costly that it can reduce system throughput significantly. MemC3 [58] replaces Memcached’s [99]’s original LRU with a CLOCK-based approximation to avoid contention caused by LRU list management. MICA’s circular log and lossy concurrent hash index use its lossy property to support common eviction
schemes at low cost; the lossy concurrent hash index is easily extended to support lossless operations by using bulk chaining.

A worthwhile area of future work is applying MICA’s techniques to semantically richer systems, such as those that are durable [112], or provide range queries [50, 96] or multi-key transactions [136]. Our results show that existing systems such as Masstree can benefit considerably simply by moving to a lightweight network stack; nevertheless, operations in these systems may cross partitions, it remains to be seen how to best harness the speed of exclusively accessed partitions.

5.6 Summary

MICA is an in-memory key-value store that provides high-performance, scalable key-value storage. It provides consistently high throughput and low latency for read/write-intensive workloads with a uniform/skewed key popularity. We demonstrate high-speed request processing with MICA’s parallel data access to partitioned data, efficient network stack that delivers remote requests to appropriate CPU cores, and new lossy and lossless data structures that exploit properties of key-value workloads to provide high-speed write operations without complicating memory management.
Chapter 6

Conclusion

This dissertation demonstrates that new algorithms, data structures, and software architectures that are designed to exploit modern hardware and workload characteristics can store and process a larger number of fine-grained items at a higher speed than conventional systems built for generic hardware and agnostic of workloads. We use key-value stores as examples and present SILT and MICA. As an on-flash key-value store, SILT is parsimonious in its use of memory for indexing to allow storing and serving a large number of items while maintaining high performance. SILT uses ECT, a new indexing scheme to achieve memory efficient indexing. Accurate and fast analytic primitives for SILT and SILT-like systems help building their models to estimate performance metrics, improve the system design, and discover appropriate system parameters for higher performance. MICA is an in-memory key-value store that performs efficient parallel processing enabled by the use of advanced NIC features, and uses new key-value data structures, improving the throughput of key-value processing over the network by up to an order of magnitude compared to previous in-memory key-value systems.

6.1 Discussion and Future Work

We briefly discuss additional issues and highlight related future work.

6.1.1 Performance Impacts Caused by Supporting Complex Features

While this dissertation shows that SILT and MICA achieve the best-in-class performance and capacity, their interface to applications is relatively simple among key-value storage systems. Both systems focus on single-key, unordered key-value operations; this interface is complete in that their main applications and workloads (e.g., memcached clients for MICA) can keep using the interface. Recall that many algorithms and data structures in SILT and MICA are specifically designed for this interface.

However, there do exist applications that use richer key-value storage semantics. They often require ordered retrieval (e.g., finding the smallest key larger than a given lookup key, retrieving all values within a key range) and/or transactions (e.g., committing or aborting multiple changes atomically, obtaining a consistent set of values for multiple keys).
Generally speaking, systems supporting complex features [65, 96, 112, 136] exhibit lower performance and capacity than SILT and MICA do. This may be simply an outcome of implementing richer semantics. For example, it is ineffective to use Bloom filters [22] for optimizing ordered retrieval because ordered retrieval may use non-existent lookup keys that are never stored in the system; accordingly, a system designer may have to employ more complex data structures such as ARFs [2]. On the other hand, it could be due to a suboptimal system design and configuration; we have shown that there exists room for improvement in SILT-like systems by optimizing their design and configuration with their system models built upon accurate and fast analytic primitives.

A key question is: What fraction of performance and capacity losses in systems are attributable to the support for complex semantics? Is it possible to quantify the effect of the support? Can we build a system that supports an “equivalent” interface enough to run target applications while minimizing performance and capacity losses? If we can modify applications while preserving their core functionalities, what extent can we improve this feature-capability tradeoff?

6.1.2 Balancing Generality and Specialization

In a broad sense, this dissertation exploits characteristics of target applications by employing specialized solutions. This approach implies that (1) there may exist applications that cannot be handled by the specialized solutions as we discuss above, and (2) specialization may involve more development and operation effort.

The second point can become particularly significant because a system designer may have to build a new system for each of numerous niche applications. For example, RocksDB [54] contains many configuration options to handle different applications—it can use typical LevelDB-like compaction, but it can also perform FIFO-style eviction of old data. If we develop multiple systems that are optimized to provide the maximum performance for different scenarios, the development cost may be prohibitively high considering the limited applicability of the individual systems. It would also require long development time, which will hinder rapid development and deployment of a new solution to the production environment.

One approach that can minimize the side effect of specialization is modularization. As explored early in Click [87] and Anvil [95], a modular framework can enable fast designing and implementation of specialized systems. They allow creating a full system by combining smaller components; e.g., Anvil builds a simple DBMS-like system by composing different implementations of the “dTable” interface, while these implementations can be reused to make another storage system.

However, this modular approach faces a new challenge nowadays. There exists a (possibly fundamental) tradeoff between the modularity and the system performance as demonstrated by the history of the operating system development. This tradeoff is significant as we use multi-core CPUs and design memory-speed storage systems. Multi-core systems have complex data flows with concurrency control, which makes it difficult to define a clean modular interface. Memory-speed storage systems hinders the conventional module composition using virtual functions or shared object files, which cause high function call overheads and prevent inlining across function calls.

In other words, we need a new modular framework in the era of multi-core architectures and memory-speed applications. How would such a framework differ from previous modular
frameworks? What is the role of language and compiler-supported approaches in solving this problem? Would it be still worthwhile specializing systems or should we fall back to generic systems for niche applications?

6.1.3 Easy Configuration of Systems without In-Depth Knowledge

It is always challenging to configure a complex system to attain its best performance. While we propose new analytic primitives to model SILT and SILT-like systems in this dissertation, they are insufficient to cover all the configuration issues in modern complex systems. Configuring a system appropriately still requires not only the in-depth knowledge of the system design and implementation, but also the effort to understand the target workloads by performing measurement and analysis on the workloads.

We claim that there should be an easy configuration method that does not demand expertise in system internals and the operational environment. Ideally, one should be able to configure a system automatically, while a guided optimization of a system may be almost equally effective in achieving the same goal. Combined with the previous discussion topic, one can imagine building and tuning a system without having to understand the function and behavior of individual system components and target workloads, and still obtaining high system capabilities that is close to what an expert can achieve.
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